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56Chapter 1
Introduction
“(...) diviser chacune des di cult´ es que j’examinerais, en autant de
parcelles qu’il se pourrait, et qu’il serait requis pour les mieux r´ esoudre.
(...) conduire par ordre mes pens´ ees, en commen¸ cant par les objets les
plus simples et les plus ais´ es ` a connaˆ ıtre, pour monter peu ` a peu, comme
par degr´ es, jusques ` a la connaissance des plus compos´ es ; et supposant
mˆ eme de l’ordre entre ceux qui ne se pr´ ec` edent point naturellement les
uns les autres.”
Ren´ e Descartes, in Discours de la m´ ethode 1 (1637)
1.1 Motivation
The decomposition principle splitting a complex task into simpler subtasks, has
founded decades of technological achievements. Most systems we commonly use ev-
ery day involve complex chains of reactions between components of di erent scales,
that combine to form the service we expect from them. Assembling components to
form a more powerful system is so e cient and widespread that it almost forms a
commonplace to mention it. However, considering with more attention the complex-
ity levels of current systems, and the way they are designed today, suggests that this
paradigm has reached some limitations.
1. Size. The most obvious limitation: The explosive number of elements involved
in some applications now reaches complexity levels that go far beyond what a
single person can master.
2. Historical constraints. Very often, redesign from scratch has become in-
tractable or simply too expensive, or is impossible for matters of downward
1Among the four principles of the method, these are the 2nd and 3rd ones. In substance, 1/ take
nothing for granted, 2/ divide a complex problem into simpler sub-problems, 3/ understand each
elementary sub-problem, and recombine, 4/ don’t forget anything ! Summarized as “divide and
conquer” by fast readers.
7compatibility. So one is bound to continuously upgrade parts of an exist-
ing system or software, which leads to a discrepancy between recent and old
technologies, recent and old design paradigms.
3. Heterogeneity. In the same way, there is also a trend to rapidly assemble
o -the-shelf components, of di erent generations and manufacturers, in order
to follow the market demand or new o ers proposed by competitors. This
produces systems that sometimes have unexpected behaviors, whence the ne-
cessity of heavy test procedures. As a matter of fact, most softwares or services
today are delivered in a continuous ﬂow of versions, following a continuous ﬂow
of bug reports.
4. Open systems. In many cases, compound systems are no longer closed sys-
tems, like a chip, a computer or a plane, for which the manufacturer could
theoretically master all components. They are rather open systems, only par-
tially known to people in charge of their monitoring. In particular in the ﬁeld
of telecommunication networks, or of distributed softwares.
5. Unstructured systems. After decades of hierarchical decomposition into
components, new design paradigms appear under the form of peer architec-
tures, where components are both clients and servers of one another. Much
less intuitive objects in terms of management.
6. Dynamic architectures. Moreover, the structure itself of some current soft-
ware systems is no longer stable and designed once for all, but may be built
“on demand.” This was partly the case in telecommunication networks, but
it becomes a central feature in peer-to-peer networks or in web services, two
fast growing application paradigms.
One may be happy with this situation, as far as the main function of a complex
system is globally satisﬁed, and continuously improved by a “test and modify” pro-
cess. But of course, this can’t be su cient for critical applications. New tools and
concepts are continuously needed to assess beforehand whether a system fulﬁlls its
objectives or not, whether it is error-free or not. And once a large system has
been deployed, similar di culties remain at run time to monitor it and analyze its
behavior, which is the topic of this document.
As a typical domain where these issues are becoming of critical importance, let
us mention telecommunication networks and services management. It is by now
considered that network elements (NE) are so complex and o er so many features
and adjustable parameters, meanwhile networks increase in size and heterogeneity
of equipment and functions, that the traditional monitoring of a network by directly
accessing and tuning NEs has become impossible. It is commonly considered that
a human operator needs one year to master a new NE technology and be able to
parameterize the network he supervises. Research groups like the NMRG (Net-
work Management Research Group) at IRTF (Internet Research Task Force), or the
European research network EMANICS (MANagement of Internet technologies and
Complex Services), are now orienting research to new management concepts. Under
8the generic name of autonomic communications, objectives like self-conﬁguration,
self-healing, self-adaptation, self-xxx reveal a trend to abstract the inherent com-
plexity of systems and search for high-level programming mechanisms for telecom-
munication networks. Ideally, one should be able to program a network by assigning
it service-level objectives. What technologies will bridge the gap between these
high-level objectives and low-level management is still unclear and remains a very
active research ﬁeld. One trend is to push down these high-level requirements, un-
der the form of policy-based management (essentially for performance management).
Another strong tendency favors probabilistic methods, both to model network be-
haviors (performance and conﬁguration management), or to understand its behavior
(learning methods or statistical techniques for fault management and event correla-
tion).
The research work we summarize in this document addresses complexity issues
in the reverse direction. We start from traditional model-based approaches to some
monitoring problems, that were successful so far for small size systems, and propose
a methodology to extend them to possibly large networks of components. The
idea is quite simple: the complexity of networked systems precisely comes from
the existence of many interconnected functions and elements. Why not turning
this to our advantage and imagining a monitoring architecture that would itself be
distributed ? Ideally, this would both solve scalability issues, and allow a natural
upgrade of monitoring architectures as the structure of the supervised system is
updated. As a matter of fact, we’ll see that our approach naturally leads to the
fashionable idea of peer to peer monitoring architectures, but with a sound algebraic
basis.
Most of this research was motivated by a target application: failure diagnosis in
telecommunication networks. The results we obtained have been successfully imple-
mented and tested on di erent network technologies, in cooperation with industrial
partners2. But beyond these direct applications, the theory seems rich and promis-
ing enough to address some of the di culties mentioned above. For example systems
with a varying structure, like Web Services. Very likely also, o -line problems like
model checking for large components can be addressed with this approach. In sum-
mary, between small systems that can be studied as a whole, and large ones that
can only be built and tested, or modeled with probabilistic methods, there seems to
be some accessible land to explore.
1.2 A distributed approach to monitoring problems
We focus on discrete event dynamic systems (DEDS), and in particular on dis-
tributed systems obtained by assembling a large number of components, that we
could also call networks of dynamic systems. Such systems very rapidly become
intractable as their size augments. This is due to combinatorial explosions that take
place both in their state space, and in their trajectory space. Because of these com-
2Experiments have been carried out for SDH optical network, MPLS networks, submarine line
terminal equipment, and GSM radio access network. Alcatel R&I is currently evaluating the intro-
duction of this technology into ALMAP, its corporate network management platform.
9binatorial explosions, global (or centralized) approaches developed for monitoring
problems are no longer applicable. By “monitoring problem,” we encompass prob-
lems like supervisory control, optimal control, optimal state/trajectory estimation,
or diagnosis problems. Several authors have proposed to address the challenge of
distributed systems by means of distributed (or modular) methods. The central
idea is to solve the target monitoring problem by parts, at the scale of a single com-
ponent, in such a way that combining local/partial solutions gives the global one.
Speciﬁcally, there exist two strategies to do so3 :
• In the decentralized monitoring architecture, a local supervisor is attached to
each component (or group of), and has only a local knowledge: it only knows
the model of that component, plus interface information with the rest of the
system, and only has access to observations/measurements coming from that
component. Local supervisors perform some computations and forward their
results to a coordinator in charge of assembling them. This coordinator is
supposed to ignore everything about the supervised system, and has minimal
computation capabilities, which means that most of the work is performed by
local supervisors.
• In the distributed architecture, one is not so much interested in computing a
global solution to the monitoring problem, like a global diagnosis, estimates of
global states, etc. On the contrary, only local views of these global solutions
are of interest, that is their projections on each component. Therefore the
coordinator becomes useless. The monitoring architecture simpliﬁes into a
collection of local supervisors, one per component, having local knowledge
and coordinating their work with supervisors of neighboring components to
provide a set of coherent local views.
The methodology we propose belongs to the second class, which can be considered
as a generalization of the ﬁrst one, where the necessity of a coordinator is relaxed.
The advantage is obvious in terms of scalability: each time a new component is
incorporated or replaced into the system, one only has to connect/replace its cor-
responding local supervisor to upgrade the monitoring architecture (Fig. 1.1). The
fact that the connectivity of the supervising architecture must be isomorphic to the
interaction structure between components in the system is not casual and will be
commented in the next chapters. Notice also that although the knowledge about
the “global solutions” to the monitoring problem is distributed in this approach, the
information is nevertheless present and available for standard post-processings (like
result report, action decision, etc.).
At this point, we made no distinction between modular and distributed process-
ings. The modularity refers to a problem that can be solved by parts, where each
computation “module” is based on a limited knowledge. Typically, computations
3In this classiﬁcation, we omit contributions that do not take into account the modularity of
the supervised system. For example approaches where several sensors collect di erent observations
on a unique component. Although these approaches are interesting in terms of cooperation be-
tween sensors, the modular processing is generally as complex as a global processing based on all
observations. Our goal here is to reduce complexity, in order to capture large systems.
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Figure 1.1: A network of dynamic systems, and its distributed monitoring architec-
ture.
performed by a local supervisor, knowing only one component and observations that
it produced. The expression “distributed processing” goes further by assuming that
the partial computations are performed at di erent locations, and thus require com-
munications between modules. This introduces scheduling issues in the problem:
one ﬁrst has to determine what should be computed locally, what to communi-
cate to neighbors, but also when communication should take place, and what to do
with delayed (or lost) messages. These protocol concerns are very sensitive in some
approaches [90]. In the framework presented here, we will consider asynchronous
distributed systems, and the distributed monitoring algorithms will also be com-
pletely asynchronous. Therefore modularity will be equivalent to distribution, and
we shall not distinguish them.
1.3 Overview of our contribution
As suggested by the title, this document describes an attempt at assembling two
disconnected sets of results, developed in di erent communities and with apparently
unrelated objectives.
Bayesian networks. The term Bayesian Network4 refers to graphical models
displaying the correlation structure of a collection of random variables. Let V =
{Vk,1   k   K} be a ﬁnite set of variables, and let V = V1   ... VN be a covering
of V, with Vn  V,1   n   N. We denote by v a function associating to each
variable in V a value of its domain, and by vi we denote the restriction of v to Vn.
We also denote vk a value of variable Vk. A joint distribution PV on variables V can
be speciﬁed in terms of so-called potential functions  n deﬁned on the vn and taking
values in R. Speciﬁcally
P(v)=
1
Z
exp{ 
N  
n=1
 n(vn)} (1.1)
4Sometimes also called Markov random ﬁeld, graphical model, or belief network, according to
the community using it.
11where Z is a normalizing factor. Each subset Vn is called a clique. Intuitively  n
deﬁnes (soft) constraints on the elements of clique Vn, and by suitably combining all
these local constraints, one speciﬁes the global correlation structure in V. To prepare
the analogy with dynamic systems, we call the pair Sn =( Vn, n)acomponent.
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Figure 1.2: Four graphical representations of dependencies between variables Vk
and/or components Sn.
The interactions in V admit several graphical representations.
• The most direct: as a hypergraph H =( V,{Vn}1 n N). Every variable in V
is a node, and each subset Vn deﬁnes a hyper-edge (Fig. 1.2-a).
• As a graph G =( V,E), still with variables as nodes. Two variables are related
by an edge of E i  they appear in the same Vn, for some n. Or equivalently,
G restricted to Vn is a complete graph (Fig. 1.2-b).
• As a bipartite graph G =( V,S,E). One still has variable V as ﬁrst set of
nodes, and the second one S = {1,...,N} corresponds to the N “systems”
deﬁned by the Vn. A variable V  V is related by an edge to system n i 
V  Vn (Fig. 1.2-c).
• As a dual graph G =( S,E) where nodes in S = {1,...,N} still represent the
Vn. There is an edge in E between n and m i  Vn  Vm  =   (Fig. 1.2-d).
These graphical representations have two main advantages.
1. First of all, they can be directly interpreted in terms of conditional indepen-
dence statements. Consider Fig. 1.2-b for example. Variables {V4,V 7} sepa-
rate {V1,V 2,V 3,V 5,V 6} from {V8} in the sense that removing V4 and V7 from
12the graph disconnects these two sets. This property immediately entails that
(V1,V 2,V 3,V 5,V 6) and V8 are conditionally independent given (V4,V 7) for P:
P(v)=P(v1,v 2,v 3,v 5,v 6|v4,v 7)P(v8|v4,v 7)P(v4,v 7) (1.2)
as it can be checked directly from (1.1). The graph is thus a summary of a set
of conditional independence relations. Whence the name “Bayesian network:”
(1.2) is a Bayes formula.
2. Secondly, precisely because of these conditional independence relations, es-
timation problems can be resolved by parts. These problems typically take
the following form: one observes the value of some variables in V and wishes
to determine the most likely value of all the others. In the simplest cases,
i.e. when the interaction graph of ﬁg. 1.2-d is a tree, the resolution takes
the form of message passing algorithms (MPA), where some computations are
performed at the scale of a single clique Vn, and where neighboring cliques
exchange messages. The most famous examples of such algorithms appear
for Markov chains, i.e. Bayesian networks where the cliques are organized
in a single string: the Viterbi algorithm, the soft output Viterbi algorithm
(SOVA), the Kalman ﬁlter, the Rough-Tung-Striebel algorithm, the Bahl-
Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv (BCJR) algorithm, the forward-backward algorithm, the
[min,max]-[sum,product] algorithm, the sum-product algorithm, dynamic pro-
gramming, the belief propagation are all examples of MPA5. For more complex
graphs, MPA can still be applied. They are theoretically suboptimal, but yield
excellent results in practice, as it was revealed by the iterative algorithms for
decoding turbo-codes.
The reader will have noticed that message passing algorithms are a form of dis-
tributed processings. We are precisely going to elaborate on this remark.
Networks of dynamic systems. The simplest model of a discrete event dynamic
system (DEDS) takes the form of an automaton A =( Q,T,v0). A is composed
of a single state variable V taking values in the ﬁnite set Q of possible states,
and initialized at v0   Q. T   Q   Q is a ﬁnite set of transitions: a transition
t =( v,v )   T can ﬁre when V takes value v. After the ﬁring, A is in state
V = v . A run of A is thus a sequence   = v0[t1 v1[t2 v2 ...vl 1[tl vl ... such that
tl =( vl 1,v l)   T.
With a very simple idea, this class of DEDS can be extended to encompass
much more complex systems: instead of a single variable V , we can deﬁne automata
operating on several state variables. Speciﬁcally, we deﬁne a tile system S as a triple
S =( V,T ,v0), where V = {Vk,1   k   K} is a set of variables with ﬁnite domains,
T is a ﬁnite set of tiles, and v0 is the initial “state” of the system. Apparently, we
only introduced a vector-valued state variable. The originality comes from the fact
that transitions of T , that we call tiles, do not operate on all variables at a time.
A tile t =( Vt,v 
t ,v+
t )   T modiﬁes only variables in Vt  V. Speciﬁcally, t can
5Often the same algorithm appears with di erent names, according to the community that
(re)discovered it!
13ﬁre when the state v of the system restricted to Vt takes value v 
t . After the ﬁring,
these variables are changed to value v+
t , and variables in V \ Vt remain unchanged
(ﬁg. 1.3). This formalism is very convenient to deﬁne large systems, with numerous
state variables, by local dynamics.
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o4
V1 V2 V3 V4
v0
1 v0
2 v0
3 v0
4
v’
1 v’
2 v0
4 v0
3
v0
3 v’
2 v’
1
v’
1 v’
3 v"
2
v’
4
v’
4
v"
3 v"
4 v’
1 v"
2
S1 S2
Figure 1.3: A run of a tile system made of two components S1 and S2, that share
two variables, V2 and V3. The ﬁrst tile ﬁring in this run (top left) changes only the
value of V1 and V2, and produces the label o1.
The main advantage of this framework is that tile systems can be composed
very naturally. There exists several ways to deﬁne the composition, that we shall
recall in this document. The simplest one, at this point, is the following: let the
Sn =( Vn,Tn,v0
n) be tile systems, 1   n   N, their composition S =( V,T ,v0)=
S1 S2 ... SN is obtained by taking the union of variables V = V1   ... VN
and of tiles T = T1   ... TN, and by assembling the initial states v0
i (provided
they coincide on shared variables). The interactions come from the fact that two
components Sn,Sm can both read and change the values of the state variables in the
intersection Vn  Vm. The latter thus behave as communication ports.
As for Bayesian networks, one can associate graphical representations to a com-
pound tile system S, and they turn out to be exactly those of Fig. 1.2 ! Instead
of a potential function  n deﬁning constraints on a subset Vn of variables, on has
a component Sn deﬁning local dynamics on the Vn. But we need one more step to
make this analogy operational.
The join. In its simplest form, a monitoring problem for S could be expressed as
follows. Assume some of the tiles in the Sn can emit a possibly random signal when
they ﬁre (the production of an alarm for example) that we call a label. S performs
a hidden run  , and the labels emitted by tiles in this run are collected under the
form of observations Ob (Fig. 1.3). Since   is hidden, the goal is to recover all runs
14of S that could have produced Ob. Further, if each component Sn is a stochastic
system, one would like to recover the most likely run, as an estimate of  .
This problem looks very much like a standard Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
problem. But here, we complexify it a little.
• First we assume that observations Ob are not collected into a single sequence
of labels. Rather, labels are collected on each component Sn by a local sensor,
that produces the local observation set Ob
n. Our observation is thus the tuple
Ob =( Ob
1,Ob
2,...,Ob
N), and the interleaving of events in the Ob
i is assumed to
be lost.
• Secondly, as mentioned in the previous section, we aim at possibly large sys-
tems. Therefore the usual procedures for HMMs, that operate on the state
space of S, are just una ordable: the state space size explodes with the num-
ber of components. We rather look for a modular methodology to solve the
monitoring problem, where computations would be performed at the scale of
components Sn.
• Finally, we would like to perform this monitoring on-line, i.e. we wish to
update our estimates of the hidden run   on the ﬂy, as new observations are
collected on the di erent sensors.
This is close enough to the MPA we sketched for Bayesian networks. To establish
the connection, one must realize that the objects we are interested in are not so much
the components Sn themselves, but rather their sets of runs. So we must introduce
time in our formalism. As illustrated in Fig. (1.3), a run   of S can be considered
as a tuple of trajectories (i.e. sequences of events), one per variable Vk. So let us
denote by ¯ Vk a variable whose values are trajectories of Vk, for Vk  V. We are going
to use the fact that variables (¯ Vk)1 k K form a “Markov ﬁeld,” in a very speciﬁc
sense. Consider an operator U that would take a tile system S and compute in some
form or another the set U(S) of all its runs  . We will show in this document that
U can be designed so as to be a product preserving functor on tile systems. In other
words, one has
U(S1 ... SN)=U(S1)   ... U(SN) (1.3)
where   is an appropriate composition operator on trajectory sets.
This factorization property is the counterpart of (1.1) for networks of dynamic
systems, and is at the core of the methodology we present in this document. Each
U(Sn) can be considered as a “potential function” or as the deﬁnition of local con-
straints on variables ¯ Vn = {¯ V ,V  Vn}. Because of (1.3), the interaction structure
of the U(Sn) is identical to that of the components Sn themselves. Finally, obser-
vations Ob
n as well can be interpreted as some knowledge on the local trajectories
in U(Sn), i.e. on the values of variables in ¯ Vn. So we are almost back to a static
problem that can be solved by MPA.
This forms the essential message of this document: many results obtained
for Bayesian networks can be recycled into distributed and asynchronous
estimation algorithms for distributed dynamic systems.
151.4 Organization of the document
The next chapter describes an axiomatic framework designed to capture both Bayesian
networks and networks of dynamic systems. The objective is to describe message
passing algorithms (MPA) in a formalism that encapsulates both situations. We de-
ﬁne abstract systems operating on variables, that we compose by shared variables.
Only two operators are useful on these systems: a composition and a projection (or
reduction). We relate them by a small set of axioms, from which many algebraic
properties can be derived. The interaction structure of a compound system can be
described by a graph, on which the standard separation criterion is equivalent to
a form of conditional independence. This is su cient to develop MPA, study their
convergence and explore the properties of their stationary points.
Chapter 3 is a ﬁrst application of this framework to dynamic systems, in the sim-
plest possible setting. We deﬁne a network of dynamic systems as the composition
of automata by the usual parallel product. This composition is slightly modiﬁed
to keep track of components when they are assembled. Such systems are provided
with the usual sequential semantics: their runs are simply sequences of events. The
distributed diagnosis problem is deﬁned in this setting, and solved in di erent ways.
First of all we reason on languages, which highlights the architecture of the compu-
tations that we apply all along this document. But languages are very ine cient to
encode large sets of runs of a system, so they are inappropriate to on-line monitoring
algorithms. The notion of trellis process is then introduced to describe sets of runs
in a compact manner. We show that these objects enjoy a nice factorization prop-
erty and satisfy the axiomatic framework of chapter 2, which allows us to compute
with them. The key point here,i.e. the factorization property of trellis processes, is
derived by category theory arguments. We conclude this chapter by showing some
drawbacks of the sequential semantics, and advocate true concurrency semantics to
deal with distributed systems.
Chapter 4 proposes a ﬁrst setting to handle sets of runs in the true concurrency
semantics. We ﬁrst change the notion of composition in order to preserve the state
variables of components, rather that merging them in a big product state variable.
As in the case of networks of automata, composition can be done either by product
or by shared components: both situations are equivalent. The notion of system this
leads to turns out to be almost equivalent to safe Petri nets. In the true concurrency
semantics, runs are partial orders of events (or Mazurkiewicz traces), and sets of runs
can be encoded under the form of branching processes. The latter enjoy once again a
nice factorization property (still derived by category theory arguments), and admit
a natural notion of projection. However, the axioms of chapter 2 are satisﬁed only in
very speciﬁc cases. To perform computations in the general case, one must introduce
the notion of augmented branching process.
Chapter 5 tries to go further and explores the existence of trellis processes for
the true concurrency semantics, as an even more compact way of encoding sets of
runs. Still in view of e cient distributed and on-line monitoring algorithms. Trellis
processes can indeed be deﬁned, and enjoy very elegant properties. In particular, the
factorization property is preserved, and a natural notion of projection exists, which
16allows us once again to apply the formalism of chapter 2 in some speciﬁc cases. But
the notion of augmented trellis process, that would encompass the general case, is
still missing.
Chapter 6 gives some snapshots at di erent contracts that guided this research.
It describes the applications that were considered and some features of the proposed
solutions. It underlines in particular how the implementations that were experi-
mented were either in advance, or late, or sometimes erroneous with respect to the
development of the corresponding theory.
As a conclusion, chapter 7 summarizes the state of this theory and identiﬁes some
missing tiles in the puzzle. It also lists a number of immediate or more futuristic
extensions of this work.
1.5 Historical perspective
The assembling of Bayesian networks, distributed dynamic systems and category
theory presented in this document doesn’t yet form a completely smooth theory.
But it already went through several polishing phases. We brieﬂy mention some of
them to underline the beneﬁts of crossing di erent scientiﬁc cultures, but also to
show how simple ideas sometimes take complex ways to materialize, ways in which
chance plays an important part.
The origins. The problem that triggered this research was jointly raised in 1996
by Claude Jard (background in distributed programming) and Albert Benveniste
(several backgrounds, in particular signal processing and random processes). In
telecommunication networks, failures generally propagate in the net which causes
bursts of alarms at di erent locations. These alarms are only partially ordered in
time, due to the distributed nature of the network. So the original problem was to
identify failures from patterns of partially ordered alarms. The idea of interacting
components and of stochastic systems were also present at the very beginning, which
oriented us to Bayesian networks.
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Figure 1.4: Augmenting interactions in space with interactions in time.
Very soon however, we were faced with the di culty of introducing time, or
dynamics, in Bayesian networks. When there is a single state variable, for example
17in Markov chains, this is done by duplicating the variable to represent its value at
each clock tick. Time is unfolded, in some sense. And the Markov chain dynamics
is introduced by potential functions coupling variables at time t and t + 1. Applied
to a Bayesian network, this principle would amount to add one more dimension to
Fig. 1.2, perpendicular to the page, that would represent the time axis (Fig. 1.4).
But in a distributed system, time is not homogeneous for all variables: as illustrated
in Fig. 1.3, some variables may evolve while others remain constant. And the places
where transitions occur depend the run! To capture this unusual feature, one would
need a Bayesian network (or a Markov random ﬁeld) whose structure would depend
on the value of some of its variables. Unfortunately, such a theory doesn’t exist yet,
and seems di cult to conceive.
Petri nets. It was thus chosen to abandon the idea of a global stochastic model
capturing both interactions in space and in time. The ﬁrst framework was based on
partially stochastic safe Petri nets. Petri nets are a natural model for concurrent
systems: they describe well the idea of local transitions, and the true concurrency
semantics allows us to describe their runs as partial orders of events, also called
conﬁgurations. The term “partially stochastic” relates to the fact that transitions
have a “weight,” related to their likelihood, which allows us to compare runs. How-
ever no proper probabilistic space of runs was derived. This setting was su cient to
perform a Viterbi-like algorithm, and recover the “most likely” trajectory explaining
a sequence (or a tuple of sequences) of alarms.
Estimation algorithms were soon extended into distributed procedures, for nets
with several components connected by shared places. The key observation was
that conﬁgurations of the global net could be split into local conﬁgurations of its
components. The resulting algorithm took the form of several cooperating Viterbi
algorithms: one per component, in charge of recovering conﬁgurations of this com-
ponent, and proposing to neighbors its possible explanations for shared places. After
all observations were processed, a belief propagation phase was initiated to ﬁnd the
best combination of local explanations.
Unfoldings. Handling sets of conﬁgurations can be quite heavy since these objects
rapidly become large. To minimize the memory space, conﬁgurations were encoded
with a back-pointer notation, as in [35, 31]. In other words, the underlying data
structure we used was the unfolding of the system, and a conﬁguration was nothing
more than a tuple of entry points in this data structure. This revealed that the
diagnosis could probably be performed directly in terms of unfoldings, which was
done in [9]. Moreover, the distributed version of the algorithm suggested that the
unfolding of a compound system factorized into local unfoldings. This was estab-
lished directly in [37], and distributed estimation algorithms were re-expressed in
this setting: messages were now pieces of unfoldings.
Several results were then obtained in parallel. First of all, the derivation of an ax-
iomatic framework to express general message passing algorithms (MPA) and study
their algebraic properties [38]. In particular to express conditional independence,
and study convergence of MPA. Secondly, the introduction of augmented branch-
ing processes (ABP), as the correct framework to express distributed algorithms
18(ordinary branching processes are not su cient) [40]. Finally, the expression of dis-
tributed algorithms in terms of event structures, instead of branching processes [41].
Factorization properties and category theory. By a strike of fate, while I
was exploring di erent families of event structures to check if ABP already existed, I
came aware of Winskel’s work on models for concurrency. I was struck in particular
by a result in [110], stating in a couple of lines the factorization property (1.3)
on unfoldings6. The key argument for this derivation was some obscure result in
category theory... which I thus decided to investigate, motivated by the tedious
proofs in [37]. And by Winskel’s killing sentence in [110]:
Proving these facts directly from the unfolding construction is quite un-
wieldy - and completely uninstructive - so it is fortunate there is this
abstract characterization of the occurrence net unfolding of a [safe] net.
In a sense, it was there all the time, because (...), so it was determined
(...) by the categorical set-up.
The category theory approach brought many advantages, by focusing develop-
ments on the essential features, while saving us from tedious and useless proofs.
For example, interactions between components can be expressed under the form of
synchronous products, or by shared variables (pullbacks [43]), without changing the
theory. Several other event structures were also quickly derived, like trellis processes
for the true concurrency semantics [45], or trellises for the usual interleaving seman-
tics [44, 42], and their factorization properties came almost for free, thus making
them available to distributed algorithms.
Markov nets. These elements of history wouldn’t be complete without mention-
ing the collaboration with Stefan Haar, met at a workshop on Petri nets (GDR
ARP7, June 2000) where I was invited to give a talk about partially stochastic Petri
nets. Just like us, Stefan was trying at that time to randomize concurrent systems.
The di culty was to obtain some equivalence between concurrency and stochastic
independence. In other words, components that do not interact should also be in-
dependent in the stochastic sense, which is not achieved in any form of stochastic
Petri nets. Combining our approaches, Albert, Stefan and I managed to randomize
unfoldings of a reasonable class of safe nets, and to deﬁne a Markov property on un-
foldings, based on a notion of stopping time. This resulted in Markov nets [39], that
was later reﬁned by Samy Abbes who introduced the simpler notion of branching
cell (see Samy’s thesis [1] and [2]). Notice however that the availability of a genuine
stochastic framework is important for identiﬁcation issues, or performance analysis,
but it has little inﬂuence on estimation algorithms, where one is only interested
in comparing the relative likelihoods of two trajectories; so a deﬁnition “up to a
constant” is su cient.
6This paper was handed to me by Samy Abbes, for a completely di erent purpose.
7A CNRS funded research group, dedicated to architectures, networks and systems, and paral-
lelism.
1920Chapter 2
Graphical models of interactions
The formalism presented in this chapter aims at a double objective. First of all, we
want to introduce the minimum amount of concepts allowing us to deﬁne graphical
models of interactions and message passing algorithms. The idea is that the simpler
the formalism, the broader its scope. Secondly, with these simple tools, we want to
go as far as possible in terms of distributed algorithms, convergence properties, etc.
We thus start with a simple deﬁnition of systems, “operating” on variables, and
two operations. The ﬁrst one allows us to compose systems, the second one allows
us to reduce systems to part of their variables. With a simple set of axioms on these
two operators, in particular a form of conditional independence property, one can
derive interaction graphs of systems and message passing algorithms. In some cases,
convergence properties can be established. This formalism is the basis on which
distributed algorithms will be built, when we move to networks of dynamic systems.
2.1 Systems and their graphs
Notations. Specifying the notations of the introduction, we consider a ﬁnite set
Vmax of variables. A variable V  Vmax takes values v in domain DV . Variable
sets are denoted with script letters V   Vmax, and bold-face letters like v represent
functions over V, associating a value of DV to each variable V  V. We call v a
(local) state, and, for convenience, we sometimes represent it as a tuple of values
v =( v1,v 2,...,vn) assuming there exists a natural ordering of variables in V =
{V1,...,Vn}, and we denote by DV = DV1   ... DVn the domain of values for v.
2.1.1 Systems
We consider an abstract notion of system over these variables, that we generically
denote by S. To help intuition, systems can be understood as sets of tuples vmax  
DVmax. Systems are provided with two operations: composition and reduction.
The composition S = S1  S2 is associative and commutative. The reduction takes
the form of a family of operators  V, indexed by sets of variables V   Vmax, and
operating on a single system. Intuitively,  V(S) “projects” system S on variables V.
21We provide this setting with the following axioms:
 V1,V2  Vmax,  V1    V2 = V1 V2 (a1)
which expresses that reduction operators are actually projections.
 S,  V   Vmax : V(S)=S (a2)
System S is said to operate on variables of V. Using (a1), one can derive the
existence of a smaller variable set on which S operates, denoted by VS.
The central axiom concerns the relation between composition and reduction. Let
S1,S2 be two systems operating respectively on V1,V2, then
 V3  V1  V2,  V3(S1  S2)= V3(S1)    V3(S2) (a3)
(a3) expresses that the interaction between systems S1 and S2 is completely cap-
tured by their shared variables V1  V2, which thus behave as an interface between
the two systems. Notice also the striking similarity of (a3) with the conditional
independence statement P(V1,V2|V3)=P(V1|V3)P(V2|V3), expressing that V3 cap-
tures all statistical dependencies between V1 and V2 for distribution P. It is a well
known fact that such independence statements form the basis of recursive estimation
algorithms, and we are indeed going to build our algorithms on this property.
To illustrate the power of this axiom, let us replace Si by  Vi(Si) on the right
hand side of (a3), and apply (a1). One gets
 V3  V1  V2,  V3(S1  S2) =  V3 V1(S1)    V3 V2(S2) (2.1)
Taking V3 = V1  V2 in (2.1) yields
 V1 V2(S1  S2) =  V1(S1)    V2(S2)
= S1  S2 (2.2)
which expresses that S1 S2 operates on variables of V1 V2, a natural property one
could expect from composition.
The last axiom we introduce is essentially technical: it assumes the existence of
an identity element 1 I for composition:
 S, S  1 I = S (a4)
It is also natural to require that 1 I do not operate on any variable, i.e. V1 I =  , or
  (1 I)=1 I 1. By (a1), this induces  V(1 I)=1 I for all V   Vmax, and so S  V(1 I)=S
for all S.
1A more elegant property would be  S,  (S)=1 I, but we actually don’t need this stronger
assumption.
222.1.2 Examples
Constraint systems. Recall that a local state v is a function v : V   DV with
V   Vmax. So v can be considered as a set of global states where the value is ﬁxed
on variables of V and free on ¯ V = Vmax \V. More speciﬁcally, we deﬁne the span of
v as the set of all global states vmax obtained by extending v into total functions
over Vmax, in all possible ways.
We deﬁne a constraint system S as a set of (local) states, not necessarily ﬁxing
the value of the same variables, and we say that vmax satisﬁes (or belongs to) S if it
belongs to the span of S : Span(S)    v S Span(v). Systems with identical spans
are considered as equivalent: we don’t distinguish them.
Let V   Vmax, the reduction  V (v) of a state v to V  simply corresponds to
the restriction v|V  : V   V   DV V , where only values over V   V  remain ﬁxed.
The reduction of a system follows: S  = V (S)   { V (v):v   S}. Observe that
S  = V (S ), which underlines that S  speciﬁes constraints on variables of V  only.
In that case, the span of S  in DVmax can be uniquely represented as the union of
local states of shape v  : V   DV . We adopt notation (S ,V ) to express that S 
operates on V , and that elements of S  are in the canonical form v .
The composition of S1 and S2 is deﬁned by the conjunction of their constraints,
i.e. by the intersection of their spans. In other words, assuming (Si,Vi), the com-
position of v1 and v2 is non empty i  v1|V2 = v2|V1. And in that case, the resulting
state v1   v2 is obtained by merging the partial functions v1 and v2 into a partial
function over V1 V2. The deﬁnition of S1 S2 follows: S1 S2 = {v1 v2 : vi  Si}.
The unit system 1 I is deﬁned as the set DVmax, i.e. 1 I allows all possible states.
Obviously,  V   Vmax, V(1 I)=1 I, so 1 I operates on no variable, and its canonical
form reduces to the universal state  .
It is straightforward to check that composition and reduction of constraint sys-
tems satisfy axioms (a1) to (a4).
Probabilistic systems. This class extends the previous one. For simplicity, we
only consider constraint systems (S,V) in canonical form, that we extend into
(S,V,C) where C : S  R associates a weight (or cost) to each state v. Let V   V,
the reduction (S ,V ,C ) =  V (S,V,C) remains the same on states, and the new
weight function C  is deﬁned by:
 v   S , C (v ) = min
v S : v|V =v  C(v) (2.3)
When V    V, we simply deﬁne  V (S,V,C) as  V  V(S,V,C). For the composition,
(S,V,C) = (S1,V1,C1)   (S2,V2,C2) follows the same principle as above to compose
states, with the extra rule
C(v1   v2)=C1(v1)+C2(v2) (2.4)
when v1   v2 is non-empty. And naturally V = V1  V2. We leave as an exercise
the veriﬁcation of (a3). The unit system is deﬁned as 1 I =( { }, ,0) : it allows all
states, and introduces no extra weight.
23Systems with cost functions are closely related to Markov random ﬁelds, whence
the name of “probabilistic systems:” Taking exp( C), and renormalizing it by its
sum over all states v in S yields a probability distribution on variables V. For
(S,V,C)=( S1,V1,C1)   ...  (SN,VN,CN), the cost function Ci represents the so-
called potential function of clique Vi, while the global cost function C is referred to
as the energy function.
We have chosen the pair (min,+) to deﬁne reduction and composition. In the
probabilistic interpretation above, reduction can thus be read as a maximum like-
lihood operation: the cost of a state corresponds to  log of its probability, so,
in (2.3), likelihood is maximized over discarded variables. But other pairs than
(min,+) would work as well, for example (max,+), (max, ) or (+, ) (see [3]).
For the latter, the reduction corresponds to a marginalization : one integrates the
likelihood over the discarded variables.
Whatever the choice one makes, in practice cost functions are often handled
under a renormalized form. This renormalization can be incorporated into the com-
position and reduction operators without altering their properties.
Language systems. This last example is borrowed to Rong Su’s approach to
distributed monitoring [102]. We deﬁne a language system S =( L,V) as a regular
language L over a ﬁnite alphabet V. So the letters in V deﬁne the variables on which
this system operates, and we assume the existence of a maximal (ﬁnite) alphabet
Vmax. The reduction  V (S) is given by the natural projection of words in L on the
sub-alphabet V   V . And the composition S1  S2, with Si =( Li,Vi), is deﬁned as
S1  S2 =( L,V1  V2) with L = L1  L L1     1
V1 (L1)     1
V2 (L2) (2.5)
where   1
Vi denotes the reverse projection of (V1  V2)  on Vi. In other words, L is
the usual parallel product of languages L1 and L2. It is a simple exercise to check
axioms (a1) to (a4). Language systems are actually very close in nature to constraint
systems. We’ll see later that they enjoy the same properties.
In the next chapters, we will encode runs of distributed systems in a way similar
to language systems. But instead of regular languages, we will have more elaborate
data structures.
2.1.3 Graphs of a compound system
Hypergraph. As mentioned in the introduction, several graphical representations
can be associated to a compound system S = S1   ... SN operating on a set of
variables. In the hypergraph representation, variables in Vmax give the vertices,
and each component (Si,Vi) deﬁnes the hyperedge Vi (Fig. 1.2.a). Without loss of
generality, one can assume Vi   Vj for i  = j (if inclusion happens, we replace Si and
Sj by the single component Si  Sj, operating on Vj).
The interest of H =( Vmax,{V1,...,VN}) is to display the interfaces between
sets of components. Let X,Y,Z   Vmax be vertex sets, we say that Y separates
X from Z (denoted X|Y|Z) when on the hypergraph H|Vmax\Y, obtained by remov-
ing vertices Y, no connected component contains vertices of both X and Z. For
24example, {V1,V 2,V 3}|{V4,V 7}|{V7,V 8} in Fig. 1.2.a. This allows us to say that vari-
ables {V4,V 7} capture all the interaction between components S1 and S4. And since
{V4,V 7} V 2, component S2 separates S1 from S4 as well, or is an interface between
them.
This property is crucial to distributed algorithms. But before explaining why,
we introduce a more convenient graphical representation to describe the interactions
between components. This graph will form the support of our algorithms.
Connectivity graph, communication graph. The connectivity graph Gcnx of
S = S1   ... SN has {1,...,N} as vertices, or equivalently components Si, and
(i,j) is an edge i  Vi  Vj  =   (Fig. 1.2.d).
A communication graph Gc for S is obtained by recursively removing redundant
edges in the connectivity graph, until minimality is reached. An edge (i,j) is said
to be redundant in a graph i  there exists a path (i,k1,k 2,···,k L,j) such that
Vi  Vj  Vkl and kl   {i,j} for 1   l   L. In other words, the direct interaction
between Si and Sj can be captured by the alternate path (Si,Sk1,···,SkL,Sj) of
the graph.
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Figure 2.1: The hypergraph H of a system with 6 components (top left), and the asso-
ciated connectivity graph Gcnx of components (top right). Below, two communication
graphs for this system.
In general, a system has several communication graphs, as illustrated in ﬁg-
ure 2.1. But we’ll see that this is not really bothering. This is particularly true
for the subclass of “tree shaped systems,” that will play an important role in the
sequel: We say that S lives on a tree i  one of its communication graphs is a tree.
This class enjoys the following nice property:
Proposition 1 If S lives on a tree, then all its communication graphs are trees.
Separation property. Communication graphs of S are more helpful than hyper-
graphs to identify interfaces between sets of components. This is actually theirraison
d’ˆ etre. Let us introduce some more notations. For an index set I  {1,...,N}, we
deﬁne SI    i ISi and VI    i IVi. Let I,J,K  {1,...,N} be index sets, and
25consider the aggregated components SI,SJ,SK. We say that SJ separates SI from
SK in S i  VI|VJ|VK on H.
Proposition 2 If I|J|K on a communication graph Gc of S, then SJ separates SI
from SK in S.
The separation property read on Gc is actually a fast way of identifying (some of the)
cases where axiom (a3) applies, and forms the basis of message passing algorithms,
as we show in the next section.
2.2 Distributed reduction algorithms
2.2.1 The reduction Problem
Composition is a natural tool to build large complex systems from small simple
components. In many applications, the large system S = S1   ... SN becomes
intractable. Fortunately, one is generally not so much interested in “computing”
the large system S, but rather in understanding its inﬂuence on a given compo-
nent Si. Speciﬁcally, once inserted into S, a component Si changes and becomes
S 
i    Vi(S). Computing these S 
i deﬁnes what we call the reduction problem. Natu-
rally, one would like to determine or approximate these reduced components without
computing S itself. Our objective is thus to obtain the S 
i with local computations,
i.e. computations performed at the scale of a component, and to highlight some of
their properties.
Before, and to illustrate the scope of this approach, we give an application ex-
ample of the reduction problem in coding theory, which is much di erent from the
problems we shall consider in the next chapters.
The example concerns the decoding of the so-called low-density parity check
(LDPC) codes. These error correcting codes are constructed in the following way:
codewords have a length of N bits, represented as variables B1,...,BN taking values
0 or 1. The code is obtained by forbidding some conﬁgurations among the 2N possible
ones. Speciﬁcally, M (independent) linear constraints S1,...,SM are applied to
these variables. Each Si involves a small subset of bits Vi  {B1,...,BN} and
allows states satisfying
 
Bn Vi Bn = 0, where addition is modulo 2. The number of
possible values for b =( b1,...,bN) thus reduces from 2N to 2K, with K = N   M,
which corresponds to a rate K
N code.
Case 1. Let us consider ﬁrst the decoding problem when an LDPC code is used
over an erasure channel. This random channel erases a transmitted bit with prob-
ability p, and transmits it perfectly with probability 1   p. The decoding problem
consists in recovering the transmitted codeword b =( b1,...,bN) from received val-
ues r =( r1,...,rN), where rn is either 0, 1 or x, standing for “erased.” This takes
the form of a big linear system, one equation per constraint, where Bn is set to rn
if 0 or 1 was received, and left as an unknown otherwise.
In our setting, for each observation rn let us build a system Rn operating on
variable Bn and pinning its value to rn if 0 or 1 was received, or allowing both
26values otherwise. The global decoding means computing S   R1   ... RN, made
of codewords that match observations r =( r1,...,rN). There is no obvious way
to perform this global computation e ciently. Moreover, it can result in a huge
set if r is not uniquely decodable. One would rather prefer to identify the value of
bits Bn that can be recovered, and leave the others as “unknown.” Possibly with
computations involving only a few bits at a time. The decoding of each bit Bn is
given by  Bn(S R1 ... RN), which is a sub-product of the  Vi(S R1 ... RN).
If r =( r1,...,rN) is decodable, this projection assigns a single value to each Bn.
Otherwise, some undecodable bits remain, that can still take both values.
Case 2. Let us consider now the transmission of an LDPC code over, say, a Gaus-
sian channel. Bn is modulated as +1 or  1 and corrupted by the additive Gaussian
noise Zn, which yields observation Rn = (2   Bn   1) + Zn taking values in R. We
now model systems Si as systems with a weight function: they allow the same lo-
cal states as above, and assign a null weight to each of them. This stands for the
equiprobability of all codewords, weights being homogeneous to a log likelihood. We
build observation systems as follows: given the received value rn, system Rn oper-
ates on Bn and assigns weights logP(rn|Bn = 0),log P(rn|Bn = 1) to values 0 and 1
of Bn. Then, in the (max,+) setting, the reduced system  Bn(S   R1   ... RN)
allows values 0 and 1 to Bn with weights
log max
bi,1 i N,i =n
P(b1,...,bn 1,0/1,b n+1,...,bN|r1,...,rN)+C (2.6)
where C is a constant. Therefore, these values allow a maximum likelihood decoding
of bit Bn. This statement may be more convincing without the log, i.e. in a (max, )
setting. Let us assign weight 1 to conﬁgurations of Si, still for equiprobability (any
constant value would work as well). Observation systems now assign P(rn|Bn =0 /1)
to values 0 and 1 of Bn. Then  Bn(S   R1   ... RN) yields weights proportional
to
max
bi,1 i N,i =n
P(b1,...,bn 1,0/1,b n+1,...,bN,r 1,...,rN) (2.7)
2.2.2 Message passing algorithm
The message passing algorithm (MPA) solves the reduction problem relying on the
separation criterion between components. The latter induces the following two com-
putation rules.
Consequences of the separation criterion. Let I,J,K be pairwise distinct
index sets, and assume that SJ separates SI from SK in S, then:
 VJ(SI J K) =  VJ(SI)  SJ    VJ(SK) (2.8)
(2.8) is known as a merge equation. It expresses that if a system SJ separates two
(or more) components, the latter have independent inﬂuences on SJ. The proof
27mostly uses (a3):
 VJ(SI J K) =  VJ(SI  SJ  SK)
= VJ(SJ)    VJ(SI  SK)
= SJ    VJ(SI)    VJ(SK) (2.9)
The second consequence of separation expresses that the inﬂuence of SK on SI can be
propagated through the intermediate system SJ, which is known as the propagation
equation:
 VI(SI J K)=SI    VI[SJ    VJ(SK)] (2.10)
The proof uses both (a3) and (a1):
 VI(SI J K)=SI    VI(SJ  SK)
= SI    VI[ VJ VK(SJ  SK)]
= SI    VI[ VJ(SJ  SK)]
= SI    VI[SJ    VJ(SK)] (2.11)
The key is that  VI    VJ VK = VI    VJ, due to the separation property. Of
course, by (a1) and taking into account that SI operates on VI, a term like  VJ(SI)
can be replaced by  VI VJ(SI).
Distributed reduction algorithm. Assume S = S1   ... SN lives on a tree,
and Gc is one of its communication graphs. Let N(i) denote the neighbors of vertex
i on Gc,1  i   N. The reduction algorithm for S is based on messages exchanged
between neighbors: each system Si maintains and updates a message Mi,j for each
neighbor Sj, so there are two messages per edge (i,j) of Gc, one in each direction.
The idea is that Mi,j collects information about Sj in systems located on the side
of Si with respect to edge (i,j), relying on the fact that system Si separates Sj from
the branches behind Si. The set of systems contributing to the message grows until
the whole branch beyond i has been covered.
Algorithm A1
1. Initialization
Mi,j = 1 I,  (i,j)  Gc (2.12)
2. Until stability of messages, select an edge (i,j) and apply the update rule
Mi,j :=  Vi Vj[Si   (
 
k N(i)\j
Mk,i)] (2.13)
3. Termination
S 
i = Si   (
 
k N(i)
Mk,i), 1   i   N (2.14)
28The termination equation (2.14) is obviously a merge, while the update equation
(2.13) mixes a merge and a propagation (Fig. 2.2). Observe that (2.13) merges
incoming messages of all edges around i excepted the edge (i,j) on which a new
message will be sent.
Sk2
Sk3
Sk1
Sj Si
Figure 2.2: Messages arriving at Si gather information of their sub-tree, and are
combined to form a message to Sj.
Convergence.
Theorem 1 Let S = S1  ... SN live on a tree, and Gc be a communication graph
for S. Then A1 converges in ﬁnitely many steps, and at convergence S 
i = Vi(S),
1   i   N.
“Steps” refer to the number of message updates, where only updates changing the
value of a message are counted. Notice that the scheduling of the algorithm, i.e.
the choice of the edge (i,j) at each step, is left unspeciﬁed. This property will thus
lead to asynchronous distributed algorithms in the sequel.
Evolving systems. Surprisingly, this result can be easily extended to evolving
systems, which will be useful in the next chapters. Assume components Si are not
ﬁxed once for all, but may evolve in time, which we denote by Si(t), t   N. We
make no other assumption on this evolution than
 Ti <   :  t>T i, Si(t)=Si(Ti) (2.15)
i.e. the components stabilize. Assume Algorithm 1 is started at time t = 0, and
that each step of the recursion takes one unit of time. So components change after
each message update. Then theorem 1 above still holds, with S replaced by the
stabilized system S1(T1)   ... SN(TN).
Of course, in the transient part of the algorithm, the messages combined in (2.13)
are desynchronized, i.e. they gather information collected in di erent components at
di erent times. This is the price to pay to get an asynchronous algorithm. One can
probably reﬁne this result with extra assumptions. For example, with a monotonic
evolution of components and speciﬁc constraints on the scheduling of the algorithm2,
there certainly exists some form of monotony on messages. We leave this for future
research.
2the ordering in which messages are updated
292.2.3 Turbo algorithms
In practical applications, few systems have a tree structure. To solve the reduction
problem in more general cases, one may adopt several strategies.
The simplest one consists in aggregating some components into macro-components,
in such a way that these macro-components interact according to a tree structure.
There exists a systematic way to do that, by ﬁrst triangulating a communication
graph of S, and then taking cliques of nodes to form the macro-components. It
can indeed be shown that the cliques of a triangulated graph have a tree shaped
interaction structure. This is also called the “junction tree technique.” The price
to pay is that computations of the MPA are then performed on larger components,
which generally means a loss in e ciency. And ﬁnding the best triangulated graph,
or equivalently the tree with the smallest macro-components, has been shown to be
NP hard. Moreover, even with reasonably dense communication graph, the number
of aggregated components rapidly brings us back to an intractable reduction prob-
lem. In the case of a grid of components, for example, the typical aggregation would
gather all components of a row (or of a column), and organize them in a chain.
The less known conditioning method does a similar thing. It freezes one (or
several) variable(s) to a particular value, which amounts to removing it (them) from
S, and may thus open a cycle. The reduction problem can be solved easily on the
remaining “conditioned system,” if it lives on a tree. The complexity is similar
to the junction tree method: all combinations of values must be explored for the
conditioning variables. And a technical di culty remains in the deconditioning
step, which combines all reduced components obtained for all values of the frozen
variables.
In practice, the complexity of exact reduction methods explodes with the number
of cycles in the communication graph of the system. This doesn’t mean however that
we must stop here our quest for methods to handle large distributed systems. In the
digital communication community, people have discovered that running the MPA
on graphs with cycles could sometimes provide excellent results [10], even if this is
theoretically illegal ! The MPA are then called turbo algorithms, because the message
sent on a branch may be propagated along a cycle of the graph and eventually come
back to its transmitter after some transformations. Just like the power of exhaust
gases of an engine drives the compression of fresh air at the admission side. We now
examine some of their properties.
Conditions for convergence. To study the convergence of message passing algo-
rithms on graphs with cycles, we introduce a weak notion of “topology” on systems,
with extra axioms deﬁning its relations with   and  . Let us assume the existence
of a partial order   on systems, where S   S  can be read as S contains more
information than S . We require   to satisfy the following properties:
 S, S   1 I (a5)
which means that 1 I is the least informative system.
 S1,S2,S3, S1   S2  S1  S3   S2  S3 (a6)
30 S,S ,  V   Vmax, S   S     V(S)    V(S ) (a7)
Intuitively, (a6) states that composition incorporates the same “amount” of infor-
mation to all systems, and (a7) means that reduction can’t introduce information.
As an example of this situation, consider constraint systems: S   S  can be
simply deﬁned by Span(S)   Span(S ), which entails in particular VS  VS , i.e. S
constrains the value of more variables.
Under these conditions, one easily shows that the messages Mi,j in (2.13) have a
decreasing evolution for   , regardless of the structure of the communication graph.
In other words, information augments at each node with the exchange of messages.
Moreover
Theorem 2 Under axioms (a5,a6,a7), algorithm A1 has at most one accessible
stationary point.
Notice that the update equation (2.13) may admit several stationary sets of
messages Mi,j, but at most one of them is accessible from the initial value of A1.
The accessibility refers to a denumerable number of steps3. If the number of possible
states is bounded, (i.e. |DVmax| <  ), the stationary point is reached in a ﬁnite
number of steps, whatever the ordering of updates. For inﬁnite state spaces, one
may be able to reﬁne this result and show that convergence is actually granted for
a weak topology. This is the case for language systems for example (section 2.1.2),
assuming the usual notion of weak convergence for non commutative formal series.
It would be nice if this simple approach could hold for random systems. Un-
fortunately, this is not the case: simple attempts at deﬁning   for systems with
cost functions fail, even if no renormalization operation is introduced on cost func-
tions. There is little hope of success since some authors have built examples of
systems for which the MPA does not converge to a ﬁx point [79]. Nevertheless,
convergence properties of MPAs on random systems are now quite well under-
stood [104, 58, 92, 93, 94, 20], and there exist tools to test it a priori. Convergence
deeply relies on the sparseness of the communication graph, or in other words, on
the length of cycles in the graph. Roughly speaking, cycles must be long enough to
introduce a decorrelation between an outgoing message and its version coming back
after a cyclic propagation. This ensures that the messages merged at a node are
almost independent, as they are on a tree.
To summarize, one can consider systems with cost functions as having a double
nature. First, components in S = S1 ... SN carry hard constraints, for which con-
vergence of the MPA is guaranteed, whatever the graph of S is. But components also
carry soft constraints, deﬁned by the likelihood of the remaining states, after hard
constraints have operated their selection. For these soft constraints, convergence
must be studied with the standard tools dedicated to turbo algorithms.
Properties at convergence. Let us now consider properties of stationary points
of A1, assuming there exist some.
3We only count message updates that change the content of a message.
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Figure 2.3: Two examples of constraint systems deﬁned on variables {A,B,C,D}.
Interpretation example for these graphics: component S1 operates on {A,B} and
contains states (a,b) and (a ,b  ).
Our aim was to obtain the reduced components  Vi(S). Let us ﬁrst remark that
the S 
i obtained by (2.14) at a stationary point of (2.13) generally di er from the
true  Vi(S), when the global system S doesn’t live on a tree, of course. Fig. 2.3
(left) gives a counter-example, in the case of constraint systems: S = S1 ... S4 is
empty, so the true reduced components  Vi(S) are also empty. But the S 
i obtained
at convergence of algorithm A1 are identical to the Si. In fact, the situation is even
worse: in some cases the true reduced components can’t be obtained as a stationary
point of A1. Fig. 2.3 (right) illustrates this case:  V3(S) contains states (c,d) and
(c ,d  ), and otherwise  Vi(S)=Si for i  = 3. But there exists no set of stationary
messages Mi,j that would yield these reduced components by (2.14). Nevertheless,
and despite these drawbacks, the S 
i computed by A1 are far from being meaningless,
as we show now and in the next section.
The local extendibility is probably the most striking property of the S 
i obtained
at a stationary point of (2.13).
Theorem 3 Let Gc be a communication graph of S = S1   ... SN, let the Mi,j
be a stationary point of (2.13) on Gc and let the S 
i be derived by (2.14). Select
J  {1,2,...,N} such that the subgraph Gc
|J is a tree, and deﬁne ¯ Si = Si  
(
 
k N(i)\J Mk,i), 1   i   N. Then  j   J, S 
j = Vj( ¯ SJ).
The proof is intuitively simple: replacing the Si by ¯ Si and running A1 yields the
same messages between the remaining nodes. Since the latter form a tree, the result
follows by theorem 1.
To clarify the interest of theorem 3, Let us take the example of constraint sys-
tems. Consider a local state vi in S 
i. Since A1 is an approximation, vi is not
necessarily the projection of a global state v of S. Nevertheless, vi can be extended
into a larger state vJ over any tree around i (vJ may not involve all variables of S,
however). So only a cycle of Gc could determine that a vi in some system S 
i doesn’t
belong to the true  Vi(S) (see the example of ﬁg. 2.3). In other words, A1 is blind
to cycles. In the case of language systems, the same interpretation holds for words
in the reduced language S 
i. The case of systems with cost functions is examined in
more details below.
The result may look weak since J could remain quite small and involve few
components, and thus few variables of Vmax (see Fig. 2.4, left). In reality, in many
32settings it is possible to duplicate components and relate them by an equality con-
straint, in order to introduce fake new components (see Fig. 2.4, right). A stationary
point of A1 easily extends to a stationary point on this expanded system, for which
the J set now reaches all components of the original system. As a result, a vi can be
extended to a vJ covering all components of the original system S, but “extremities
don’t match,” i.e. the values taken by vJ in the various copies of a component may
di er.
S4 S5 S3
S" 1
S3 S4 S5 S6
S" 8’
S1 S2
S9 S" 8 S8 S’ 8 S7 S8 S9 S7
S1
S’ 1
S2
S10
S’ 10
S10
Figure 2.4: Left: Communication graph relating 10 components, and a nested tree
deﬁned by J = {2,4,5,6,7,9} (solid edges). Right: by duplicating components S1,S8
and S10, and relating copies by an equality constraint, one can actually deﬁne a
nested tree reaching all components (possibly several times for the duplicated ones).
Moving to probabilistic systems, the local extendibility can be interpreted as
a local-tree optimality property, already mentioned in [108]. Let us consider posi-
tive weight functions in the (max, ) setting, and assume systems are normalized:
maxv S C(v) = 1. This requires that the composition   contain a normalizing op-
eration (normalization is already preserved by reductions).
When S lives on a tree, A1 converges and yields the S 
i = Vi(S). It actu-
ally solves a dynamic programming problem. Let v  (resp. v 
i) denote a state of S
(resp. S 
i) having weight 1, i.e. a most likely state of S (resp. S 
i) in the probabilistic
interpretation of weights. Clearly, the restriction of a v  to variables Vi necessar-
ily yields a v 
i, and conversely a v 
i is necessarily part of at least one v . So, if
components S 
i contain a single v 
i at convergence of A1, these local states can be
composed to form the unique optimal state v  of S : {v } =
 
i{v 
i}. This is a well
known property in dynamic programming.
In the case where S doesn’t live on a tree, assume that some local optima v 
i
can be assembled into a valid global state v  of S (in terms of hard constraints).
There is a priori no reason that C(v ) = 1, so how good is this v  in terms of cost
function? Let J be an index set such that Gc
|J is a tree, let I be its complement
in {1,...,N}, and let us introduce variable sets V 
I = VI \V J, VI,J = VI  VJ and
V 
J = VJ \V I. Then
 v 
J, [( v 
J,v 
I,J,v 
I
 )   S   C(v 
J,v 
I,J,v 
I
 )  C(v 
J
 ,v 
I,J,v 
I
 ) ] (2.16)
so changing the value of v 
i on any tree around node i will not improve the cost
function to optimize. The MPA (also called belief propagation in this case) thus
converges towards a local optimum of the cost function of S, but its basin of attrac-
tion is reasonably large.
332.2.4 Involutive systems
Some families of systems enjoy a useful property that we call involutivity. This
property states that systems do not change when composed with part of themselves:
 S,  V, S   V(S)=S (a8)
(We say that  V(S) is absorbed by S.) Observe that  V(1 I)=1 I comes as an
immediate consequence of (a8).
Involutivity is a strong property. It is clearly satisﬁed by constraint systems, by
language systems, and in general corresponds to systems deﬁned by some form of
constraint set. But systems with cost functions are not involutive.
Proposition 3 Assuming (a8), let Si operate on Vi, 1   i   N, then
S = S1   ... SN  S = V1(S)   ...   VN(S) (2.17)
The proof essentially uses (a3). In words, if S factorizes, the reduced components
S 
i    Vi(S) give another factorization of S, named the canonical factorization. In
the next chapters, we will also use this property to build a minimal product covering
of a system S.
Involutivity has many other nice consequences. For example on the convergence
of A1 : let us deﬁne   by
S1   S2  S1  S2 = S1 (2.18)
(i.e. S1 absorbs S2). Then
Proposition 4   is a partial order relation that satisﬁes axioms (a5,a6,a7).
So theorem 2 holds. This means that messages collect more and more informa-
tion in algorithm A1. Moreover, A1 actually performs a progressive reduction of
components Si :
Theorem 4 Deﬁne the S 
i by (2.14) at any step of A1. In an involutive setting,
one has S = S 
1   ... S 
N at any time in A1. Moreover, the S 
i computed at each
step form a decreasing sequence for   , and they satisfy  Vi(S)   S 
i   Si.
As we have already mentioned, this progressive reduction may stop at (or converge
to) a stationary point located “above” the minimal term  Vi(S). With theorem 2 in
mind, this means that only “cycles of constraints” on Gc would allow to go further
in the reduction, as illustrated by the examples in Fig. 2.3.
Philosophically, involutive systems are deﬁned through constraints. And since
adding redundant constraints is harmless, one gets several extra properties. For
example, an alternate reduction algorithm can be derived.
34Algorithm A2
1. Initialization
˜ S 
i = 1 I, 1   i   N (2.19)
2. Until stability of reduced systems, select a vertex i and apply the update rule
˜ S 
i := Si   [
 
k N(i)
 Vi Vk( ˜ S 
k)] (2.20)
This algorithm derives directly from A1 : let us replace (2.13) by a more symmetric
expression that would use all incoming messages to compute an outgoing message:
˜ Mi,j :=  Vi Vj[Si   (
 
k N(i)
˜ Mk,i)] (2.21)
In other words, one sends back to node Sj its own message ˜ Mj,i to Si. In an
involutive setting, this will have no impact on Sj so the modiﬁed algorithm will
behave like A1. At this point, observe that messages become useless: computations
can be equivalently described in terms of systems S 
i as in A2. The latter has the
same shape of a Gauss-Seidel procedure to solve linear systems of equations. Not
surprisingly, one has
Theorem 5 In an involutive setting, let Gc be a communication graph for S =
S1   ... SN. Algorithms A1 and A2 have the same accessible stationary point on
Gc (in terms of components S 
i and ˜ S 
i), if this point exists for one of them.
Recall that there exists at most one such stationary point, by theorem 2. In partic-
ular, if S lives on a tree, algorithm A2 converges in ﬁnite time to the exact reduced
components.
One can go further in terms of using redundant constraints: instead of incorpo-
rating extra information in the update equation, let us now reincorporate redundant
edges in the communication graph of S :
Theorem 6 In an involutive setting, let S = S1   ... SN, and Gcnx be the con-
nectivity graph of S. Let graph G   Gcnx be obtained by removing some redundant
edges in Gcnx. Whatever the choice of G, A1 (resp. A2) yields the same result in
terms of components S 
i (resp. ˜ S 
i).
These results illustrate the power of (a8). Many other properties can be derived
for involutive systems, in particular in terms of local extendibility. We refer the
reader to [38] for details.
352.3 Summary
We have introduced an abstract notion of system, operating on a reduced set of vari-
ables, and provided with a composition operation. This allows us the construction
of large systems from components. The interactions of components can be described
as a connectivity graph, or more speciﬁcally as a communication graph.
We have also introduced the concept of reduction of a large system to part of
its variables. Since large systems can’t be studied globally, this allows us to study
them by parts. In particular, for a compound system, the reduction explains how
a component’s behavior is modiﬁed once the latter is connected to all the others.
Computing reduced components of a large system is a powerful key to answer many
problems related to distributed systems.
As soon as composition and projection satisfy a small set of axioms, one can
derive e cient algorithms to compute reduced components. These message passing
algorithms are by nature distributed (or distributable) and based on asynchronous
computations. They converge in ﬁnite time to the reduced components for systems
whose communication graphs are trees, whatever the ordering of computations. On
general graphs, they converge when systems are deﬁned in terms of constraints, but
may provide only approximate reduced components. When systems also incorporate
a notion of cost function, reduction algorithms “generally” converge if the commu-
nication graph is sparse enough, as revealed by the results on turbo-algorithms.
Although the convergence point is only an approximation of the desired reduced
components, several properties of the latter suggest a reasonable quality of this
approximation.
The next chapters rely on this formalism to develop distributed algorithms for
networks of dynamic systems. So the essential changes appear in the details of
system deﬁnitions: they become dynamic systems, which introduces the notion of
time in this setting.
Related work
The idea of message passing algorithms has appeared in several communities, under
di erent names and sometimes independently. It is known as dynamic programming
in computer science, as the Kruskal or Dijkstra algorithm in graph theory, as the
Viterbi algorithm in digital communications, etc. So let us simply mention some
references in statistics [76, 77, 87]: This community speciﬁcally studied the topic,
with a focus on inference problems, of course, but also on di erent formalisms to
describe statistical dependencies (various graphical models, semi-matroids, etc.). A
large e ort is dedicated to learning problems, to discover the underlying graphs and
possibly causality relations.
Surprisingly, the generalization of message passing algorithms into turbo algo-
rithms occurred elsewhere, and for casual reasons. The discovery was triggered by
the spectacular properties of turbo-codes [10], and it took (little) time to establish
the connection between turbo-algorithms and MPA [80, 69, 70]. Convergence prop-
erties of this approximate procedure have then been studied intensively [92, 94, 104],
in particular to design codes (i.e. graphs) that would behave in the best possible
36way when decoded with this algorithm [20, 93]. The idea of approximate inference
may look strange in the algebraic context of this chapter, but it had an extraordi-
nary impact in the ﬁeld of digital communications, as well as in signal and image
processing. Let us simply mention the joint source-channel decoding strategies [57],
or more generally all the iterative algorithms to jointly perform synchronization,
equalization, detection, user separation, decoding, etc. The local extendibility that
we mentioned in this chapter is an algebraic generalization of a local optimality
criterion discovered by Weiss [108]. There exist several extensions/generalizations
of turbo algorithms. For example [113, 114], inspired from statistical physics, the
mixture of turbo algorithm with particle methods [100, 101], or the combination of
spanning trees [99].
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Networks of dynamic systems
There exists an extremely abundant literature related to Discrete Event Systems
(DES), and research is performed in di erent communities: DES of course, but also
Computer Science, Artiﬁcial Intelligence, Automatics, etc. A large set of papers de-
velop new models and explore relations between model families. Another large body
of results is related to speciﬁc applications: one could mention supervisory control
(initiated by the pioneering work of Ramadge and Wonham), optimal control, fault
diagnosis, model checking (in particular for circuit veriﬁcation), protocol veriﬁca-
tion, performance evaluation, etc. A powerful trend in most of these domains aims
at addressing large systems, which means the development of modular, decentralized
or distributed procedures to cope with the combinatorial explosions inherent to large
systems [8, 13, 21, 23, 24, 25, 54, 88, 103]. In all cases, the ﬁrst step consists in mod-
eling the system in a modular manner. Di erent (generally equivalent) formalisms
have been explored, for example communicating automata (with bounded bu ers),
bounded or safe Petri nets, networks of partially synchronized automata, etc. In
this chapter, we choose the last one, for its simplicity and familiarity, in order to
avoid the burden of notations and focus attention on the concepts of distributed
computations. We also limit ourselves to the distributed diagnosis problem. As we
will see, its central di culty amounts to 1/ ﬁnding a compact representation of sets
of trajectories for a large system, and 2/ ﬁnding an e cient way to compute with
these sets. We believe these ideas are actually central to all the problems above.
3.1 Dynamic systems and their compositions
This section examines how ordinary automata can be combined to form networks
of dynamic systems. We ﬁrst use a standard composition operation, the parallel
product, that we later generalize into a more complex form of interaction, called
the pullback. One can associate several graphical representations to a network of
automata, which will make the connection with the previous chapter. For reasons
that will appear later, we must keep track of the elementary automata in the compo-
sition operation, so we introduce the unusual “multi-clock” feature in the deﬁnition
of an automaton. These multi-clock automata are the formalized version of the tile
systems we sketched in the introduction.
393.1.1 A category of multi-clock automata
Multi-clock automaton. An automaton is a 4-tuple A =( S,T,s0, ) composed
of a state set S, a transition set T, an initial state s0  S and a ﬂow relation
   (S   T)   (T   S) satisfying  t   T,|•t| = |t•| = 1, where •t and t• represent
pre- and post-states, as usual. Observe that    S T S, so there may exist several
transitions between two states1.Alabeled automaton (LA) A =( S,T,s0, , , )
is an automaton enriched with a labeling function   : T    . This is used below
for synchronization purposes.
A multi-clock automaton (MCA) A =( S,T,s0, , ,I) is an automaton enriched
with an index set I and an indexing function   : T   2I. These indexes will be
used to keep track of elementary automata when they are assembled to form larger
systems. So  (t) represents automata of A where transition t has an inﬂuence, and
conversely   1(i)={t   T : i    (t)} identiﬁes transitions of component i (see the
“product” subsection).
Naturally, labeled multi-clock automata (LMCA) enjoy the two extra functions
above. When dealing with several automata A1,A2, etc., we shall use subscripts to
identify their elements, like Si,T i, etc.
Fig. 3.1 gives two examples of MCA. The numbers close to transition names
represent the values of  , so the MCA on the left “contains” two automata, and for
example t1 belongs to both while t2 only operates in the ﬁrst one.
Morphism. Many constructions and results we use in the sequel can be more
easily derived in the setting of category theory. The latter can be regarded as
a language to study objects and their relations. In our case, the objects will be
MCA (or LMCA), and relations i.e. morphisms between them are deﬁned as run
preserving mappings.
Speciﬁcally, let A1,A2 be two MCA, Ai =( Si,T i,s 0
i, i, i,I i), a morphism
  : A1  A2 is a triple ( S, T, I) where
1.  S : S1   S2 is a total function on states, satisfying  (s0
1)=s0
2,
2.  T : T1   T2 is a partial function on transitions, where  T(t1)=  denotes
that  T is undeﬁned at t1,
3. if  T(t1)= , then  S(•t1)= S(t•
1), i.e. one can erase a transition only if
pre- and post-states are merged,
4. if  T(t1)  =  , then  S(•t1)=• T(t1) and  S(t•
1)= T(t1)•, i.e. the ﬂow
relation is preserved,
5.  I : I1   I2 is a relation such that its opposite relation  
op
I : I2   I1 is a
partial function and  t1   T1, I( 1(t1)) =  2( T(t1)), with the convention
 i( )= .
1The pre- and post-state notations are borrowed to the Petri net formalism. In the same way,
   (S   T)   (T   S) prepares an extension of this formalism to networks of automata, which
are actually almost equivalent to safe Petri nets, the formalism in which this theory was initially
developed.
40Condition 5 is a bit complex in order to allow the duplication of automata indexes,
a property required by the product we deﬁne later. Condition 5 implies in particular
 T(t1)=     I( 1(t1)) =  . So when  1(t1)   Dom( I)= , one has  T(t1)= ,
and conversely. In summary,   erases all transitions that have no inﬂuence on
the elementary automata with indexes in Dom( I), or in other words removes all
transitions local to automata I \ Dom( I). This requirement will ensure that   is
“clock preserving,” or doesn’t modify the counting of time in each automaton, as it
will become clear in the sequel.
A morphism   is said to be a folding when  T is a total function and  I = Id.
s2 s0
s3 s1
t1
t3
t5
t4
t’ 1
s’ 1
s’ 0
t’ 2 t2 {1,2} {1} {1} {1}
{2}
{1}
{2}
Figure 3.1: Two multi-clock automata, related by a morphism (dashed arrows).
Fig. 3.1 gives an example of a morphism   : A1  A2 relating two MCA. In
A1 (left), one has   1
1 (1) = {t1,t 2,t 5} and   1
1 (2) = {t1,t 3,t 4}, as indicated by the
(red) numbers close to transition names.   collapses s0 and s2 into s 
0, and s1,s 3
into s 
1, and at the same time erases all transitions outside   1
1 (1).
For labeled MCA, we introduce some extra requirements in the deﬁnition of
morphisms:   : A1  A2 is a morphism of LMCA, with Ai =( Si,T i,s 0
i, i,
 i,I i, i, i), i  it is a morphism of MCA and also satisﬁes
6.  2    1, i.e.   reduces the label set,
7. Dom( T)=  1
1 ( 2), i.e.   is deﬁned on transitions carrying a shared label,
and only on them2,
8. if  T(t1)  =   then  1(t1)= 2( T(t1)), i.e.   preserves labels on its domain
of deﬁnition Dom( T).
We denote by A the category having the LMCA as objects, and the above mor-
phisms as arrows. By abuse of notations, we will write   instead of  S, T or  I.
3.1.2 Composition by product
The product A = A1  A2 of two LMCA is deﬁned as a standard parallel product:
transitions carrying a shared label are synchronized, while transitions carrying a
private label remain private (ﬁg. 1.2):
1. S = S1   S2 and s0 =( s0
1,s 0
2),
2In conjunction with point 5 in the deﬁnition of morphisms, this condition means that the labels
shared by A1 and A2 are exactly associated to the elementary automata preserved by  I.
412. T = Ts   Tp where
Ts = {(t1,t 2)   T1   T2 :  1(t1)= 2(t2)} (3.1)
Tp = {(t1, s2):t1   T1,s 2   S2, 1(t1)    1 \  2}
 {( s1,t 2):s1   S1,t 2   T2, 2(t2)    2 \  1} (3.2)
The notation3  si stands for a (fake) loop at state si.
3.   is deﬁned by (s1,s 2)   (t1,t 2)   (s 
1,s  
2) i  si  i ti  i s 
i, i =1 ,2, where
one of the ti can be  si and assuming si  i  si  i si holds for every state
si   Si,
4.   =  1    2 and   follows accordingly,
5. I = I1   I2 is the disjoint union of elementary automata indexes, and   is
deﬁned by  (t1,t 2)= 1(t1)    2(t2) with the convention that  i( si)= 
when ti =  si.
As mentioned in section 3.1.1, the disjoint union of indexes appearing in point 5
allows to keep track of the elementary automata composing an LMCA when a prod-
uct is performed. This awkward feature incorporated in the basic deﬁnition of an
automaton will be used to deﬁne a vector clock, necessary to the processings we
perform later (whence the name “multi-clock automaton”).
The label-based product can be considered as a specialization of a more ordinary
product deﬁned on MCA. The latter is obtained by removing the label conditions
in (3.1) and (3.2) (and also removing point 4, of course). The two products have the
same algebraic properties: so labels, which are extremely convenient to build large
systems out of components, appear formally as a free feature. Consequently, most
proofs can be derived for MCA, for the sake of simplicity, the extension to LMCA
being straightforward4.
t1 t2    
a
b
t3 t4  
c
d
 
* (t ,   ) 2c
* (t ,   ) 2 d
(   ,t ) 4 b * (   ,t ) 4 a *
13 (t ,t )
bc ac
ad bd
 
 
    
Figure 3.2: Two LMCA A1,A2 (left) and their label-based product (right). Transition
labels are indicated by Greek letters, and we assume  1    2 = { }.
Let us denote by  i : A1  A2  Ai the canonical projections from the product
A1  A2 to their factors Ai. It is straightforward to check that they are morphisms,
3This notation avoids introducing stuttering transitions at every state, before computing the
product.
4This idea is borrowed to [110], which introduces the notion of synchronization algebra instead
of matching labels.
42with the convention that  1( s1,t 2)=  and symmetrically. Moreover, one has the
following property
Proposition 5 (universal property of the product) Let A  be an LMCA and
let the  i : A   Ai,i=1 ,2 be two morphisms. There exists a unique morphism
  : A   A1  A2 such that  i =  i    , i =1 ,2.
A1 A1 A2 x A2
 2  1
 2  1
A’
 
Figure 3.3: Universal property of the product in A.
Proposition 5 makes   the categorical product in A, which immediately entails
its associativity. Observe that A1  A2 is deﬁned up to a unique isomorphism, as
always in category theory, so we will write A1  A2 = A for any other A satisfying
the universal property (this readily proves the commutativity of  ).
Minimal Product covering. Let us deﬁne the A 
i =  i(A1  A2), and A  =
A 
1 A 
2. Then A  is isomorphic to A1 A2, which we also write A1 A2 = A 
1 A 
2.
More generally, let us write A   B when there exists an injective morphism from
A to B. Consider A   A1  A2, and A 
i =  i(A), then A A  
1  A 
2, and taking
any A  
i  A 
i instead of A 
i will break this inclusion. Therefore we call A 
1  A 
2 the
minimal product covering of A in A1  A2.
Notice that A = A 
1 A 
2 doesn’t hold in general, unless A already has a product
form in A1  A2
5. This notion of minimal product covering is general and will be
used with other categorical products.
3.1.3 Composition by pullback
The product of LMCA provides a simple manner to assemble components by partial
synchronization of transitions. However, in some cases, it may be more natural to
deﬁne interactions by means of shared resources, for example in the case of compo-
nents communicating by messages.
Speciﬁcally, and in order to establish a connection with chapter 2, we would like
to deﬁne the interaction of two LMCA by the fact that they share some elemen-
tary automata, just like two components were sharing variables in chapter 2. We
therefore need to deﬁne a composition based on the notion of interface, that will
enjoy adequate categorical properties. The composition by pullback is a natural
candidate.
Consider three LMCA A0,A1,A2 related by morphisms fi : Ai  A0, i  {1,2}.
This expresses that A0 is an interface between A1 and A2, or that A1,A2 have
a common part represented in A0 (for example a communication bu er or shared
5The literature related to languages and their products would say that A is a separable language.
43resources in general). The pullback of this diagram is deﬁned as a terminal triple
(A,g 1,g 2), with gi : A A i, such that f1   g1 = f2   g2. By “terminal,” we mean
that the following universal property is satisﬁed (see ﬁg. 3.4):
 (A ,h 1,h 2) with hi : A   Ai,
f1   h1 = f2   h2    !  : A   A,h i = gi     (3.3)
f1 f2
h2 h1
g1 g2
A1 A2
A0
 
A
A’
Figure 3.4: Universal property of the pullback in A.
Observe that Fig. 3.4 with the null LMCA6 for A0 coincides with Fig. 3.2, so
the pullback generalizes the product to the case where A1,A2 have a common part.
Its detailed deﬁnition is thus a bit more complex than the one of the product.
The pullback A = A1
A0
 A2 (or simply A = A1 A2 when there is no ambiguity)
is given by:
1. S = {(s1,s 2)   S1   S2,f 1(s1)=f2(s2)} and s0 =( s0
1,s 0
2),
2. T = Ts   Tp where
Ts = {(t1,t 2):f1(t1)=f2(t2)}  (3.4)
{(t1,t 2): 1(t1)= 2(t2),f 1(t1)=  = f2(t2),f 1(•t1)=f2(•t2)}
Tp = {(t1, s2): 1(t1)    1 \  2,f 1(t1)= , f1(•t1)=f2(s2)} 
{( s1,t 2): 2(t2)    2 \  1,f 2(t2)= , f1(s1)=f2(•t2)} (3.5)
(with the convention that ti ranges over Ti and si over Si),
3.   is deﬁned by (s1,s 2)   (t1,t 2)   (s 
1,s  
2) i  si  i ti  i s 
i, i =1 ,2, where
one of the ti can be  si and assuming si  i  si  i si holds for every state
si   Si,
4.   =  1    2 and   follows accordingly,
5. On indexes, the construction is more technical to account for the structure of
the  I, that must allow index duplications. We only mention it for complete-
ness, but the reader can safely skip it. Consider I  = I1   I2  { } and deﬁne
relation R in I  by
i1 Ri 2    i0   I0,f
op
1 (i0)=i1,f
op
2 (i0)=i2 (3.6)
6The null LMCA has a single state, no transition and an empty index set I.
44where i1 or i2 can be  . Let   be the equivalence relation generated by R
in I , then I is the quotient set I /   minus the class   (the overline denotes
classes).   is deﬁned by  (t1,t 2)={i1 : i1    1(t1)} { i2 : i2    2(t2)},
and similarly for the other transitions.
The morphisms gi : A A i, i =1 ,2, are the canonical projections on states and
transitions, and on index sets g
op
1 (i1)=i1, and similarly for g
op
2 .
b
d
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ab’ aa’
bb’
ba’
  
  
cd’
dd’ dc’
cc’
Figure 3.5: Example of a composition by pullback: the result A1  A2 is on top, the
lowest LMCA is the interface A0, and the two components A1,A2 appear between
them.
Fig.3.5 illustrates this composition. For the clarity of drawings, only transition
labels are mentioned. Morphisms f1,f 2 are depicted with dotted arrows (only state
mappings are represented, transition mappings can be deduced), and morphism
g1,g 2 are suggested by state names (not drawn either). A single label,  , is shared
by two LMCA A1,A2. Transitions outside the domains of morphisms fi synchronize
as in an ordinary parallel product.
As for the product, the deﬁnition via a universal property entails the commu-
tativity of the pullback. The associativity is less natural: the notation A1  A2
suggests a binary operator, but actually hides a 5-tuple, i.e. A0,A1,A2 plus the
two morphisms f1,f 2. So there is no straightforward meaning to (A1  A2)  A3 =
A1   (A2  A3). Nevertheless, the pullback is a categorical limit, and the latter can
be computed by parts. So if we can give a meaning to A1  A2  A3, we know that
brackets can be introduced. We take another way below to get associativity.
Relations between product and pullback. Let us ﬁrst simplify the setting to
the case we use in the sequel, and justify the utility of the pullback.
45Proposition 6 Consider three LMCA A0,A1,A2 and the partial products A 
1 =
A1  A0, and A 
2 = A0  A2, with respective canonical projections fi : A 
i  A0.
One has
A1  A0  A2 =( A1  A0)
A0
  (A0  A2) (3.7)
(3.7) can be derived by a straightforward application of the universal properties of
the product and of the pullback (ﬁg. 3.6).
A0
A2
A1 A0 x A0 A2 x
A1 A0 A2 x x A1
10
0   02
0  
02
2  
A ) 0 x 1 (A A ) 2 x 0 (A
A0
10
1  
 1
 10  0  02
 2
g1 g2
Figure 3.6: Equivalence between product of three components and pullback of partial
products.
Proposition 6 is important because it allows us to rephrase interactions deﬁned
as products in terms of interactions via an interface. Observe however that A0
does not always capture all interactions between A1 and A2 : the latter can have
transitions carrying identical labels, that will thus synchronize in the product, as
expressed by (3.4).
Proposition 6 generalizes to the case of N LMCA. Consider A1,...,AN, and for
I  {1,...,N} let us deﬁne AI    i IAi. Then, for I,J  {1,...,N}, we deﬁne
AI  AJ   AI
AI J
 AJ
By (3.7) we have
AI  AJ = AI J (3.8)
and consequently
 I,J,K  {1,...,N}, (AI  AJ)  AK = AI   (AJ  AK) (3.9)
that we can take as a deﬁnition for AI  AJ  AK. So we are back to a situation
where   is a commutative and associative binary operator7. AI  AJ  AK can
actually be deﬁned directly as a categorical limit, but we don’t detail this here.
7As a rule of thumb, to compute an expression with many pullback signs, one must put brackets
around pairs which determines the interfaces to use in each pairwise pullback. The position of
brackets doesn’t change the result.
463.2 Graphs associated to a multi-clock system
Let us now come back to an LMCA A deﬁned as a product A = A1   ... AN.
Our objective is three-fold:
1. we want to represent graphically all the interactions between the Ai,
2. we need to express these interactions under the form of components interacting
by shared variables, in order to use the formalism of chapter 2, and
3. we must obtain a graph on which the separation theorem holds.
There exist di erent manners to satisfy these conditions; which one is adequate
depends on the choice of composition and projection operators.
Let us call the Ai sites, instead of components, in order to avoid confusions. The
interactions between sites are of course due to shared labels. One can adopt several
viewpoints to read these interactions. For example, the  ’s are resources (variables)
that sites (systems) can use to build their trajectories. And sites are of course in
competition for the  ’s, in the sense that they have di erent abilities to combine
them into sequences. This governs the direct graph representation. By contrast, a
label   shared by two or more sites introduces a synchronization constraint between
them, in the sense that all these sites must ﬁre synchronously when such a label
is concerned. So labels can be considered as local constraint systems deﬁned on
subsets of sites, that become the resources (or variables). This governs the dual
graph representation.
To illustrate these constructions on a running example, let us start from a bipar-
tite graph representation of interactions: The ﬁrst family of vertices are the sites
Ai, the second family is formed by labels   in   =  1   ...   N, and an edge is
drawn between Ai and   i       i (Fig. 3.7).
 1
 2
4    3
A 4
A 1 A 2
A 3
A 5
Figure 3.7: A bipartite graph illustrating the relation between labels and sites Ai.
3.2.1 Direct graph
Here, labels in   =  1   ...   N play the part of variables and sites Ai are the
components that use them: this corresponds to a setting where system composition
is deﬁned by shared labels, and projections are deﬁned with respect to label sets, as
for language systems (section 2.1.2). As already detailed in chapter 2, interactions
47in A can be represented as a hypergraph H, where each Ai deﬁnes the hyperedge
 i (Fig. 3.8.a).
To form the support of distributed computations, H must be turned into a con-
nectivity graph Gcnx, with sites Ai as vertices, and where (Ai,Aj) is an edge as soon
as  i    j  =   (Fig. 3.8.b). The latter in turn must be simpliﬁed into a commu-
nication graph Gc, by recursively removing redundant edges. An edge (Ai,Aj) is
redundant in a graph G i  there exists another path (Ai,Ak1,Ak2,...,AkL,Aj) in
G such that  i    j    kl for every kl,1  l   L (Fig. 3.8.c).
Naturally, some of the Ai can be grouped into larger components if a tree-shaped
communication graph is needed: on the example, one can replace A3 and A4 by a
unique node corresponding to A3  A4. Grouping A4 with A5 would work as well.
 2
4    3
 1  1
 1  2
4    3
 2
 1
 2
4    3
 2  2
 1  1
A 1
A 3 A 4
A 5
A 2
A 3
A 5
A 4
A 1 A 2
A 3
A 5
A 4
A 1 A 2
− b − − a −−  c −
Figure 3.8: Hypergraph deﬁned by the Ai on the label set   (left), its associated
connectivity graph between sites Ai (center), and a communication graph (right).
Separation property. Anticipating a little on future sections, this is how the
communication graph Gc between sites will be used. Let I,J,K  {1,...,N} be
site index sets. We denote by I|J|K the separation property on Gc : there is no
path from a node of I to a node of K that doesn’t cross J. I|J|K entails that the
MC automata AI,AJ,AK are such that  I    K    J, so the common “variables”
(i.e. labels) of AI and AK are captured by AJ. Since the latter sees all interactions
between AI and AK, one will be able to prove a relation like
  J(EI  T EK) =   J(EI)  T   J(EK) (3.10)
where EI and EK will be trajectory sets attached to AI and AK,  T a composition
operator on them, and   J a projection operator on labels. This equation corre-
sponds to axiom (a3) and to a direct application of results presented in chapter 2.
3.2.2 Dual graph
This representation corresponds to the case where projections on labels are impossi-
ble and must be replaced by projections on the Ai. In other words, the sites Ai must
be interpreted as the variables. And we must as well deﬁne a notion of component,
and a composition operation based on shared variables, i.e. shared sites. This is
where the composition by pullback becomes useful.
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4    3
A 1 A 2
A 3 A 4
A 5
A 1
A 4 A 3
A 5
A 2 A 1 A 2
A 3 A 4
A 5
A 1 A 2
A 4 A 3
A 5
A 1 A 2
A 3 A 4
A 5
A 4
A 1 A 2
A 3
A 5
− a −−  b −
− f −
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− e −
S1
S5
S2
S3
S4
S1,2
S2,4
S1,3
S2,3
S4,5
S3,4
S3,5
Figure 3.9: Di erent ways of deﬁning components as local products of sites Ai.
The objective is to capture by such components the constraints that remain in a
communication graph on the Ai, as in Fig. 3.8.c.
49Let us deﬁne components Sk =  i IkAi where Ik  {1,...,N}. By (3.8), one
has A =
 
k Sk as soon as the Sk cover all the Ai. However, this leaves a lot of
ﬂexibility.
Considering that every       introduces a constraint on some of the variables
Ai, one can for example take as components the S  given by
      ,I   = {1   i   N :      i} and S  =  i I Ai (3.11)
in order to cover the full constraint graph of A. This choice is illustrated in ﬁg-
ures 3.9.a and 3.9.b.
This ﬁrst deﬁnition, however, results in quite large components, which can be
ine cient for the modular computations described in chapter 2. Another possibility
is thus to consider only pairwise synchronizations and take
 i,j  {1,...,N}, i < j, Si,j =
 
Ai  Aj if  i    j  =  
null otherwise
(3.12)
A =
 
1 i<j N Si,j is satisﬁed as soon as every site shares a label with at least one
component. This choice is illustrated in Figs. 3.9.c and 3.9.d. In this formulation,
the hypergraph induced by components Si,j on nodes Ai reduces to an ordinary
graph: the latter is nothing more than the connectivity graph Gcnx between sites Ai
(compare Fig. 3.9.d to Fig. 3.8.b). To get the connectivity graph between components
Si,j, we thus have to take the dual of Gcnx.
Apparently, this second deﬁnition of components involves a larger number of
smaller components, and generates a more complex graph. So, at this point, there
is no obvious gain. Recall that some edges in Gcnx are redundant, i.e. describe
synchronization constraints between the Ai that are captured by others paths. So
we reduce the set of Si,j to those that cover a communication graph Gc between
the Ai (Fig. 3.9.e and 3.9.f). The remaining components still cover all the Ai, and
their connectivity graph is still the dual of Gc. This choice not only reduces the
number of components, but also satisﬁes nice separation properties (see below). In
particular, if Gc is a tree, then every communication graph between the selected Si,j
is a tree.
 2  1
 3
A 1
A 2 A 3
S2 S1
Figure 3.10: Two components S1 = A1  A2 and S2 = A1  A3 that share only
variable/site A1, although their interaction is due both to A1 and to the “external”
label  3, not captured by A1.
Separation Property. Anticipating again on future sections, this is how an ex-
pression like A =
 
k K Sk will be used, assuming that the Sk cover a communication
graph Gc between sites Ai.
50The ﬁrst important thing to notice is that the shared variables (= sites) between
two Sk do not capture all interactions between these components, so we are not
exactly in the setting of chapter 2. Consider the example in Fig. 3.10: S1 and S2
share only variable/site A1, but they also interact by label  3 which is not seen
by A1. This “external” interaction corresponds to the second line of (3.4) in the
deﬁnition of a pullback, and kills axiom (a3). In other words, it is not possible to
directly translate interactions by shared labels into interactions by shared sites.
Nevertheless, there exists a reasonable range of situations where axiom (a3)
holds. For K an index set, let us denote SK =
 
k K Sk = AK  where K  =  k KIk.
Consider the aggregated components SI = AI  and SK = AK , their shared variables
AJ  (with J  = I    K ) capture all interactions between SI and SK i   I     K   
 J 8. Under this assumption, one will be able to write
 AJ (EI  T EK) =  AJ (EI)  T  AJ (EK) (3.13)
for EI and EK trajectory sets of SI and SK, respectively, and  T a composition
function on these trajectory sets.
Lemma 1 Assume components Sk cover a communication graph Gc of the Ai. Let
SJ separate SI from SK on their own communication graph, then variables AJ 
separate AI  from AK  on Gc, and shared variables of SI  SJ and SJ  SK capture
all interactions between these aggregated components (Fig. 3.11).
This limited validity range of axiom (a3) is actually su cient to rederive all results
of chapter 2, in particular the message passing algorithms.
 3
 1  2
A 5
A 6
A 2 A 1 A 4 A 3
S1 S2
S5 S3
S4
Figure 3.11: Component S4 separates S1 from S2 : its variables see label  3, respon-
sible of a direct interaction between S1 and S2. Consequently, common variables of
S1  S4 and S4  S2 capture all interactions between these aggregated components.
3.3 Diagnosis problem
As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, we concentrate on diagnosis prob-
lems, in a wide sense. We ﬁrst state the problem, then examine two approaches
to solve its centralized version, and their ability to be extended into distributed
techniques.
8This situation is referenced as the “structural assumption” in [37, 40].
513.3.1 Semantics
So far we have focused on the static structure of systems and didn’t use at all the
fact that they are dynamic systems. To introduce the time dimension, we must give
a meaning to the notion of trajectory of an LMCA. For a matter of simplicity, we
adopt the usual sequential semantics, also called interleaving semantics, and deﬁne
runs as sequences of transitions. The next chapters will be based on true concurrency
semantics, where runs are partial orders of events. The latter are more adapted to
distributed or modular systems, with sparse interactions and thus a high level of
concurrency.
As we will see at the end of the chapter, sequential semantics do not fully take
advantage of the distributed approach to monitoring problems. But their simplicity
allows us to present the mathematical skeleton of this framework and the mechanics
of computations, without the technicalities due to partial orders. Once the principles
are established, it will be su cient to check a few key results to adapt this setting
to partial order semantics.
Let A =( S,T,s0, , ,I, , ) be an LMCA. In the sequential semantics (SS),
a run (or trajectory) of an LMCA A is modeled as a sequence   =( t1,t 2,...,tN) of
transitions such that •t1 = s0 and t•
n = sn = •tn+1, 1   n   N   1 (also denoted
s0[t1 ...sn 1[tn sn[tn+1 sn+1 ...[tN sN, and s0[  sN for sequences).
3.3.2 Objectives
Centralized diagnosis, single sensor. Consider an LMCA A, and assume A
produces a hidden run  . One gets information about this run by means of a “sensor”
that observes part of the transition labels produced by  . Speciﬁcally, we assume
the sensor only collects labels of       , and yields a sequence Ob of observed labels.
The traditional diagnosis problem is stated as follows (see Sampath et al. [95]):
assume a subset T    T of transitions represents faults that can occur in A. Given
Ob, one would like to determine which of the following statements holds:
• a transition of T  was ﬁred for sure in  ,
•   didn’t use any transition of T , for sure,
•   may have ﬁred a transition of T , Ob doesn’t allow to decide.
There exist more elaborate forms of the problem, that check whether a complex
property is satisﬁed by the hidden run   given Ob, for example the occurrence of t1
followed by two occurrences of t2, etc. (see [61]). They are identical in nature and
do not introduce extra formal di culties.
A more general version of the diagnosis problem consists in recovering all runs
of A that could explain the observed sequence Ob, among which will lie the true
hidden run  . Recovering all runs matching Ob, or estimating the ﬁnal state of  
given Ob are almost identical problems. And the latter, called the construction of
an observer for A, is the main building block in the derivation of a diagnoser for
A (see next sub-section). So we focus on this version here, that we call the single
sensor centralized diagnosis problem.
52Centralized diagnosis, several sensors. In the case of a modular system A =
A1   ... AN = S1   ... SK representing a large distributed machine, it is more
reasonable to assume several sensors instead of a single one. These sensors can be
attached to the Ai, or equivalently to components Sk. We consider the ﬁrst case for
simplicity, a sensor is attached to each Ai and observes labels of   
i    i (  
i =  
represents the absence of sensor). When A performs the hidden run  , the labels
produced by transitions operating in Ai are collected by sensor i under the form of
a sequence Ob
i. So the observation is now a tuple (O1,...,ON) of sequences, and the
objective remains the same: compute all runs of A that explain these observations.
Notice that we lose information with respect to the single sensor case: the exact
interleaving of the di erent Ob
i is lost.
Remark: we assume here that labels attached to transitions in the Ai play a
double role. They are ﬁrst responsible for transition synchronizations, and they also
correspond to observations collected by the sensors. These roles can be separated, for
example by introducing an extra label on transitions to deﬁne their visible signature.
An alternate solution consists in using a more elaborate synchronization algebra
between components. In any case, these extensions complexify notations but change
very little in the formal aspects of the problem. So we prefer to keep the simplest
formulation.
Distributed diagnosis. The previous task can be extremely complex: one must
consider all possible interleavings of the Oi, and for each of them the centralized
diagnosis problem requires to handle a possibly huge system A. The distributed (or
modular) diagnosis approach takes advantage of the interaction structure of A to
avoid these di culties, provided interactions are sparse enough.
In its simplest form, the distributed approach is based on the following ideas:
• a local supervisor Di is attached to each Ai,
• each Di has limited knowledge about A (typically the model of Ai plus some
interface information with the other Aj),
• each Di only knows local observations Ob
i,
• the Di compute their local view of the global diagnosis, i.e. they compute
trajectories of their component Ai that explain local observations Ob
i and at
the same time are coherent with explanations provided by the other local
supervisors.
The next sections of this chapter will formalize this approach and analyze its prop-
erties. Let us just mention that, ideally, a distributed/modular approach to the
diagnosis problem must be equivalent to the centralized one, in the sense that the
combination of local results should yield the solution of the (multi-sensor) centralized
diagnosis problem.
Historically. Considering the evolution of ideas, several intermediate steps were
explored before the distributed diagnosis problem was stated in the above terms.
53Early contributions considered ﬁrst the case of several sensors Ob
i on the same ma-
chine A, and proposed local supervisors making decisions with the knowledge of
A and Ob
i. These agents would then forward their results to some central super-
visor in charge of assembling them according to various simple aggregation rules
or policies [25, 115]. Despite the expensive use of A, there was no reason why
such decentralized approaches should be equivalent to the centralized one. Whence
notions of decentralized observability, controllability, diagnosability, etc. Another
approach considered distributed observations on a modular model, i.e. local agents
taking decisions with the knowledge of Ai and Ob
i, and making assumptions on the
interactions with neighboring components. Once again, local agents would forward
their results to a central supervisor in charge of assembling them, now with the aim
of obtaining equivalence with the centralized diagnosis [8, 88]. The last step was
then to get rid of the central supervisor, which meant 1/ distributing its job under
the form of a cooperation between local agents, and more essentially 2/ abandoning
the objective of global solutions available somewhere, now replaced by a distributed
knowledge [103].
3.3.3 The diagnoser approach
Given an LMCA A and a subset of visible labels       , an observer for A is
a deterministic automaton DA, taking labels of    as input, and which states are
subsets of states of A. When A performs a hidden run   and outputs the label
sequence Ob      , DA fed with Ob reaches a unique state that lists all possible
states where A could be, given Ob (Fig. 3.12).
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Figure 3.12: An automaton (left) and its observer (right) for visible labels    =
{ , }.
DA can be obtained easily in two steps [15]:
1. an epsilon-reduction, that replaces each state of A by its invisible reach (states
reachable through invisible transitions), followed by
2. a determinization, that aggregates states reachable by the same transition
label.
To obtain a diagnoser for A, let us consider a trivial two state automaton B
that stays at state “green” as long as transitions of T \ T  are ﬁred, and otherwise
moves from “green” to “red” and stays there forever. The synchronous product
A B (synchronization on transition names) replicates A with an augmented state,
to memorize the ﬁring of a fault transition. The observer of A B yields a diagnoser
for A: when all states of DA B are green, the answer will be that no faulty transition
54occurred, etc. Notice that by a straightforward extension, one can actually test any
regular property on runs of A, i.e. properties that can be expressed under the form
of an automaton B [61].
There is a simple case where this construction extends to modular LMCA. As-
sume A = A1 A2, the observer DA1 A2 factorizes as DA1 DA2 when shared labels
are visible on both sides, i.e. when  1  2 =  
1   
2. Indeed, under this assumption
the epsilon-reductions only remove local transitions, and the product of determinis-
tic automata remains deterministic. Interestingly, the visibility of interactions was
often assumed in publications related to distributed diagnosis [25], but it doesn’t
seem its importance for the modularity of the diagnoser has been noticed. The re-
sult is not mentioned in [22] for example, although it is fundamental for the modular
diagnosability tests developed in this work. And, similarly, the same assumption is
hidden in [54, 55]. The extension of the modularity property of the diagnoser to the
case of invisible synchronization events remains an open question. The result seems
to hold with weaker assumptions, but if modular diagnosers always exist, it is likely
that one could derive from them a joint observability/diagnosability test, in the case
of distributed observations, which is shown in [105] to be undecidable.
To summarize, diagnosers o er the advantage to be computable o -line: the
actual observed sequence is not needed. Diagnosers are “recursive” in nature, in the
sense that they can process observations on the ﬂy, and at low cost. On the side of
drawbacks lies the problem of size, of course, since they are designed to process any
possible sequence of observations. And the modularity of diagnosers doesn’t hold
for most interesting cases, where component interactions are hidden.
3.4 Distributed diagnosis : the language approach
Distributed computations based on languages were independently proposed by Rong
Su in [102, 103]. This approach probably forms the simplest framework for the
methodology we propose in this document, so we re-express it here in our formalism.
We then adapt it to perform computations on runs of a composite system.
3.4.1 Diagnosis in terms of languages
Centralized diagnosis. Consider a labeled automaton A =( S,T,s0, , , )
producing a hidden run   that is observed through the label set       . This yields
the observed sequence Ob =   ( ) where     is the natural projection on labels
of   . Let us denote by L(A)   T  the language of A, i.e. the set of projections
  ( ) where   ranges over all runs of A. In this section, we consider a simpliﬁed
version of the diagnosis problem: we wish to recover all words of L(A) that yield
Ob when projected on   . We call this the diagnosis of Ob. It is given by
D = L(A)     1
   (Ob)=L(A)  L Ob (3.14)
where  L is of course the parallel product of languages.
55Several sensors. Let us now consider a modular automaton A = A1  ... AN,
with Ai =( Si,T i,s 0
i, i, i, i), and distributed observations Ob
i of the hidden run  ,
Ob
i =   
i( ) where   
i    i. As explained in the previous section, distributed obser-
vations mean a loss of information: one only knows that there exists an interleaving
of the Ob
i that corresponds to the hidden run  . So let’s take
Ob = Ob
1  L ... L Ob
N (3.15)
as observation, which computes all compatible interleavings of the Ob
i. The diagnosis
is again given by D = L(A) L Ob, i.e. words of L(A) compatible with at least one
interleaving of the Ob
i. Of course, both Ob and L(A) are generally large, so in
practice there is no hope to solve the problem in that way.
Distributed diagnosis. Let us consider instead the structure of A. From A =
A1   ... AN we derive
L(A)=L(A1)  L ... L L(AN) (3.16)
Inserting (3.16) and (3.15) into (3.14) yields
D =[ L(A1)  L Ob
1]  L ... L [L(AN)  L Ob
N] (3.17)
where L(Ai)  L Ob
i   Di is a local diagnosis, i.e. the set of words of component Ai
that explain local observations Ob
i.
We can now apply the results of chapter 2: variables are the labels in  , and
components are languages on theses labels (see the language systems section 2.1.2).
D has a product form, where factors Di are components operating on labels  i. So
D admits a minimal product covering
D = D 
1  L ... L D 
N with D 
i     i(D) (3.18)
The D 
i correspond to the local views of the global diagnosis: they contain words of
L(Ai) that both explain local observations Ob
i and that are compatible with local
explanations in all other components.
As explained in chapter 2, the desired D 
i can be computed in a modular manner
without computing D itself, given the fact that the parallel product of languages  L
and projections     on subsets of labels satisfy axioms (a1)-(a4). The support of
modular computations is a communication graph Gc between components Ai, in the
“direct graph” viewpoint (Fig. 3.8.c), because projections are deﬁned with respect to
labels. If Gc is a tree, convergence to the D 
i is reached in ﬁnite time. Otherwise, one
can either group components to recover a tree, or simply ignore cycles and apply a
turbo procedure. Since language systems are involutive, turbo algorithms are known
to converge to a unique point (at least for the weak topology) and provide reasonable
(upper) approximations D  
i of the D 
i : D 
i  D  
i  Di and D = D  
1  L ... L D  
N.
3.4.2 Diagnosis in terms of trajectories
Let us come back to our original problem: determining runs of A that would explain
the sequence Ob of observed labels.
56By post-processing. Let ˙ L(A) denote the “language” of A, now expressed in
terms of sequences of transitions instead of sequences of labels. Obviously, the new
“diagnosis” we are looking for is the inverse projection of D on ˙ L(A):
˙ D   ˙ L(A)     1
   (Ob)= ˙ L(A)     1
  (D) (3.19)
where   1
   yields sequences of transitions. In the same way, when A = A1 ... AN
the local views of the global diagnosis are as well clearly given by reverse projections
of the D 
i on the ˙ L(Ai)
˙ D 
i = ˙ L(Ai)     1
 i (D 
i) (3.20)
However, to prepare for the techniques we develop in the sequel, it is worth deter-
mining directly ˙ D and the ˙ D 
i by computations on trajectory sets.
By direct computation. We ﬁrst reﬁne the notion of product  L, to adapt it to
trajectory sets. Consider two LMCA A1,A2 and their product A1 A2. There exist
natural projections  i : ˙ L(A1 A2)   ˙ L(Ai): they simply replace transitions (t1,t 2)
by ti, and erase the latter when ti =  si. Let T1,T2 be subsets of ˙ L(A1), ˙ L(A2),
respectively, we deﬁne their label-based product by
T1  L T2 =  1
1 (T1)     1
2 (T2) (3.21)
Naturally, when A = A1   ... AN this product preserves
˙ L(A)= ˙ L(A1)  L ... L ˙ L(AN) (3.22)
For a matter of homogeneity, we could encode Ob as a labeled sequence of tran-
sitions (as we will do in the sequel) in order to compute its product with ˙ L(A). For
the sake of simplicity, let us rather extend  L to sequences of labels, which allows
us to write:
˙ D = ˙ L(A)  L Ob (3.23)
To express our problem in the setting of chapter 2, we must now deﬁne systems,
variables and projections of systems on these variables. We take Vmax = {1,...,N} 
 , so compared to the previous section, we add site names to the variable set. The
systems we consider are formed by
• words w of   , and by
• labeled sequences of tuples (ti)i I for some I  {1,...,N}, that form valid
runs of AI. We denote them by ( , I) to keep track of the label set attached
to the run   of AI.
So we have two types of sequences, but the systems we deﬁne below will contain
sequences of a single type. The composition operation  L applies to both types of
sequences.
57Let us now come to projections. For J  {1,...,N} and        we must deﬁne
˙  J    of the two objects above. On a word w of   , we take
˙  J   (w)      (w) (3.24)
which erases labels not in   . And on a run ( , I) of AI
˙  J   ( , I)  
 
( I J( ), I     ) if I   J  =  
   ( ) otherwise
(3.25)
So the run   becomes a “pure” label sequence when no site of I is common to J.
With this encoding,  L and ˙   satisfy axioms (a1)-(a4). Systems ˙ L(AI) operate
on variables I    I and are involutive. The diagnosis ˙ D is given by
˙ D =[ ˙ L(A1)  L Ob
1]  L ... L [ ˙ L(AN)  L Ob
N]
  ˙ D1  L ... L ˙ DN (3.26)
and admits the minimal product form
˙ D = ˙ D 
1  L ... L ˙ D 
N with ˙ D 
i   ˙  i, i( ˙ D) (3.27)
Once again, this reduction problem can be computed by MPA, where messages
are exchanged between sites Ai (or disjoint groups of sites AI). The properties
are the same as for language systems. Nevertheless, observe a very nice feature of
this setting: each variable i is private to site Ai, i.e. sites only share labels. So
the messages exchanged between sites are sequences of labels, while sites actually
compute on sequences of transitions.
3.4.3 Extensions and drawbacks
The two approaches above, by language systems or by trajectory systems, can be
extended in several ways.
Recursivity. First of all, they can be made recursive. Assume the Ob
i are not
given once for all, but correspond to growing sequences of observations, that we
encode as Ob
i(t): Ob
i(t)  Ob
i(t+1), t   0. As explained at the end of section 2.2.2,
message passing algorithms applied to changing local diagnoses ˙ Di(t)= ˙ L(Ai)  L
Ob
i(t) remain valid and preserve their convergence properties, provided observations
sequences stabilize. And the ˙ Di(t) can of course be computed recursively.
Distributed optimization. Secondly, one could associate cost functions to words
of L(Ai) or to local runs of the ˙ L(Ai), and adopt a (min,+) setting to deﬁne the
composition. Message passing algorithms would then compute (or approximate)
the word (resp. the run) of minimal cost in L(A) (resp. in ˙ L(A)) explaining all
observations.
58Drawbacks. Both aspects can of course be combined, so apparently we already
have the appropriate framework to deal with networks of dynamic systems and we
could stop here. However, these approaches based on sets of sequences su er from
two serious drawbacks.
1. The ﬁrst drawback relates to the size of the local diagnoses Di(t) or ˙ Di(t):
they grow rapidly with the length of the observation sequence Ob
i(t), because
of branchings occurring in Ai. So even if one performs modular computations,
the “modules” themselves become enormous with time. We therefore need to
ﬁnd a compact manner to encode sets of runs of a component Ai. This is
precisely the objective of the next section.
2. The second drawback is a consequence of the sequential semantics, inappro-
priate for concurrent systems. It multiplies the number of runs by computing
useless interleavings. This e ect appears in particular in product operations
when few labels are common. Consider the extreme case of two components
A1,A2 that do not interact at all (no shared label), and a trajectory  i of n
events in each of these components. There exist 2n di erent interleavings of
these two runs 1 and  2, that will be considered as di erent runs of the joint
system A1  A2. Even with a compact way of encoding local diagnoses Di,
combinatorial explosions remain due to the fact that concurrency is not han-
dled properly (see section 3.7). The next chapters will address this di culty
by recasting all results in a true concurrency semantics.
3.5 Trajectory sets in the sequential semantics
The mathematical skeleton of the previous section gives an accurate view of the
structure of computations that we perform in the sequel. The main change that we
introduce now relates to the objects on which these operations apply: we replace
languages by more complex structures that encode sets of runs in a compact manner.
3.5.1 Trellis automaton
We had already deﬁned the category A, formed by labeled multi-clock automata
associated to a notion of morphism. A guiding property when one deﬁnes morphisms
is that they must preserve runs:
Lemma 2 Let   : A1  A2 be an LMCA morphism, and let  1 be a run of A1,
then  2 =  ( 1) is a run of A2.
Naturally,  ( 1) is deﬁned by the recursion  ( 1|t1)= ( 1)| (t1) if  (t1)  =  , and
 ( 1|t1)= ( 1) otherwise.
We now focus on the representation of sets of trajectories for a given LMCA. To
do so, we introduce a sub-category of LMCA: A is said to be a trellis automaton
(TA) when
1. the graph of A, determined by  , is directed and acyclic, or equivalently   
deﬁnes a partial order on nodes of A (i.e. states and transitions),
592. this partial order is well founded:  x   S  T, |{x    S  T : x     x}|<  ,
3. s0 is the unique minimum of this partial order:  x   S   T, |{x    S   T :
x   = x, x     x}|=0   x = s0.
As a consequence, in any run   =( t1,...,tn) of a TA, all transitions ti are di erent.
In the sequel, states of a TA are called conditions (denoted by c   C instead of
s   S), and transitions are called events (denoted by e   E instead of t   T)9.
A trellis automaton   =( C ,E ,  ,c 0,  ,I,  , ) is called a conﬁguration when
it is composed of a single sequence of events:  c   C ,|•c|  1 and |c•|  1. We
will say that   is a “conﬁguration of T ” when this conﬁguration is a sub-TA of T .
Changing slightly notations, we now identify runs of T with its conﬁgurations.
Multi-clock function. To events of T we associate a vector-clock value deﬁned
by the function
 e   E, he : I   N
i    he(i)=1 Ii  (e)
(3.28)
So an event counts 1 for component i i  it inﬂuences this component. This deﬁnition
leads to the notion of height of a condition c in a conﬁguration   of T . Assume  
corresponds to the sequence of events (e1,e 2,...,en,...) and goes through condition
c immediately after en, we deﬁne
H (c)  
N  
n=1
hen (3.29)
For every component index i   I, H (c) thus counts the number of events associated
to component i and before c in run  , whence the name “multi-clock function.” It
obviously relates to vector-clocks of Mattern [84] and Fidge [50].
A trellis automaton T is correctly folded i   c   C and for any pair  ,   of
conﬁgurations of T containing c, one has H (c)=H  (c). In other words, only se-
quences of events with the same multi-clock value can merge at the same condition c
(see Fig. 3.13).
From now, we only consider correctly folded trellis automata; they form the
subcategory T of A. In a (correctly folded) TA T , one can of course write H(c)
instead of H (c).
3.5.2 Time-unfolding of an automaton
Let A  A, T  T, and let f : T   A be a morphism. The pair (T ,f) is a trellis
process (TP) of A i 
1. f is a folding of T onto A (i.e. a total function on states and transitions),
9These names come from the deﬁnition of branching processes, that describe runs of Petri nets
in the true concurrency semantics.
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Figure 3.13: Two trellis automata, with two components: thin arrows represent tran-
sitions associated to component 1, and thick arrows those associated to component 2.
The TA on the left is correctly folded, the other one isn’t: the merge at h is illegal.
2. T satisﬁes the parsimony criterion:
 e,e    E, [ •e = •e
 ,f (e)=f(e )]   e = e  (3.30)
3. T is maximally folded:
 c,c    C, [H(c)=H(c ),f (c)=f(c )]   c = c  (3.31)
f can be viewed as a labeling of events of T by transitions of A. This deﬁnition thus
ensures that if   is a conﬁguration of T , then ( ,f| ) encodes a run of A (point 1).
Moreover, thanks to the parsimony criterion,
Lemma 3 Let (T ,f) and ( ,f ) be trellis processes of A, and assume   is a conﬁg-
uration. There exists at most one injective morphism   :    T such that f  = f  .
This states that a run of A is represented at most once in a trellis process of A. As
a direct consequence,
Lemma 4 Two trellis processes of A representing the same trajectories of A are
actually isomorphic.
So trellis processes provide the compact structure we are looking for to describe sets
of runs of an LMCA.
Notation: for the sake of simplicity, we often omit mentioning the folding f in a
run ( ,f) or a trellis process (T ,f) of A, and simply talk about   or T .
Let A =( S,T,s0, , ,I, , ) be an LMCA. One can build a trellis process
(T ,f) of A by the following recursion:
Procedure 1
1. Initialization : C = {c0},f (c0)=s0,E=  
2. Recursion: for c   C and t   T such that f(c)=•t,
if  e   E such that •e = c and f(e)=t, then
(a) create e   E, set •e = c, f(e)=t,   (e)= (t) and   (e)= (t),
61(b) create c    C, set •c  = e and f(c )=t•,
(c) if  c     C with f(c  )=f(c ) and H(c  )=H(c ), then merge c  and c  .
The three conditions of the deﬁnition are satisﬁed by construction, and clearly any
trellis process of A can be obtained in that way, with a suitable guiding of events to
connect.
On the basis of the above unfolding procedure, one can recursively deﬁne the
union of two or more trellis processes of A, which produces another TP of A. Notice
right now that the union T1  T2 may contain conﬁgurations that were not present
in any of the Ti, but that nevertheless remain valid runs of A. We come back on
this point later.
Lemma 5 Let (T ,f) be a trellis process of A, then T is isomorphic to the union
of its conﬁgurations ( i,f i). As a consequence, two trellis processes of A that have
isomorphic conﬁgurations are isomorphic.
Let us deﬁne the preﬁx relation T1  T2 between TP by the fact that T2 contains
more conﬁgurations of A than T1, or equivalently that there exists an injective
morphism   : T1  T2. The above lemmas lead to the following important result:
Theorem 7 Given an LMCA A, there exists a unique maximal trellis process of
A for the preﬁx relation. We denote it (Ust
A,f A) and call it the sequential time-
unfolding of A (ST-unfolding or STU for short).
The proof is simple: Deﬁne (Ust
A,f A) as the union of all trajectories ( ,f) of A.
Unicity is obvious from lemma 5, which also shows that the STU contains all trellis
processes of A.
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Figure 3.14: An ordinary automaton A(left) and its sequential time-unfolding Ust
A
(right). The folding fA is represented by state and transition names close to condi-
tions and events.
Fig. 3.14 illustrates the notions of trellis process and sequential time-unfolding
on an ordinary automaton, i.e. an LMCA with |I| = 1. The STU, commonly called
the trellis of an automaton in digital communications, is the support of the Viterbi
algorithm, for example in the maximum likelihood decoding of noisy bits when
transmissions are protected by a convolutional error correcting codes. Trellises also
form the implicit support of the Bellman equation, in optimal control problems. So
only the multi-clock aspects are new.
62Observe that the size of an ordinary trellis grows linearly with its length. With
a multi-clock criterion to determine merge points, the number of possible merges
decreases and one obtains a larger structure, with growing width. But it remains
smaller than the simple unfolding of A, that unfolds both time and conﬂicts (or
choices) and yields a decision tree. And the latter is in turn smaller than the
language of A.
Relation between trellis processes and sub-languages. The time-unfolding
of A encodes all possible runs of A, or equivalently all the language of A. But
recall that a union of conﬁgurations of A generally results in a TP that contains
more runs. So what are the sub-languages of A that can be represented by a trellis
process?
Let ( 1,f 1) and ( 2,f 2) be two runs of A, with c0
i[ i ci. They are said to be
H-equivalent, denoted by  1  H  2, i  f1(c1)=f2(c2) and H 1 = H 2, i.e. i  they
have same length, and start and ﬁnish at identical states of A. A sub-language L of
A is said to be su x-closed i 
   =  1  
1  L,   2  L, 1  H  2    2  
1  L (3.32)
Lemma 6 Let L be a sub-language of A, L can be encoded as a trellis process of A
i  it is preﬁx- and su x-closed.
The preﬁx-closure requirement is a little embarrassing, but can be easily dis-
carded. Let us enrich the deﬁnition of a trellis process (T ,f) with a stop function
St : C  {0,1} on conditions. We then associate to (T ,f,St) the sub-language L
of A formed by conﬁgurations ( ,f) of T that ﬁnish on a stop point: c0[  c and
St(c) = 1. Then
Proposition 7 There is a one to one correspondence between stopped trellis pro-
cesses of A and sub-languages L of A that satisfy
   =  1  
1  L,   2  L, 1  H  2    1   L    2  
1  L (3.33)
(3.33) expresses both su x-closure and a weaker form of preﬁx-closure.
Notice however that the above limitations in the expressive power of trellis pro-
cesses will not prevent modular computations and diagnosis based on them.
3.5.3 Variations around the height function
The multi-clock function that governs merge points of trajectories is somehow arbi-
trary and can be generalized, provided its vector nature is preserved. So far, each
event a ecting component i was counting for 1 in the clock of that component. One
can easily relax this assumption.
For example, let (E, , ) be a set provided with an internal composition law  ,
and   as neutral element. Let us attach to each LMCA A a function that assigns a
height vector to all transitions:  t   T, ht : I  E such that i     (t)   ht(i)= ,
so the height of t is neutral for component i when t doesn’t a ect it. Naturally, we
provide these new LMCA with height preserving morphisms.
63To deﬁne the height of a condition c in a conﬁguration  , we simply combine
these height values: for   terminating at c and consisting of events (e1,...,en), we
take H (c)=he1   ...  hen (component-wise composition of vectors).
One can of course choose (E, , ) in order to have monotonic clocks, but this
is not necessary: circuits apparently don’t bother the theory10. They can even be
useful to avoid unfolding speciﬁc parts of a system. Assume for example that one
wishes to count events that produce a label in        and ignore all other events.
This can be done by he =   whenever  (e)      . So silent loops are not unfolded
in the time-unfolding of A. We refer the reader to [46, 47] for the interest of this
property in diagnosis applications. Notice that the idea of not unfolding silent loops
was introduced by Lamperti and Zanella [72].
By contrast, it is extremely important to preserve the vector nature of a height
function. Abandoning this structure means breaking the universal property stated
in theorem 8 below, and consequently blocking the distributed diagnosis approach
based on it. We come back on the necessity of vector clocks at the end of the chapter
(see also [46, 47]).
As a remark in passing, let us mention that one can easily design a strictly
increasing height function that would allow no merge point at all. For example a
height function that stores all the past of a condition. In this case, the sequential
time-unfolding of A coincides with its ordinary unfolding, also called a decision-tree.
Consequently, all results we state on sequential time unfoldings remain valid for
ordinary unfoldings.
3.5.4 Categorical properties
The awkward function   : T   I introduced in the deﬁnition of LMCA could have
appeared as a useless decoration up to now. This feature is actually necessary to
obtain the following result.
U A
st
A
 
E
!  fA
TA
Figure 3.15: Universal property of the STU of A.
Theorem 8 (Universal property) Let A  A be an LMCA, let T  T be a trellis
process and   : T   A a morphism, there exists a unique morphism   : T   Ust
A
such that   = fA    .
Theorem 8 essentially expresses that Ust(A) describes all runs of A, and describes
them only once (this explains the necessity of being “maximally folded” for a trellis
processes).
10This is only a conjecture at this point, veriﬁed on a set of examples. For a rigorous proof, one
would have to redeﬁne trellis processes to allow circuits, under the constraint of a height function.
And then check the preservation of theorems 7 and 8.
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Figure 3.16: Two functors relating A and T, that form an adjunction.
When designing a structure to encode runs of A, as soon as its universal property
is satisﬁed, some classical category theory arguments are triggered and lead to very
useful results. We sketch this reasoning below.
T being a sub-category of A, there exists an inclusion functor F =  : T   A.
Conversely, the ST-unfolding operation on LMCA deﬁnes a functor G = Ust : A  
T. By “functor,” we mean that Ust applies also to morphisms and satisﬁes Ust(f  
g)=Ust(f) Ust(g). The fact that G = Ust is a functor is a direct consequence of the
universal property associated to any Ust
A. The latter also entails that (F,G) forms a
pair of adjoint functors (see [81] chapter 4, in particular theorem 2.iv, p. 81). As the
right adjoint of the pair, G preserves categorical limits, and so preserves products
(see [81] chapter 5.5, in particular theorem 1, p. 114). In other words, one has
 A1,A2   A, Ust(A1  A2)=Ust(A1)  T Ust(A2) (3.34)
where  T denotes the categorical product in T. By contrast with  , the product in T
not only synchronizes events with shared labels, but also preserves the partial order-
ing of the resulting structure. It must be understood as an operation synchronizing
trajectories instead of automata.
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Figure 3.17: Top: two LMCA and their product. Bottom: the corresponding STU
(on this example they coincide with classical unfoldings). The 7 morphisms relating
these LMCA form a commutative diagram.
Fig.3.17 illustrates this property. The top line represents two LMCA A1 and
A2, with their product (in the center), and the associated canonical projections
 i : A1  A2  Ai. A1 and A2 share labels { , , } but   is private to A2. The
65bottom line represents the corresponding sequential time-unfoldings, together with
their foldings (materialized by state and transition names close to conditions and
events). The STU Ust
A1 A2 is isomorphic to the product Ust(A1) T Ust(A2), which
has canonical projections   
i : Ust(A1)  T Ust(A2)  Ust(Ai) to its factors. The
7 morphisms mentioned on the picture form two commutative squares, thanks to
theorem 8. Observe that Ust
A1 A2 has two conditions pointing to the same state
(c,c ) of A1  A2 : they correspond to di erent multi-clock values, and thus can’t
be merged. By doing so, one would get a structure isomorphic to A1  A2, and
there wouldn’t exist a morphism   
1 anymore. In other words, that would kill (3.34),
which shows the importance of separate counting of time in the various components
of an LMCA.
The adjoint pair (F,G), where F corresponds to an inclusion, is called a core-
ﬂection. Since additionally one has  T   T, T   Ust(T ) (read “isomorphic to”),
one can actually deﬁne the product  T by
 T1,T2   T, T1  T T2  Ust(T1)  T Ust(T2)=Ust(T1  T2) (3.35)
This last relation has an important practical consequence: by combining Proce-
dure 1, computing ST-unfoldings, to the deﬁnition of the product in A, one gets a
recursive algorithm to compute the product in T.
Finally, just like products, pullbacks are also categorical limits. So the reasonings
above apply in the same way and one has
 A0,A1,A2   A, Ust(A1
A0
 A2)=Ust(A1)
Ust(A0)
 T Ust(A2) (3.36)
where the pullback  T in the sub-category T of trellis automata is deﬁned by
 T0,T1,T2   T, T1
T0
 T T2  Ust(T1)
Ust(T0)
 T Ust(T2)=Ust(T1
T0
 T2) (3.37)
And once again, the combination of Procedure 1 with the deﬁnition of   gives a
recursive algorithm to compute pullbacks in T .
3.6 Distributed diagnosis : the trellis approach
The properties we have obtained on trellis processes are now very close to those of
language systems, so can we really compute with trellises ?
In this section, we come back to our diagnosis application with these new tools.
We follow the steps of section 3.4 to highlight the formal similarities, but also the
technical extensions that are needed. As we will see, the major di erence is that we
can’t use of projections on subsets of labels. So projections will now be deﬁned with
respect to sites Ai, and we will adopt the dual graph viewpoint of section 3.2.2.
3.6.1 Centralized diagnosis, single sensor
The setting doesn’t change: A performs a hidden run   whose labels are observed
under the form of sequence Ob. The latter can be encoded as a trivial trellis au-
tomaton, formed of a single sequence, i.e. Ob is a conﬁguration. We are still looking
66for runs of A that would explain Ob. Since we have a product on trellis processes,
(3.14) becomes
D = Ust(A)  T Ob (3.38)
A few comments on this equation.
It is meaningless to unfold A and then compute the product. This formal re-
lation must be translated in practice into a recursive algorithm: one computes
the unfolding of A guided by observations Ob, which is closer to the expression
D = Ust(A   Ob) given by (3.35).
Secondly, by contrast with (3.14) or (3.23), D deﬁned in (3.38) contains runs
of A that explain only a preﬁx of Ob, and not the entire Ob. This e ect can be
corrected easily: it su ces to use stopped trellis processes, as deﬁned at the end of
section 3.5.2. They form a sub-category of stopped automata, assuming morphisms
that preserve stop points. The theory is identical to what has been presented above,
so we omit this detail, for the sake of simplicity, and assume that (3.38) does yield
runs of A that entirely explain Ob. We refer the reader to [46, 47] and [48] for
details.
3.6.2 Centralized diagnosis, several sensors
When A = A1   ... AN and Ai has  i as label set, assume again that labels of
the hidden run   are collected by independent sensors attached to the sites Ai. The
sensor on Ai collects labels of   
i    i and produces the conﬁguration Ob
i. One can
again assemble these observations by
Ob = Ob
1  T ... T Ob
N (3.39)
which computes all possible interleavings of the sequences Ob
i, and then apply (3.38).
The latter will then amount to an unfolding of A guided by a complex trellis au-
tomaton Ob, instead of a sequence. This is feasible, but of course very ine cient,
because of the complexity of both A and Ob. Fig. 3.18 illustrates this point: the
two sequences of observations share a single label,  . The result of the product is
much more complex than its factors, because it develops all concurrency diamonds.
So we are rather looking for diagnosis methods that operate on factorized forms,
and avoid expanding large products. This is in fact the heart of the approaches we
advocate in this document.
3.6.3 Distributed diagnosis
Before addressing the distributed diagnosis issue, we must introduce the notion of
projection of a trellis process on sets of sites Ai.
Projections. The site index set {1,...,N} becomes our variable set Vmax, and
we have to deﬁne projections  I for I  Vmax. For simplicity, we will use notation
 I instead of  AI, when there is no ambiguity.
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Figure 3.18: The product of two conﬁgurations compute all possible interleavings of
these sequences, which results in many concurrency diamonds.
Let K,L  {1,...,N} be site index sets, and assume K   L. From the product
form Ust(AL)=Ust(AK) T Ust(AL\K) we know there exists a canonical projection
 L,K : Ust(AL)  Ust(AK) (3.40)
Every trellis process of AL is a preﬁx of Ust(AL), so  L,K applies to TP of AL and
yields TP of AK.
When K    L, we deﬁne  L,K as  L,K L, and since the starting point is gen-
erally unambiguous, we simply write  K instead of  L,K. By associativity of  T,
projections satisfy  K    L = K L, which corresponds to axiom (a1).
In practice, projections  K are quite easy to implement. Consider for example
Fig. 3.18: it su ces to collapse nodes related by events that do not belong to the
sites we want to preserve. The result is almost a trellis process of the selected sites,
excepted that it violates the parsimony criterion: isomorphic events may branch
out of a given node. Therefore a simple trimming operation is also necessary.
Objective. The central result that we invoke now is the factorization property of
the sequential time-unfolding of A. Given A = A1   ... AN, (3.34) becomes
Ust(A)=Ust(A1)  T ... T Ust(AN) (3.41)
and thus the diagnosis admits the factorized form
D =[ Ust(A1)  T Ob
1]  T ... T [Ust(AN)  T Ob
N] (3.42)
In this equation, each Di = Ust(Ai)  T Ob
i is a local diagnosis: it selects runs of
site Ai that explain the local observations Ob
i. The distributed diagnosis problem
simply amounts to computing the minimal product covering of D, i.e. to computing
the Ti = Ai(D), which yields
D =[ T1  T Ob
1]  T ... T [TN  T Ob
N] (3.43)
Equivalently, one could also compute the D 
i = Ai Ob
i(D)=Ti  T Ob
i that also
satisfy D = D 
1  T ... T D 
N. The latter are called the “reduced” local diagnoses.
68In the sequel, we don’t distinguish these two reduction problems, that are identical
in nature and can be solved in the same manner, with the same complexity.
Apparently, we are thus in a well known land, as explored in chapter 2. In
reality, there is a major di erence with section 3.4.2, due to the fact that we don’t
have projections on label sets.
New shape of computations. Our objective is to recover the D 
j by means of
modular computations. Consider two LMCA A1,A2 that share labels  1,2    1  2,
see (3.44). Let T = T1 T T2 be a trellis process of A1 A2, and let us try to replicate
the modular computations of section 3.4.2 in order to compute the minimal product
covering of T . One would have to project T1 on  1,2, in order to form a message
M1,2 =  1,2(T1) that would be some sort of label structure. The latter would then
be combined by a special product  L to T2 and would produce T  
2 = T2  L M1,2.
And symmetrically to obtain T  
1.
A1
 1,2 A2 (3.44)
As we have seen, this approach works on simple structures like sets of sequences,
but, unfortunately, projections of trellis processes on label sets are hard to deﬁne:
By simply erasing the events of a trellis process that do not carry a visible label, one
would kill the trellis structure. Even worse, this can create circuits, and produce a
structure containing fake sequences of visible events11.
So to transfer information from one side to the other, we bypass this undeﬁned
label structure and use a trick, based on more familiar operations: We ﬁrst combine
T1 and T2, and project the result on A2 to form the message: M1,2 = A2(T1 T T2).
One can conclude by T  
2 = M1,2  T T2. This computation trick looks like a tautology
on such a trivial example. But it makes sense to propagate information when one
imagines a third site A3 beyond A2. As we show below, modular computations are
actually based on this idea.
Expression of A with pullbacks. Since we can’t project on labels, we are bound
to use projections on sites or sets of sites Ai. So the Ai become our variables, and
to comply with the formalism of chapter 2, we must express our systems in terms
of shared variables, i.e. in terms of shared sites.
We know that A can be reformulated as A = S1   ... SM, where components
Sj are deﬁned by Sj = AIj =  i Ij Ai and cover all the Ai, i.e.  1 j M Ij =
{1,...,N}. By (3.36), one has
Ust(A)=Ust(S1)  T ... T Ust(SM) (3.45)
and similarly
D =[ Ust(S1)  T Ob
I1]  T ... T [Ust(SM)  T Ob
IM]
  D1  T ... T DM (3.46)
11It is not excluded however that more clever height functions would solve this di culty. But
this is still a research topic.
69where the local diagnoses Dj = Ust(Sj)  T Ob
Ij are now computed on components
instead of sites. The expression above assumes that every local diagnosis Dj in-
corporates by Ob
Ij the observations on all sites AIj covered by component Sj. In
reality, the duplication of observations Ob
i is unnecessary: it is su cient to “dis-
tribute” them on components Sj in such a way that they all appear at least once.
However, taking all Ob
Ij to compute Dj has the advantage to “maximally reduce”
Ust(Sj) before message exchanges start.
The distributed diagnosis problem now amounts to computing the Tj = Sj(D),
or equivalently the D 
j = Sj Ob
Ij
(D)=Tj  T Ob
Ij, that form the minimal “pullback
covering” of D:
D =[ T1  T Ob
I1]  T ... T [TNM  T Ob
IM]
= D 
1  T ... T D 
M (3.47)
Naturally, the minimal product covering can be obtained by further projecting the
D 
j on the individual sites they represent.
Separation theorem. To relate things to chapter 2 in a clear manner, we now
have a variable set Vmax = {1,...,N}, trellis processes TI as systems, projections
 I and the composition operator  T. So we are in the setting of the dual graph
representation (section 3.2.2). But at this point, the central axiom (a3) is missing...
The reason is that the interactions in A = A1   ... AN are due to shared labels,
and we need to express them in terms of shared sites. When one computes AI  AK,
the shared sites AI K do not necessarily capture all interactions between AI and
AK : shared labels  I    K may not all lie within  I K (see Fig. 3.10 and the
discussions in section 3.2.2).
Nevertheless, one has the following property
Theorem 9 Let I,K  {1,...,N}, and take J = I   K. Let TI,TK be trellis pro-
cesses of AI,AK respectively, and assume that shared sites AJ capture all interaction
labels between AI and AK, i.e.  I    K    J. Then
 J(TI  T TK) =  J(TI)  T  J(TK) (3.48)
This weaker form of axiom (a3) is actually su cient to derive modular computations.
Propagation and merge equations now take the following form:
Proposition 8 Let I,J,K  {1,...,N}, and let TI,TJ,TK be trellis processes of
AI,AJ,AK respectively. If  I    K    J, denoted I|J|K, then
 J(TI  T TJ  T TK) =  J(TI  T TJ)  T  J(TJ  T TK) (3.49)
 I(TI  T TJ  T TK) =  I[TI  T  J(TJ  T TK)] (3.50)
Comparing these equations to the “true” ones (2.8) and (2.10), the reader will notice
that proposition 8 simply implements the “trick” described at (3.44).
70Support graph of computations. So far, no choice was made to decompose
A into a pullback of components and obtain (3.45). We now exploit this degree
of freedom, that was already discussed in section 3.2.2, dedicated to dual graph
representations.
Let us deﬁne components Sk in such a way that they cover a communication
graph Gc between sites Ai (Fig. 3.19). Then form a communication graph Gc  be-
tween these components. The latter forms the support of computations. Indeed,
on graph Gc , the separation property holds, which means that theorem 9 applies,
so propagations and merges of proposition 8 are legal and the MPA leads us to the
desired reduced components S 
j.
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Figure 3.19: From left to right: label constraints between sites Ai, a communication
graph Gc of the Ai, a deﬁnition of components Sj covering Gc, and a connectivity
graph between components Sj.
We didn’t mention sites corresponding to measurements, i.e. the Oi. They
actually play no role in the structure of interactions, even if the Oi observe shared
labels. Indeed, each Oi is separated from all other sites (including measurement
sites) by site Ai. So introducing the Oi in Fig. 3.19.b simply amounts to putting an
edge between each Ai and the associated Oi ; all edges between the Oi, if any, are
dotted (i.e. redundant). Moreover, since the Oi correspond to observations collected
on a true run of A, the projections  Oi(D) necessarily yield Oi. In summary,
measurements can just be ignored in the graphical representations.
Involutivity. It is not hard to check that trellis processes form involutive systems:
for TI a TP of AI, one has TI  T  J(TI)=TI. So we are in the nice situation where
turbo procedures converge, if the support graph of computations is not a tree. The
progressive reduction performed by MPA (theorem 4) and the local extendibility
property of the limit (theorem 3) are thus granted.
3.7 Towards true concurrency semantics
This section comes back to the multi-clock aspects, in order to (try to) convince the
reader of its necessity for modular computations.
Consider the two LMCA A1,A2 of Fig. 3.20. They synchronize on labels{ , , },
71and transitions t5 and t 
4 are private to A1 and A2 respectively. Fig. 3.21 depicts two
trellis processes T1,T2 of these LMCA, together with their “products” for di erent
choices of height functions. The ﬁrst product (3rd TP on the ﬁgure) corresponds
to T1  T T2 in the multi-clock setting: time is counted independently in each com-
ponent, which prevents the merge of the two conditions labeled (c,c ), since they
correspond to di erent values of the vector clock.
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A 1 A 2
Figure 3.20: Two labeled multi-clock automata, sharing labels { , , }.
Assume that one would decide to abandon vector clocks and choose to use a
global counting of time in the deﬁnition of trellis processes. The “product” T1 T T2
would then result in the rightmost TP of Fig. 3.21 where the two conditions labeled
(c,c ) are now merged, since they both have two events in their past. Projecting
back the result on A1 (by erasing events of A2) underlines the bad properties of
this construction: this projection yields a “trellis process” isomorphic to A1. So the
result is not any more a correctly folded trellis process of A1. But worse than that,
this projection introduces the extra run a[t3 c[t5 d that was not present initially in
the factor T1. So there is little hope that modular computations based on this notion
of trellis process would produce correct results.
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Figure 3.21: Two trellis processes of the previous LMCA, their correct product, and
a product based on a global notion of time.
To explain the bad properties of this “single-clock product” T = T1  sc
T T2 by
the more formal aspects of our construction, notice that T doesn’t correspond to
72a categorical product. There doesn’t exist morphisms from T to its two factors T1
and T2 (actually there is no morphism to T1). In other words, considering T as a
valid trellis process would violate the universal property stated in theorem 8 on T1.
There exists a morphism from T to A1, that doesn’t decomposes into a morphism
to T1 followed by the folding of T1 into A1.
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Figure 3.22: Unfolding and time-unfolding of A1  A2 of Fig. 3.20.
Since one is bound to the use of vector clocks, this means that the relevant notion
of time for distributed systems is itself distributed [84, 50]. Rather than a universal
linear time, one has local notions of time, plus synchronizations on special events.
Pushing further this idea, it makes sense to develop a setting where transitions
themselves would have local e ects. This suggests to use a distributed notion of
state, rather than global states, and adopt true concurrency semantics.
Consider for example A1 and A2 of Fig. 3.20. These new semantics will lead to a
new notion of product for A1  A2, as well as new notions of unfolding U(A1  A2)
(Fig. 3.22 left) and of time-unfolding Ut(A1 A2) (Fig. 3.22, right). On this example,
the product A1  A2 would actually look like the latter: simply merge the subnets
below the two conditions labeled c.
These new representations of sets of runs, U(A) and Ut(A), display explicitly
the concurrency of events: for example the concurrent ﬁrings of t4 and t5. In this
setting, the product of two systems that have no interaction will amount to their jux-
taposition. That will avoid the useless computation of concurrency diamonds, and
result in even more compact data structures to encode sets of runs. The next chap-
ter examines computations based on unfoldings, in the true concurrency semantics,
and chapter 5 does the same with trellises, or time-unfoldings.
As an extra motivation to move to true concurrency semantics, let us illustrate a
last drawback of sequential semantics. We have seen that vector clocks are necessary
to modular computations. Nevertheless, they have very unpleasant side e ects: in
some cases, there may exist a drift between clocks of two components. In particular
when these components have concurrent behaviors (i.e. local transitions). In terms
of trellis processes, this results in very large structures, as illustrated in Fig. 3.23.
These phenomena suggest not to recommend the approach of this chapter, and use
instead true concurrency semantics, that will erase such weird behaviors.
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743.8 Summary
We have proposed a methodology to deal with distributed systems by means of dis-
tributed or modular algorithms, with the diagnosis problem as guiding application.
To do so, we ﬁrst introduced the notion of network of automata. Mathematically,
one can easily derive modular diagnosis algorithms based on component languages:
they take the form of message passing algorithms, originally derived for Bayesian
networks. The keystone of the construction is a factorization property on sets of
runs of the global system, just like in Bayesian networks the factorization property
of the global likelihood function is the key to fast algorithms.
Nevertheless, computing with component languages demands important storage
capabilities, which is not suited to practical applications, in particular if we aim at
on-line monitoring algorithms. So we have proposed a more compact way of encoding
sets of runs, by means of trellis processes. A well known notion in di erent research
communities, that has been adapted here to networks of automata. This adaptation
required to introduce the concept of multi-clock, i.e. to keep track of components
when they are assembled into networks. Without this concept, it seems di cult to
obtain the factorization property on trellis processes of a compound system, which is
essential to modular computations. As soon as this property is derived, which is most
easily done with category theory arguments, the mathematical framework developed
for languages applies to trellis processes, up to some technical modiﬁcations.
Introducing vector clocks in distributed systems is a ﬁrst step to a correct mod-
eling of concurrent behaviors. This is what we do in the next chapters, moving from
sequential semantics to true concurrency semantics. We will show that the mathe-
matical skeleton of this chapter still applies, up to some technical extensions, and
that we can obtain even more compact descriptions of sets of runs.
Related work
The diagnoser approach has been ﬁrst investigated in [95], with a focus on diagnos-
ability issues. Diagnosability means that a bounded number of observations after
the occurrence of a fault is su cient to detect the failure. This amounts to check-
ing the absence of ambiguous circuits in the diagnoser, i.e. (in the formalism of
section 3.3.3) circuits of the observer of A   B that contain state estimates of the
two kinds, green and red. Issues appearing with distributed observations and/or
systems have been soon considered. The protocol-based approach of [25], for exam-
ple, assumes distributed observations on separate components, but global diagnosers
are used at each sensor, and the focus is on the information they should exchange
to merge their estimates. By contrast, [21, 22] introduce a true distributed ap-
proach, where local diagnosers are based on a local model. Similar results are also
derived in [54, 55], with a slightly di erent model: components are deﬁned as Petri
nets instead of automata. In both cases, component interactions are assumed to
be visible, which guarantees that the diagnoser/observer of the global model has a
product form, and thus enables modular solutions. Unfortunately, the problem is
not so much analyzed from this angle, which hides the important phenomena that
make things work. For example the fact that, when interactions are observed, no
75matter which interleaving of the observed sequences is chosen in Fig. 3.18, the same
estimated states are obtained.
The literature related to distributed diagnosis is vast and diverse. Several ap-
proaches make use of message passing (or belief propagation) algorithms, in relation
to the topology of the supervised system, but assume no dynamics in the compo-
nents. For example [89] deploys MPA on failure trees, and [97, 98] use dependency
graphs between the elementary functions that compose a network. All these models
are stochastic but static.
As already mentioned, the closest contributions to chapter 3 are due to Su and
Wonham [102, 103]. They do use networks of dynamic systems, where each compo-
nent is speciﬁed as a language. The approach is purely algebraic: no randomization
is assumed, by contrast with the previous ones. Let us also mention the contribu-
tions of Pencole [88], or Baroni et al. [8]. They both model a distributed system as a
network of communicating automata, and consider the distributed on-line construc-
tion of a “diagnoser” (sic), i.e. a system whose runs are exactly the explanations
to the distributed observations. Although the idea is to progressively assemble the
“local diagnosers,” by a product, this is not properly a message passing solution:
there is no notion of projection. But strategies are deployed in [88] to avoid building
useless parts in the recursive composition of local diagnosers. Interestingly, the idea
of not unfolding silent loops is present in these two contributions.
Finally, let us mention the very original chronicle approach [28, 30, 49]. By
contrast with the previous ones, it doesn’t look for an explanation to all alarms or
symptoms. It rather operates as a collection of ﬁlters that extract relevant patterns
of observations in a sequence. These patterns are speciﬁed as partial orders of labels,
related by time constraints. There exist both fast chronicle recognition algorithms,
and learning algorithms. Another di erence with model-based approaches is that
the expert knowledge must come afterwards, to evaluate the relevance of learned
chronicles and to associate them to a failure “diagnosis.” There exist techniques,
however, to merge chronicles with topology models [5, 56].
76Chapter 4
True concurrency semantics
So far, we have deﬁned a distributed system as a network of components, with local-
ized interactions. We have shown that some monitoring problems, like (maximum
likelihood) trajectory estimation, that we called the diagnosis problem, could be
solved in a distributed manner. The modular/distributed resolution method ex-
ploits the factorization property of sets of runs, under the various forms where these
runs can be described. In the sequential semantics, run sets can be encoded either
• as sets of sequences (of labels or transitions),
• as branching processes or decision trees, or
• as trellis processes,
which establishes a hierarchy in terms of compactness. Moving to true concurrency
semantics, this hierarchy remains. It is also remarkable that the algebraic structure
of distributed computations is preserved. Extra gains are obtained in terms of
compactness of the objects we handle, at the price of a little more technicality in
the proof of the key results.
This chapter presents the interest of branching processes, and the new features
they introduce in the distributed diagnosis problem. Chapter 5 will make one more
step and study the counterpart of trellis processes.
4.1 Networks of automata as asynchronous systems
The previous chapter introduced a notion of component, somehow artiﬁcially, into
the ordinary deﬁnition of an automaton: in A =( S,T, ,s 0, ,I, , ), I is an
index set that gives names to components, and the function   : T   2I deﬁnes
on which components every transition t   T “operates.” Although components are
formally added by the product of (labeled) multi-clock automata, the composition
nevertheless results in an automaton. Fig. 4.1 illustrates this idea, in a Petri-net-like
representation of automata.
This formalism su ers from several drawbacks, some of which have been illus-
trated at the end of the previous chapter. Let us underline two of them.
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Figure 4.1: Two LMCA (left) that share only label  , and their product (right).
Numbers of states and transitions are multiplied by the composition, and in
particular each private transition of one factor is duplicated n times, where n is then
number of states of the other factor. So we explicitly represent the fact that one
LMCA is waiting when the other performs a private transition (see the duplications
of t2 and t4 in the example).
Secondly, runs of a product LMCA A1 A2 are almost bound to be sequences of
events: the fact that the reset transitions t2 and t4 are concurrent is not exploited.
So one distinguishes (t1,t 3)(t2, d)( a,t 4) from (t1,t 3)( b,t 4)(t2, c), whereas it would
be preferable to write (t1,t 3)t2t4 and (t1,t 3)t4t2, and even consider these two runs as
equivalent, since t2 and t4 can be permuted without altering the ﬁnal state ofA1 A2.
The objective of this chapter is precisely to avoid the redundancy introduced by
the sequential semantics, and explicitly take advantage of the concurrency between
events. We’ll take as deﬁnition of a run not a sequence of transitions, but an equiva-
lence class of sequences, where equivalence means “identical up to the permutation of
two successive concurrent events.” In the example above, {(t1,t 3)t2t4 , (t1,t 3)t4t2 }
will be considered as a single run. In other words, sequences will be replaced by
Mazurkiewicz traces [27].
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Figure 4.2: Two labeled automata (left) combined into a safe Petri net (right).
To do so, a natural step consists in replacing automata by asynchronous systems.
This is simply obtained by changing the notion of composition: in substance, we
take the disjoint union of states (instead of the product), and glue transitions that
carry identical labels, in all possible ways, to form joint transitions. Private transi-
tions remain unchanged. As illustrated in Fig. 4.2, this yields a Petri net: we now
have several “tokens” to identify a global state of the system. Firing (t1,t 3) moves
simultaneously the two tokens to b and d, after what they can return to their original
78places independently. Observe that the number of tokens remains constant: this
illustrates the fact that we now have two components, or equivalently two (local)
state variables, instead of one.
There exist several formalisms to deﬁne and handle such systems. Our origi-
nal contributions [37, 40] chose to emphasize the presence of several state variable,
which lead to the notion of tile system (see also the introduction, section 1.3). Al-
ternatively, one could simply consider safe Petri nets. But since we need to preserve
the notion of component, or of variable, the latter must be slightly enriched. We
therefore introduce the notion of multi-clock net (MCN).
This chapter is organized as the previous one: we ﬁrst deﬁne the category of
(labeled) multi-clock nets, and their composition. We then provide them with a no-
tion of trajectory, in the true concurrency semantics. As for multi-clock automata,
a crucial problem is the compact representation of sets of trajectories. We focus
here on the notions of branching process and unfolding of a MCN, the natural coun-
terparts of the sequential trellis process and the sequential time-unfolding, excepted
that merges are not allowed. So these objects are more on the side of decision trees.
It is shown that one can actually compute with them, pretty much like with sequen-
tial trellis processes. But speciﬁc di culties of the true concurrency semantics blur
the nice algebraic setting of the previous chapter. We show that computations must
actually be performed with more complex objects, that we call augmented branching
processes.
4.2 Multi-clock nets and their composition
4.2.1 A category of multi-clock nets
Petri net. An ordinary Petri net is a 4-tuple N =( P,T, ,M0) where P,T are
respectively the place and transition sets1, and   (P   T)   (T   P) is the ﬂow
relation relating places and transitions2. M0 : P   N is a ﬁnite multi-set on P
representing the initial marking of the net, i.e. the number of tokens that each
place initially holds. Given a node x   P   T, •x and x• stand for pre- and post-
sets, i.e. the immediate predecessors and successors of x in  . By contrast with
the previous chapter, these sets are not any more constrained to be singletons.
A transition t   T is enabled (or activated) in a marking M, denoted by M[t ,
i   p   •t,M(p) > 0. Firing t from M yields the new marking M  = M   •t + t•,
which we denote by M[t M . M is a reachable marking i  there exists a sequence
  =( t1,t 2,...,tn) of transitions (or a run) and intermediate markings such that
M0[t1 M1[t2 M2 ...[tN MN = M, abbreviated into M0[  M. We limit ourselves
to safe nets, i.e. nets for which places hold at most one token in any reachable
marking. We thus identify markings to subsets of P, and M0 to P0   P.
Multi-clock net. A multi-clock net (MCN), or net for short, is a tuple N =
(P,T, ,P0, ) where
1We do not require that P and T be ﬁnite.
2We assume each place is related to one transition at least, and each transition has at least one
input place and one output place.
791. (P,T, ,P0) is an ordinary safe net,
2.   : P   P0 deﬁnes a partition on places, and the restriction  |P 0 is the
identity; we denote by ¯ p the equivalence class   1( (p)) of a place p,
3.  t   T,   is injective on •t and on t•, and  (•t)= (t•).
This deﬁnition deserves some comments.
Observe ﬁrst that every transition satisﬁes |•t| = |t•|. So the number of tokens
remains constant in a MCN. Moreover, let M   P be a reachable marking of N,
one has  |M is bijective. In other words, let p   P0, at any time there is exactly one
place in   1(p) holding a token3.
Secondly, consider N|¯ p, the restriction of N to places of ¯ p, p   P. N|¯ p is an
automaton, i.e. a Petri net where a single place holds a token at any time, as in
Fig. 4.1. Therefore, a multi-clock net can be regarded as a synchronous product of
automata, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2.
Relating this formalism to the previous chapter, P0 now replaces the index set I
to name components, and the   function on transitions is replaced by   on places.
So a transition t operates on components  (•t)= (t•) instead of  (t). By abuse
of vocabulary, we will sometimes consider ¯ p as the state variable of component N|¯ p
(more rigorously, it corresponds to the set of possible values of this state variable).
Naturally, a labeled multi-clock net (LMCN) is a MCN enriched with a labeling
function on transitions: N =( P,T, ,P0, , , ), with   : T    .
i i’
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Figure 4.3: A typical morphism between two multi-clock nets, indicated by dashed
arrows. In the left MCN,  1 deﬁnes the partition {a,e}, {b,f}, {c,g}, {d,h,i,i } on
places.
Morphism. To turn the collection of multi-clock nets into a category, we need
the extra notion of morphism between nets. Let N1,N2 be two MCN, with Ni =
(Pi,T i, i,P0
i , i), i =1 ,2. A morphism   from N1 to N2 is deﬁned as a pair
( P, T) where
3Notice that it is always possible to turn a safe net N into a multi-clock net with essentially the
same behavior, simply by adding to each place of N a complementary place. So multi-clock nets
are almost equivalent to safe nets.
801.  T is a partial function from T1 to T2, and  P a relation between P1 and P2,
2. P0
2 =  P(P0
1) and  
op
P : P0
2   P0
1 is a total function, where  
op
P denotes the
opposite relation to  P,
3. if p1  P p2 then the restrictions  T : •p1   •p2 and  T : p•
1   p•
2 are total
functions,
4. if t2 =  T(t1) then the restrictions  
op
P : •t2   •t1 and  
op
P : t•
2   t•
1 are total
functions,
5.  P preserves the partitioning of places:  (p1,p 2)   P1   P2,p 1  P p2  
 1(p1) P  2(p2)
Notice that points 3 and 4 entail that the pair ( P, T) preserves the ﬂow relation
(on its domain of deﬁnition), and so morphisms will preserve runs, which is the ﬁrst
property one expects from them. It may look surprising that  P is a relation and
not a partial function. This generalization allows  P to duplicate places, which is
necessary to the existence of a categorical product (recall that this duplication ability
was also present in MCA morphisms). In conjunction with the last requirement, one
can actually show that
Lemma 7 Let   : N1  N2 be a morphism of MCNs, such that every automaton
Ni|¯ p has a single connected component, then   erases or duplicates state variables
(or components) as a whole, just like MCA morphisms (see Fig. 4.3). Speciﬁcally,
one has
a. the inverse image by   of a class of  2 is included in a class of  1 ;
b. given a class of  1,   is either deﬁned on all elements of this class, or on none
of them;
c. when a place p1   P1 is duplicated by  , i.e. related to (elements of) several
classes of  2, each place in ¯ p1 is duplicated in the same way, i.e. related to the
same classes.
Finally, for labeled MCN Ni =( Pi,T i, i,P0
i , i, i, i),i=1 ,2, the deﬁnition
of a morphism   : N1  N2 must be reinforced by extra requirements (that rephrase
those of labeled MCA):
6.  2    1, i.e.   reduces the label set,
7. Dom( T)=  1
1 ( 2), i.e.   is deﬁned on transitions carrying a shared label,
and only on them,
8. if  T(t1)=t2  =   then  1(t1)= 2(t2), i.e.   preserves labels on its domain
of deﬁnition Dom( T).
We denote by Nets the category having the LMC nets as objects, and the above
morphisms as arrows. By abuse of notations, we simply write   instead of  S or  T,
and  (X) to denote places in relation with at least one place in X.
814.2.2 Composition by product and pullback
Product. Let N1,N2 be two LMCN, their product N1 N2 is deﬁned as the triple
(N, 1, 2) where N =( P,T, ,P0, , , ) is a net and  i : N   Ni a morphism,
such that
1. P = {(p1, ):p1   P1}   {( ,p2):p2   P2};
 1(p1, )=p1 and  1( ,p2)=  (i.e. undeﬁned), and symmetrically for  2,
2. P0 =   1
1 (P0
1)     1
2 (P0
2),
3. T = Ts   Tp where
Ts = {(t1,t 2)   T1   T2 :  1(t1)= 2(t2)} (4.1)
Tp = {(t1, ):t1   T1, 1(t1)    1 \  2}
 {( ,t2):t2   T2, 2(t2)    2 \  1} (4.2)
and  i(t1,t 2)=ti if ti  =   and is undeﬁned otherwise,
4.   is deﬁned by •(t1,t 2)=  1
1 (•t1)   1
2 (•t2), assuming •  =  , and similarly
for (t1,t 2)•,
5.   =  1    2 and   follows accordingly,
6.   is simply the union of partitions  1 and  2.
In a product, each component preserves its places by the disjoint union in (1),
and components are added (6). As for LMCA, transitions carrying a shared label
synchronize (4.1), provided they ﬁnd a partner, while those carrying a private label
remain unchanged (4.2). Notice that private transitions are not duplicated, by
contrast with LMCA. See Fig. 4.4 for a simple example.
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Figure 4.4: Product of three nets, each one with a single component. On this simple
example, the product amounts to gluing transitions with identical labels.
Proposition 9   is the categorical product in Nets , i.e. the universal property
stated in proposition 5 for LMC automata holds also for LMC nets.
See [112] for a proof in the unlabeled case, which easily specializes.
82Pullback. The composition by pullback, i.e. via a shared component, can also
be deﬁned for LMC nets, and it enjoys the same properties as for LMC automata.
The general deﬁnition is a little complex [43], so we focus on the more intuitive case
where N1,N2 are related to their interface N0 by partial functions fi : Ni  N0
instead of general morphisms. The construction resembles very much the one of the
product: it actually coincides with it outside the domains of f1 and f2. N and the
morphisms  i : N   Ni are given by
1. P = Pc   Pp where
Pc = {(p1,p 2):f1(p1)=f2(p2)=p0   P0} (4.3)
Pp = {(p1, ):f1(p1)= } { ( ,p2):f2(p2)= } (4.4)
 i(p1,p 2)=pi if pi  =   and undeﬁned otherwise,
2. P0 =   1
1 (P0
1)     1
2 (P0
2),
3. T = Tc   Ts   Tp where
Tc = {(t1,t 2):f1(t1)=f2(t2)=t0   T0} (4.5)
Ts = {(t1,t 2):f1(t1)=  = f2(t2), 1(t1)= 2(t2)} (4.6)
Tp = {(t1, ):f1(t1)= ,  1(t1)    1 \  2}
 {( ,t2):f2(t2)= ,  2(t2)    2 \  1} (4.7)
and  i(t1,t 2)=ti if ti  =   and is undeﬁned otherwise,
4.   is deﬁned by •(t1,t 2)=  1
1 (•t1)   1
2 (•t2), assuming •  =  , and similarly
for (t1,t 2)•,
5.   =  1    2 and   follows accordingly,
6.   is the union of partitions  1 and  2 : they coincide on the common places of
 i(Pc).
The novelty appears in the special treatment of common places (4.3) and common
transitions (4.5).
Proposition 10 The composition by   corresponds to a pullback in the category
Nets.
The proof of the universal property of the pullback, see (3.3) and Fig. 3.4, can be
found in [43]. So we are on solid ground, and derivations of the previous chapter
based on category theory arguments still hold: we only changed objects. In par-
ticular, the relations between   and   expressed in proposition 6 remain valid for
LMC nets, as illustrated in Fig. 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Two nets, that share a common component. The limit of this diagram
(pullback) results in the net of Fig. 4.4.
4.2.3 Graphs associated to a multi-clock system
The situation is exactly as for labeled multi-clock automata (section 3.2). We start
from a net N deﬁned as a product N = N1   ... NN, and want to represent
graphically the internal interactions of N. The objective is of course to prepare the
ground for distributed/modular algorithms.
There are essentially two ways to do so: either by a direct graph representation
(the common resources, or variables, are the shared labels) or by a dual graph
representation (the common resources are the sites Ni). Here, we will mostly use
the latter: the choice is indeed governed by the type of projections we use in the
sequel, either projections on label sets, or projections on sites. It is not excluded
that the branching processes we introduce below for modular computations could
admit projections on label sets; we are actually working on the topic. But so far
this theory is not available, and we can only project on (sets of) sites. This choice
thus imposes to base computations on pullbacks, as in section 3.6.3.
In summary, thanks to proposition 6 and property (3.8) expressed on nets, we
can decompose N as
N =
 
j J
Sj with Sj =  i IjNi (4.8)
assuming components Sj cover a communication graph between sites Ni (Figs. 3.9-e
and 3.9-f).
4.3 Trajectory sets in the true concurrency semantics
This section deﬁnes the notion of trajectory of a net, in the true concurrency se-
mantics, and proposes means to represent sets of runs and compute with them. In
the previous chapter, a set of runs of an LMCA could be understood and handled
in four di erent manners: as a set of label sequences (sub-language), a set of transi-
tion sequences (a richer notion of sub-language), and more compactly as a branching
process, or as a trellis processes. The same ideas would apply here in the true con-
currency semantics. We skip the ﬁrst one, limited to labels, and directly move to
runs expressed as traces on transitions, that we will represent as conﬁgurations. And
84since conﬁgurations will appear as speciﬁc cases of branching processes, we directly
move to the latter and show how to compute with these objects. Trellis processes
form the body of the next chapter.
4.3.1 Unfolding of a net
Occurrence net. The LMC net O =( C,E, ,C0, , , ) is a (labeled multi-
clock) occurrence net (LMCON, or ON for short) i  it satisﬁes:
1. C0 = {c   C : •c =  },
2. the causality relation   , irreﬂexive transitive closure of  , is a partial order,
and  x   C   E, [x]   {x}   {y   C   E : y    x} is ﬁnite,
3.  c   C, |•c|  1,
4. the conﬂict relation # deﬁned by the two properties below is irreﬂexive :
(a)  e,e    E, [e  = e , •e   •e   =  ]   e#e ,
(b)  x,x    C   E, [ e,e    E, e#e ,e   x, e     x ]   x#x .
The change in notations accounts for the usual terminology of conditions, instead
of places, and events, instead of transitions. In an LMCON, “time” is unfolded, as
indicated by (2). A condition can be marked by a unique event (3). By contrast,
it may enable several events, which corresponds to a conﬂict situation. This creates
a branching in the net, and the corresponding branches will never meet each other
again (4). So conﬂicts are also unfolded. See Fig. 4.6, center, for an example.
Conﬁguration. LMCONs are generally introduced to represent runs of a net in
the so-called true concurrency semantics. To do so, we need extra elements of
terminology about ONs. Two nodes x,x    C E are said to be concurrent, denoted
by x   x , i  neither x#x  nor x    x  nor x     x holds. A co-set is a set of pairwise
concurrent conditions, and a cut is a maximal co-set for the inclusion. Finally, a
conﬁguration is a sub-net   of C  E which is conﬂict-free, causally closed (i.e. left-
closed for   ), and such that  e   E, e       e•    . By convention we assume
conﬁgurations also contain initial conditions C0. See Fig. 4.6, right, for an example.
One immediately notices the one-to-one correspondence between conﬁgurations
of an occurrence net and possible runs of that net, i.e. possible circulations of
tokens. Speciﬁcally, a conﬁguration must be read as a partial order of events. In
Fig. 4.6 (right), the ﬁring of t1 precedes or is a cause to the ﬁring of t5, just like
t3, however, the ordering of t1 and t3 is not speciﬁed. So they can ﬁre in any
order. Every linear extension of the partial order deﬁned by a conﬁguration yields
a valid ﬁring sequence on its events. In that sense, a conﬁguration represents an
equivalence class of sequences, or a trace [27]. This is precisely where the true
concurrency semantics allows to save with respect to the previous chapter: useless
interleavings of concurrent events are not represented, and a single partial order
replaces numerous sequences.
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Figure 4.6: An LMC net N (left), a branching process O of that net (center) and a
conﬁguration   in O (right), corresponding to a run of N. The folding of O into N
is represented by transition and place names attached to events and conditions.
LMC occurrence nets, equipped with morphisms of LMC nets, form the sub-
category Occ of Nets. Observe that in this category, morphisms can only erase (not
create) causality or conﬂict relations between two nodes. Concurrency relations are
preserved, and conﬁgurations are mapped to conﬁgurations.
Branching process. The pair (O,f), where f : O   N is a morphism, is said
to be a (labeled multi-clock) branching process (LMCBP or BP for short) of net N
i  [31]
1. f is a total function on O, also named a folding of O,
2.  e,e    E, [•e = •e ,f (e)=f(e )]   e = e .
In other words, f labels all events and conditions of O by transitions and places
of the net N (see Fig. 4.6). f being a morphism, this labeling actually turns a
conﬁguration   of O into a run of the net N. The parsimony condition 2. ensures
that any run of N that is represented in O appears only once, or is represented by
a unique conﬁguration.
There exist similarities between the branching processes of LMC nets deﬁned
above for nets and the sequential branching processes deﬁned for LMC automata.
In particular the categorical architectures are identical, so the main results can be
transported here. We brieﬂy review them.
First of all, there exists a simple and intuitive algorithm to build a branching
process (O,f) of net N, that looks very much like Procedure 1 (without the merge
of conditions). We brieﬂy mention it below4, since it forms the basis of several
operations we use in the sequel.
Procedure 2
• Initialization :
4This recursive construction is explicit in [110] as well as in [35], where new events and places are
named by a backward pointer technique. It also appears in the deﬁnition of “canonical branching
processes” in [31].
86– Create |P0| conditions in C0, and deﬁne a bijection f : C0   P0.
– Set C = C0, E =   and  =  .
• Recursion:
– Let X be a co-set of C and t   T a transition of N such that f(X)=•t.
– If there doesn’t exist an event e in E with •e = X and f(e)=t,
  create a new event e in E with •e = X and f(e)=t,
  then create a subset Y of |t•| new conditions in C, set Y = e•,
and extend f to have the bijection f : Y   t•.
The partition   of conditions in O is of course inherited from the partition of places
in N, as well as the labeling   of events.
Lemmas 3, 4 and 5 remain valid for branching processes of a net N, and one
easily modiﬁes the recursion of Procedure 2 to compute the union of branching
processes of A, which leads to the notion of unfolding.
Unfolding. A preﬁx O  of an occurrence net O is deﬁned as a sub-net of O
which is causally closed, contains the initial marking (or equivalently all minimal
conditions), and such that  e   E, e  O  implies e•  O . So a conﬁguration of O
is a conﬂict-free preﬁx of O. The preﬁx relation is denoted by O   O.
Theorem 10 Given a net N, there exists a unique maximal branching process of
N for the preﬁx relation. It is called the unfolding of N. We denote it by U(N),
or UN for short, and its corresponding folding by fN : UN  N.
A proof of this theorem can be found in Winskel’s works [110] or in Engelfriet’s [31].
The unfolding is of course obtained as the unique stationary point of Procedure 2,
and its conﬁgurations yield all possible runs of N.
Expressive power of branching processes. We had mentioned in the previous
chapter that not all sub-languages L of an LMCA A could be represented as a
sequential trellis (or branching) process. In the same way:
Lemma 8 Let L be a set of conﬁgurations of N. L can be represented as a BP
(O,f) of N i 
    L,             L
  1, 2  L, 1    2 is a conﬁguration    1    2  L
So ordinary BP represent languages that are both preﬁx-closed and closed by con-
current su x extension. In the previous chapter (section 3.5.2), we introduced the
notion of stop point for sequential branching process of A, in order to get a one-to-
one correspondence between sub-languages of A and runs encoded in a (stopped)
branching process of A. Similarly, to get a one-to-one correspondence between con-
ﬁguration sets of N and branching processes of N, one must enrich the deﬁnition
of BP with a notion of stop point. This takes the form of a function associating a
87zero/one value to cuts of O, i.e. conﬁguration extremities. We don’t detail it here:
this mechanism is very heavy and almost kills the advantages of using branching
processes.
4.3.2 Factorization property
Theorem 11 (universal property) The unfolding (UN,f N) of net N satisﬁes
 O   Occ ,    : O   N,  !  : O   UN,  = fN     (4.9)
This property actually characterizes UN among all occurrence nets O that admit a
morphism to N [110].
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Figure 4.7: Universal property of the unfolding of N.
Following the same category theory arguments as in the previous chapter (sec-
tion 3.5.4), this universal property establishes a co-reﬂection between categories Occ
and Nets. Speciﬁcally, the unfolding operation deﬁnes a functor G = U : Nets  
U
Nets Occ
U
Figure 4.8: Two functors relating Nets and Occ, that form an adjunction.
Occ, and there exists an inclusion functor F = : Occ   Nets. They both form the
adjoint pair (F,G), and since G has a left adjoint, we know it preserves categorical
limits, in particular products and pullbacks. This entails once again:
 N1,N2   Nets, U(N1  N2)=U(N1)  O U(N2) (4.10)
where  O denotes the categorical product in Occ. The existence of the latter is
automatically granted, and it satisﬁes (or can be deﬁned as)
 O1,O2   Occ, O1  O O2  U(O1  O2) (4.11)
(4.11) is important in practice: it expresses that coupling Procedure 2 with the
deﬁnition of the product in Nets, one can actually compute recursively the product
of two occurrence nets. In the same manner, considering pullbacks, one has
 N0,N1,N2   Nets, U(N1
N0
 N2)=U(N1)
U(N0)
 O U(N2) (4.12)
88where the pullback  O in Occ is deﬁned by
 O0,O1,O2   Occ, O1
O0
 O O2  U(O1
O0
 O2) (4.13)
and so  O can again be computed recursively.
As we have seen in chapter 3, the factorization property of a structure encoding
runs of a compound system is the ﬁrst ingredient towards distributed diagnosis
algorithms. So we are already in very good shape. The next ingredient is an adequate
notion of projection, that we examine in the remainder of this chapter.
t1 t2
t5
c
a
t’ 5
t3 t4
d
b
   
Figure 4.9: The net in Fig. 4.6, expressed as a product of two components.
But before, let us illustrate the interest of a relation like (4.10). The net N in
Fig. 4.6, left, can be decomposed as the product of two smaller nets N = N1 N2, see
Fig. 4.9. Eq. (4.10) expresses that UN is thus the product, in the sense of occurrence
nets, of the UNi depicted in Fig. 4.10. The latter are simple trees, since the Ni are
automata. One ﬁrst notices that unfoldings grow in width as one progresses in
“length” (the time dimension). This is precisely one of the drawbacks addressed by
the next chapter. Now, considering the number of possibilities to ﬁre t5 (resp. t 
5) in
UN1 (resp. UN2), one ﬁnds two solutions for the ﬁrst occurrence of t5, then four for
the second occurrence, etc. In the expanded product UN, they result in 2   2=4
possibilities to ﬁre the ﬁrst occurrence of (t5,t  
5) (see Fig. 4.6, right), then 16 = 4 4
for the second occurrence, etc. In other words, the factorized form of UN is more
compact than the expanded one, just like (a + b + c + ...)p is more compact than
its expanded form. Therefore it is likely that processings based on the factorized
form of UN will be more e cient than processings on the expanded form, as it was
already the case in chapter 3 with sequential semantics.
4.4 Distributed diagnosis : the unfolding approach
As soon as the product is deﬁned in Occ, a natural notion of projection becomes
available. We ﬁrst explore how far one can go with this notion, in terms of modular
computations for the diagnosis problem.
Notations: notice that we denote by Ob the observations, and by O general oc-
currence nets or branching processes.
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Figure 4.10: Unfoldings of the two components of Fig. 4.9.
4.4.1 Projection
Natural projection. Let us ﬁrst consider two nets N1,N2, and branching pro-
cesses (Oi,f i) of these nets. The occurrence net O = O1  O O2 is associated
to two morphisms  i : O   Oi. Combined to the foldings fi, they yield the
fi    i : O   Ni, and since one has morphisms from O to the Ni, by the uni-
versal property of N = N1  N2 (prop. 9), there exists a unique f : O   N such
that fi    i = f    i, where  i : N   Ni. It is easily checked that f is a folding,
which makes O1  O O2 a branching process of N1  N2 (Fig. 4.11).
O1xoO2 O= O2 O1
N1 N2 N= x N2 N1
f2 f1
 
1  
2
 
2  1
f
Figure 4.11: The product of two branching processes yields a branching process of
the product.
We take as projections of O the two occurrence nets O 
i =  i(O). They are
preﬁxes of the original factors Oi (O 
i  Oi) and satisfy O = O 
1 OO 
2. Referring to
notions introduced in the previous chapter (end of section 3.1.2), the O 
i thus form
the minimal product covering of O, in the sense that taking a strictly smaller preﬁx
O  
i   O 
i of one factor kills the equality.
This is illustrated by the example in Fig. 4.12, that depicts the product of two
conﬁgurations ( 1, left and  2, right). The product lies in the middle, and all labels
{ , } are supposed shared. Observe that the event t3 of  1, labeled by  , ﬁnds no
partner in  2 and thus vanishes. So  1( 1  O  2) reduces to events t1 and t2. This
example also illustrates that the product of two conﬁguration is not necessarily a
90conﬁguration: there may exist di erent associations of their events. Finally, notice
that the two concurrent events t1,t 2 of  1 inherit a causality relation of  2 in the
product, either in one direction or the other.
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Figure 4.12: Product (center) of two conﬁgurations (left and right), that share all
event labels, i.e.   and  .
To deﬁne the projection of any branching process of N = N1 N2, we consider the
same scheme with UN instead of O. From UN = UN1  O UN2 stated in (4.10), and
its associated morphisms  i : UN  UNi, one can deﬁne the projections O 
i =  i(O)
for any branching process O   UN of N. One has O 
i  UNi which obviously makes
them branching processes of the Ni. They form the minimal product covering of
O in the sense that O   O 
1  O O 
2, and replacing one of the factors O 
i by a strict
preﬁx O  
i   O 
i kills this preﬁx inclusion of O. So the projection keeps events of the
UNi that are strictly useful to O, and only them. Observe that O is included in its
product covering (whence the name), and is equal to it i  O was already in product
form.
Projection operator. We now move to the general case N = N1  ... NN and
consider O = O1 O ... OON where each Oi is a BP of Ni. For I  {1,...,N}, we
still use notations NI =  i INi and OI =  O
i IOi. By associativity of  O, we can
write O = OI  O OIc and deﬁne  I(O) as  I(O). This projection operation gener-
alizes to any OJ, for J  {1,...,N}, by  I(OJ)    I J(OJ). And by associativity
of  O, one easily checks that
 I,J  {1,...,N},  I    J = I J (4.14)
which corresponds to axiom (a1).
In practice, it is quite easy to compute the projection of a BP: to get  I(OJ),
it su ces to remove conditions and events not labeled by NI, and to “trim” the
result, i.e. to recursively merge isomorphic events in order to satisfy the parsimony
criterion (requirement 2 in the deﬁnition of a BP).
Minimal product covering. This notion applies as above:
 O   UN, O   O 
1  O ... O O 
N where O 
i = i(O)  UNi (4.15)
 O  
i  UNi,  j : O  
j   O 
j  O   O  
1  O ... O O  
N (4.16)
91In (4.15), one has equality i  O admits a product form: O = O1  O ... O ON, and
in that case O 
i  Oi. Moreover, one has O 
I = I(O)= O
i IO 
i with O 
i = i(O).
4.4.2 Centralized diagnosis
Single sensor. The setting is like in the previous chapter: net N produces a
hidden run  , that is only observed through the labels of        that it produces.
But what does it mean to observe the partial order of labels  ( )|   ?
Things become clear when one assumes that labels are logged in sequence by
a sensor. So instead of  ( )|   one actually sees a linear extension of this partial
order, under the assumption that the observation process is not anti-causal: visible
events that are causally related can’t lead to labels observed in the reversed order.
However, two concurrent events could produce labels observed in any order.
Now, the observed labels may not all be ordered: indeed, when two visible labels
are collected on di erent sensors, the possible causal link relating these events is
generally lost, unless some speciﬁc mechanism is deployed to preserve it. Therefore,
as a general situation we assume that our observation Ob is a weakened version of
an extension of  ( )|   (see Fig. 4.13 for an example).
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Figure 4.13: A hidden conﬁguration   (left), and an observed partial order of its
labels, expressed as a conﬁguration (right).   is supposed to be invisible, i.e.    =
{ , , }. The second plot is the partial order on visible labels induced by  . The
ordering of   and   (third plot) may be created by the sensor that collects them. By
contrast, the causality relation       may be lost if these labels are collected by
di erent sensors (fourth plot).
As a partial order of labels, Ob can be encoded under the form of a conﬁguration
(a LMCON), and a run   of N is a valid explanation of Ob if it perfectly synchronizes
with Ob, i.e. if  b
O(   O Ob)=Ob. To compute them all at once, consider
D = UN  O Ob (4.17)
Not all maximal conﬁgurations of D explain entirely Ob, they may explain only a
preﬁx of Ob and then be blocked. But those that do explain all Ob form a conﬁgura-
tion set closed by concurrent extension (see lemma 8). In other words, it su ces to
cut o  dead branches of D, then take the remaining maximal conﬁgurations to get
all solutions to the diagnosis problem, once projected back on UN. For simplicity,
we assume in the sequel that the diagnosis is given by (4.17) above.
92Multiple sensors. We now assume that N sensors are collecting labels produced
by transitions of net N, and possibly observe the same labels. For example sensor i
reacts to labels of   
i and produces conﬁguration Ob
i as observation. Speciﬁcally, Ob
i
is a weakened version of some extension of  ( ), restricted to   
i. It is important to
notice that the same extension of  ( ) lies behind all the Ob
i, otherwise the sensors
could observe in di erent orders two concurrent events, which would lead to an
inconsistency. We easily get back to the previous case by deﬁning
Ob = Ob
1  O ... O Ob
N (4.18)
as our joint observation.
   1    ={  ,  } ’ O1
a b c d
    
O2
a’ b’ c’ d’ e’
     
       ={  ,  } 2 ’
a b c d
   
a’ b’ e’ c’ d’
 
    
O1 O2 xO
Figure 4.14: Two observed conﬁgurations, on sensors sharing label  , and the re-
sulting equivalent joint observation.
This deserves several comments. First, observe that the Ob
i synchronize on the
labels they jointly observe. If the   
i are disjoint, putting all observations together
simply amounts to juxtaposing the Ob
i, which is much simpler than the complex
computation of all interleavings of Fig. 3.18. Translated in the true concurrency
semantics, the latter becomes Fig. 4.14. Secondly, taking as observation the product
of the Ob
i may yield a general occurrence net, not necessarily a conﬁguration (see
Fig. 4.12). This doesn’t change much the theory: it su ces to take as solution to
the diagnosis problem a maximal conﬁguration of D that projects into a maximal
conﬁguration of Ob, equivalently into maximal conﬁgurations of the Ob
i (i.e. the Ob
i
themselves).
4.4.3 Distributed diagnosis
Algebraically, the situation is pretty much the same as for sequential semantics (sec-
tion 3.6.3). We now assume that the supervised system N is obtained by assembling
smaller nets Ni, that we call sites: N = N1   ... NN. Each of the Ni is attached
to a speciﬁc sensor collecting labels of   
i    i and producing observation Ob
i, as
above. By injecting (4.10) and (4.18) into (4.17), one gets
D =[ UN1  O Ob
1]  O ... O [UNN  O Ob
N] (4.19)
93This relation expresses that the global diagnosis corresponds to the synchronization
of local diagnoses Di = UNi OOb
i computed for each site. Our objective is to derive
the minimal product covering of D, that is the branching processes Oi = Ni(D), or
equivalently the D 
i = Ni Ob
i(D)=Oi  O Ob
i. They correspond to coherent local
views of D, in the sense that they satisfy
D =[ O1  O Ob
1]  O ... O [ON  O Ob
N]
= D 
1  O ... O D 
N (4.20)
Of course, a crucial point is to derive the Oi or the D 
i without computing D itself,
since the latter can be a huge object (recall that products generally multiply tran-
sitions). So we aim at deploying the modular computation formalism of chapter 2.
Translation into pullbacks. As in the case of sequential semantics (section 3.6.3),
we don’t yet have a clean theory that would allow to project a branching process
on a label set, and would allow as well to combine the resulting object (probably
an event structures carrying labels) with another branching process5. By contrast,
there exists a natural notion of projection on sites, which suggests to use pullbacks
to transmit information from component to component, see (3.44).
We thus restate N as N = S1   ... SM where components Sj are deﬁned by
Sj = NIj =  i IjNi and cover all the sites:  jIj = {1,...,N}. One has
UN = US1  O ... O USM (4.21)
and similarly
D =[ US1  O Ob
I1]  O ... O [USM  O Ob
IM]
= D1  O ... O DM (4.22)
where each local diagnosis Dj incorporates by Ob
Ij observations on all sites Ni of
component Sj. It is not necessary to duplicate observations Ob
i when site Ni appears
in several components. It su ces to “distribute” the Ob
i on components, in such a
way that each Ob
i appears at least once in (4.22). But taking all observations Ob
Ij
on Sj has the advantage of “ maximally reducing” USj, an interesting property for
modular computations.
The distributed diagnosis problem now amounts to computing the OIj = Ij(D),
or equivalently the D 
j = Sj OOb
Ij
(D)=OIj OOb
Ij, that form the minimal pullback
covering of D:
D =[ OI1  O Ob
I1]  O ... O [OIM  O Ob
IM]
= D 
1  O ... O D 
M (4.23)
If necessary, the  Ni(D) of the minimal product covering can be deduced from the
larger D 
j.
5This can probably be done, but remains a research topic.
94Misleading projections. This notion underlines a problem that arises with nat-
ural projections deﬁned on branching processes. Computing projection O 
I = I(O)
amounts, in part, to selecting some events and conditions in O. But this operation
may forget causalities or conﬂicts that were linking them (see. Fig. 4.15). As a re-
sult, two events or conditions may unduly appear as concurrent after projection, and
thus be allowed to appear in the same conﬁguration, or with a reversed causality,
whereas this would have been impossible in the original branching process O.
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Figure 4.15: Two branching processes (left and right) that create a fake concurrency
(center) once the inﬂuence of the central variable is discarded by the projection. The
BP on the left loses a conﬂict relation, the one on the right loses a causality relation.
We say that O 
I = I(O) is not misleading i  every conﬁguration    in O 
I can
be obtained as the projection of a conﬁguration   of O. One has:
Lemma 9 Let us say that Ni is a simple site if, as a LMC net, it is composed of
a single state variable. Projections of branching processes on simple sites are never
misleading.
This is due to the fact that a BP of a simple site can’t have concurrent events. The
next section is precisely devoted to deﬁning a notion of projection that keeps track
of useful conﬂicts and causalities.
Separation theorem. We are now well equipped to state the separation theorem,
that forms the backbone of modular computations.
Theorem 12 Let I,K  {1,...,N}, and take J = I   K. Let OI,OK be branch-
ing processes of NI,NK respectively, and assume that shared sites NJ capture all
interaction labels between NI and NK, i.e.  I   K    J. If projections  J are not
misleading, then
 J(OI  O OK) =  J(OI)  O  J(OK) (4.24)
This weak form of axiom (a3) reproduces the formal setting of section 3.6.3, so we
can still derive propagation and merge primitives:
95Proposition 11 Let I,J,K  {1,...,N}, and let OI,OJ,OK be branching pro-
cesses of NI,NJ,NK respectively. If  I    K    J, denoted I|J|K, and if projec-
tions  J are not misleading, then
 J(OI  O OJ  O OK) =  J(OI  O OJ)  O  J(OJ  O OK) (4.25)
 I(OI  O OJ  O OK) =  I[OI  O  J(OJ  O OK)] (4.26)
Compared to the chapter on sequential semantics, the essential change is thus the
new ingredient of “non misleading” projections. To show the importance of this
assumption, let us examine the counter-example of Fig. 4.16. The two BPs O1 (left)
and O2 (right) have the same projection on variables ¯ a and ¯ c (center), which allows
to ﬁre t1 and t2 concurrently. However, in reality O1 imposes to ﬁre t1 before t2,
while O2 imposes the converse, so their pullback O1  O O2 contains no event at all
and reduces to the initial conditions {a,e,c,h}.
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Figure 4.16: With misleading projections, theorem 12 doesn’t hold.
Support graph for modular computations. Identical to section 3.6.3.
4.4.4 Example
O 1 O 2 S1 S2 d g
c e f b
a
c
g
t1 t4 t5 t6 t2 t4 t3 t1
 
 
     
 
 
     
 
b b
Figure 4.17: Two components S1 = N1  N3 and S2 = N3  N2 formed of two sites
each, and observations Ob
1,Ob
2 on these components.
96The center of Fig. 4.17 represents two components S1 = N1  N3,S2 = N3  N2
that share site N3, in charge of ﬂipping tokens from g to c. Their pullback amounts
to superimposing this common sub-net. With a slight abuse of notations, we assume
the pullback is performed taking transition names as labels. Transitions of these nets
produce labels (Greek letters) that have been collected under the form of the two
sequences Ob
1 and Ob
2. On this example, we assume that the labels used for the
pullback di er from those collected by sensors, so nets are provided with two label
sets (or equivalently with a synchronization algebra [111]), which doesn’t change
much the theory but introduces some ﬂexibility.
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Figure 4.18: Local diagnoses Di = USi  O Ob
i (left and right), and the message
 3(D1) from S1 to S2 (center).
The local diagnoses D1,D2 are depicted in Fig. 4.18. They are obtained by
unfolding each Si and taking the product with the corresponding Ob
i. Events and
conditions in gray are discarded by the product. Observe that in D2 the ﬁrst ﬁring
of t6 is discarded although it matches the ﬁrst observation  . The reason is that t6
has no future, and so can’t lead to an explanation for the next observation  . This
corresponds to a dead branch in US2  O O2. The BP in the middle represents the
projection of D1 on the interface net N3, which is the message from S1 to S2. It
essentially expresses that observations Ob
1 do not allow a second ﬁring of t1. The stars
next to conditions indicate possible stop points6, i.e. projections of conﬁgurations
that explain all observations Ob
1. Once inserted into D2, by a pullback operation,
this message removes some of the explanations: a single conﬁguration remains in
D 
2 (Fig. 4.19).
6As previously mentioned, the notion of stop point for BP is a 0/1 function on cuts of this BP.
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Figure 4.19: Insertion of the message  3(D1) into D2 by D 
2 = 3(D1)  O D2.
The message in the reverse direction (Fig. 4.20) is longer and also di ers by the
position of stop points: D2 can’t stop before the ﬁrst t4 is ﬁred. Once inserted
into D1, this message renders impossible the solution (t2,t 3) because this private
trajectory doesn’t provide the sequence (t1,t 2) to S2. So again a single conﬁguration
remains possible in D 
1.
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Figure 4.20: Message from S2 to S1, and its insertion into D1 by D 
1 = 3(D2) OD1.
Notice that putting together the reduced local diagnoses yields a unique solution
to the problem: D = D 
1  O D 
2 contains a single maximal conﬁguration (Fig. 4.21).
The latter reveals that   necessarily appeared before the ﬁrst   in Ob
2, while  
is concurrent with Ob
2. Moreover, the observed sequences do correspond to true
98causalities in the underlying system. So we have rediscovered the causality relations
of our observations.
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Figure 4.21: Global solution to the diagnosis problem.
Of course, this example doesn’t manifest the interest of modular computations:
the factorized form US1  O US2 has the same complexity as the expanded form US.
The advantage appears when the two systems have di erent ways of producing and
consuming the resources of their interface N3.
4.4.5 Involutivity
MC branching processes are involutive, i.e. satisfy O O  I(O)=O. So we are in
the setting where message passing algorithms converge on any graph, and produce
an approximation of the reduced local diagnoses. Instead of the D 
j = Sj OOb
Ij
(D),
one gets the upper approximations D  
j that satisfy
 i,D 
j  D  
j  Dj and D = D  
1  O ... O D  
M (4.27)
It can also be shown that MPA perform a progressive reduction (theorem 4), and
that the limit D  
M satisﬁes the local extendibility property (theorem 3).
Misleading projections. What happens if the presence of misleading projections
is ignored ? Theorem 12 is not completely lost: instead of (4.24), one gets
 J(OI  O OK)    J(OI)  O  J(OK) (4.28)
which means that message passing algorithms do propagate constraints, but not all of
them. This is due to the fact that misleading projections create fake concurrencies,
and thus fake conﬁgurations. MPA still converge on trees in a ﬁnite number of
(useful) steps. In reason of involutivity, convergence is also granted on any graph.
And in both cases the limit D  
j satisﬁes (4.27).
994.5 Augmented branching processes
[ The results described in this section are not yet published, at least under this
form. Part of these ideas appeared in [41] under the form of event structure based
computations. ]
The BP computations presented in the previous section remain valid as long
as projections are not misleading, i.e. do not create fake concurrency, and con-
sequently fake conﬁgurations. This phenomenon appears when projections erase
components/sites that were responsible for a conﬂict (Fig. 4.15 left) or a causal link
(Fig. 4.15 right). In order to avoid the creation of fake runs after projection, one
would like to preserve such conﬂicts or causal links between events, when they are
necessary. Augmented branching processes are designed for this purpose: in addi-
tion to the standard elements of a BP, they also carry extra causal links and extra
conﬂicts, as illustrated in Fig. 4.22.
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Figure 4.22: Preservation of conﬂicts and causalities in projections.
4.5.1 Deﬁnition
Augmented occurrence net. A (labeled multi-clock) augmented occurrence net
(AON for short) ˙ O =( C,E, ,C0, , , , ˙  , ˙ #) is obtained by adjoining a causal-
ity and a conﬂict relation to the occurrence net O =( C,E, ,C0, , , ), in such
a way that
1. ˙   is a well founded partial order relation on E extending the partial order
   + of O:  e,e    E, e   e    e ˙  e 
2. ˙ # is a symmetric and anti-reﬂexive relation on E, extending the natural
conﬂict # of O:  e,e    E, e#e    e ˙ #e ,
3. ˙ # is inherited via causality ˙   :  e,e ,e      E, e ˙ #e  and e  ˙  e     e ˙ #e  
100The augmentation of O with ˙   and ˙ # amounts to replacing some concurrency links
between events either by a causality or by a conﬂict. We call ˙ # \ # (resp. ˙  \  )
the extra conﬂict (resp. causality) relations. Notice that (E, ˙  , ˙ #) is a regular
event structure, therefore the objects we have introduced are a mixture between
event structures and occurrence nets. The importance of preserving conditions will
appear in the deﬁnition of projections.
Relations ˙   and ˙ # are deﬁned on E but naturally propagate to all nodes of
˙ O, by transitivity for ˙   and by inheritance for ˙ #. As for standard occurrence
nets, events e1 and e2 are said to be concurrent, denoted by e1 ˙    e2, i  ¬(e1 ˙  e2),
¬(e2 ˙  e1) and ¬(e1 ˙ #e2). Co-sets and cuts are deﬁned from ˙     in the usual way.
Preﬁx. The notion of preﬁx di ers slightly from the one deﬁned for standard
occurrence nets. The AON ˙ O  =( C ,E , ,C0, , , , ˙  , ˙ #  ) is a preﬁx of ˙ O, still
denoted by ˙ O    ˙ O, i 
• C  and E  are left causally closed in ˙ O for ˙  , and  e   E,[e   E    e•   C ],
• ˙ #   contains the restriction of ˙ # to E .
It is therefore su cient to reinforce the conﬂict relation ˙ # of ˙ O to obtain a strict
preﬁx of ˙ O, provided this reinforcement yields a valid augmented occurrence net.
Intuitively, taking a preﬁx means reducing the set of possible conﬁgurations, which
this deﬁnition expresses (see also below).
Conﬁguration. An augmented conﬁguration   of ˙ O (or conﬁguration for short)
is a conﬂict-free preﬁx of ˙ O, for ˙ #. The augmented conﬁguration   is thus also a
conﬁguration of O enriched with extra causality relations on its events. Obviously,
the converse doesn’t hold: a conﬁguration of O, may not be transformable into
a conﬁguration of ˙ O, even if causality relations are added, because ˙ # is stronger
than #.
Morphism. A morphism   : ˙ O1   ˙ O2 of augmented occurrence nets is a MC net
morphism   : O1  O2 that partially maps relations ˙  1 and ˙ #1 to ˙  2 and ˙ #2
 e1,e  
1   E1, (e1) ˙  2  (e 
1)   e1 ˙  1 e 
1
and  (e1) ˙ #2  (e 
1)   e1 ˙ #1 e 
1
Notice that causality and conﬂict relations due to   are preserved, only extra rela-
tions of ˙  1 \ 1 and ˙ #1 \ #1 can be erased and transformed into concurrency. So
morphisms still preserve runs, i.e. conﬁgurations.
Augmented branching process. The pair ( ˙ O,f) is an augmented branching
process (ABP) of net N i 
1. f : O   N is a folding of O into N,
2. if   and    are isomorphic (augmented) conﬁgurations of ˙ O, with identical
folding into N, then   =   .
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nition of an ordinary BP, and constrains an ABP to represent at most once a given
“augmented” run of N. Notice that the parsimony criterion of ordinary BP doesn’t
hold here: a given co-set X of ˙ O may be followed by two distinct events e,e  mapped
to the same transition of N by f. This happens when e and e  are not related to the
other events of ˙ O in the same manner for ˙  , which means that these events have
di erent pasts. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.23. As a consequence, the pair (O,f)
obtained by removing the extra relations, generally violates the parsimony criterion
of ordinary BP.
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Figure 4.23: Projection of a BP that removes component ¯ c (and thus t3). This yields
two runs: one where t1 precedes t2, and one where t1 and t2 ﬁre concurrently.
In the sequel, we will make use of generalized ABP (GABP) of a net N, which
means that point 2 of the deﬁnition may not be satisﬁed. Obviously, when this is
not the case, there exists a simple recursive trimming procedure that makes ˙ O a
true ABP of N. We will denote by Trim( ˙ O) this operation.
4.5.2 Key property
Augmented branching processes enjoy several interesting properties. For example,
removing the extra conﬂicts in ˙ O, i.e. replacing ˙ # by #, yields another ABP of N,
that we call the structure of ˙ O. One easily proves that structures have ﬁnite width,
at any height, which allows us to prove results on ABP by recursion on the height.
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. .
.
Figure 4.24: Intersection of two ABP (inherited conﬂicts are not represented, for
clarity).
Several important properties are related to the ability of ABP to describe sets of
runs of N. If every conﬁguration of ˙ O1 is isomorphic to a conﬁguration of ˙ O2, then
102˙ O1 is isomorphic to a preﬁx of ˙ O2. In terms of operations on ABP, one can deﬁne
the intersection ˙ O1 ˙   ˙ O2 that exactly contains augmented conﬁgurations appearing
in both ˙ Oi. It is obtained as the intersection of the structures of the ˙ Oi, followed by
a suitable deﬁnition of the extra conﬂicts (see Fig.4.24). In the same manner, one
can also deﬁne the union ˙ O1 ˙   ˙ O2, that exactly contains conﬁgurations appearing at
least in one of the ˙ Oi (see Fig.4.25). This strongly contrasts with ordinary branching
processes, where the union introduces redundant runs.
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Figure 4.25: Union of ABP (only minimal conﬂicts are represented).
In reality, these properties are consequences of
Proposition 12 There is a one to one correspondence between preﬁx-closed sets of
(augmented) conﬁgurations of N and augmented branching processes of N.
So ABP are stronger that ordinary BP in the sense that one is not limited to conﬁg-
uration sets closed by concurrent su x extension (compare to lemma 8). So unions
and intersections of ABPs can be understood as operating on conﬁguration sets.
Proposition 12 deserves one extra comment. We know that distributed compu-
tations are possible with conﬁguration sets, just like in the sequential semantics one
can compute with sub-languages. As ABP provide a compact encoding of any con-
ﬁguration set (up to preﬁx closure, which is not a severe limitation), it is likely that
one can compute with them. The e ort simply consists in proving that computations
can be directly performed on ABP, without transforming them into conﬁguration
sets.
Since we have the union of ABP, one could deﬁne a notion of “augmented un-
folding,” by taking the union of all augmented conﬁgurations of N. This is of little
interest, however. First of all because that would yield a huge object, containing all
extensions of all (standard) conﬁgurations of N. Secondly, this object wouldn’t have
the universal property, for the deﬁnition of morphisms that we took. Consider for
example the ABP ˙ O in Fig. 4.23, right. The augmented conﬁguration ˙   of N formed
by a ﬁring of t1 followed by a ﬁring of t2 can be sent into ˙ O with two morphisms:
one that preserves the causality, and one that erases it.
4.5.3 Operations on ABP: product, pullback, projection
Product. Let ˙ O1, ˙ O2 be two AON, we deﬁne their product ˙ O = ˙ O1  O ˙ O2 in the
category ˙ Occ of augmented occurrence nets by extending the recursive procedure
103computing the product in Occ. This takes the following form, where the  i : ˙ O  ˙ Oi
as canonical mappings
Procedure 3
• Initialization :
– C0 = C0
1   C0
2, and the  i : C0   C0
i follow accordingly,
– set C = C0 and E =   ( , ˙   and ˙ # are empty as well).
• Recursion (until stability):
– Let   be a conﬁguration of ˙ O and X an extremal co-set of  ,
let  i =  i( ) and Xi =  i(X), i =1 ,2
– if  (e1,e 2)   E1   E2,  1(e1)= 2(e2), •ei = Xi,
and    e   E, •e = X,  i(e)=ei,
  create such e in E,
  create a set X  = X 
1   X 
2 of |e•
1| + |e•
2| new conditions in C,
with e• = X  and  i(X 
i)=e•
i,
   e        E, set e  ˙  e if  i(e ) ˙  i  i(e) for some i,
   e    E, set e  ˙ #e if  i(e ) ˙ #i  i(e) for some i.
– if  e1   E1,  1(e1)    1 \  2, •e1 = X1
and    e   E, •e = X,  1(e)=e1
  create such e in E,
  create a set X  of |e•
1| new conditions in C,
with e• = X  and  i(X )=e•
1,
   e        E, set e  ˙  e if  i(e ) ˙  i  i(e) for some i,
   e    E, set e  ˙ #e if  i(e ) ˙ #i  i(e) for some i.
– symmetrically for private events of ˙ O2.
Of course,   =  1    2 and the labeling of events is inherited through the  i, as
well as the partitioning   on conditions. Observe that the recursion does not create
all extra causalities and extra conﬂicts, but only the minimal ones. Therefore, in
checking conﬁgurations   for possible extension, one must take into account the
causal closure and inheritance of conﬂicts.
This procedure resembles very much what one would obtain for the product in
Occ, by coupling the unfolding procedure 2 to the deﬁnition of the product in Nets.
Apart the treatment of ˙   and ˙ #, the di erence is that events are connected to a
pair co-set plus conﬁguration instead of a co-set only. This translates the di erence
of the parsimony criteria of BP compared to ABP.
Proposition 13 Procedure 3 computes the categorical product in ˙ Occ.
This entails the associativity of  O. Proposition 13 has to be proved directly since
 O can’t be derived from the product in Nets via a suitable adjunction, this time.
104Notice that the product of AON is very close to a product of (labeled) event struc-
tures [17, 26, 106, 111], which is consistent with their nature.
Considering augmented branching processes, the picture is not as nice as with
ordinary BP, because the parsimony criterion is lost by the product. One has
Proposition 14 Let ( ˙ O1,f 1),( ˙ O2,f 2) be ABP of N1,N2 respectively. Then ˙ O =
˙ O1  O ˙ O2 provided with the folding f =( f1    1,f 2    2) is a generalized ABP of
N = N1  N2. A true ABP of N is obtained by trimming O.
This phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 4.26. Fortunately, however, computing with
generalized ABP is not so much bothering, except for the size of the objects involved:
Lemma 10 Let ˙ O1,..., ˙ ON be GABP of N1,...,NN resp., then
Trim( ˙ O1  O ... O ˙ ON)=Trim[Trim( ˙ O1)  O ... O Trim( ˙ ON)] (4.29)
For distributed computations on ABP, one can very well include a trimming in the
deﬁnition of the product. This loses the canonical morphisms from the product
to its factors, but doesn’t change the results in terms of conﬁguration sets of the
underlying nets.
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Figure 4.26: From left to right, two ABP ˙ O1, ˙ O2, their product ˙ O1  O ˙ O2, and
Trim( ˙ O1  O ˙ O2).
Pullback. Moving to pullbacks, it is not known whether they all exist in ˙ Occ. But
in the simple case where morphisms  i : ˙ Oi   ˙ O0 are partial functions, the pullback
˙ O1
˙ O0
 O ˙ O2 can be obtained with a slight modiﬁcations of Procedure 3 above. And it
enjoys the same properties as the product. This is the only important case for our
computations.
As a remark in passing, notice that the pullback behaves di erently on ABP
than on BP. For example, if O,O  are two ordinary BP of the same net, then
O O O  coincides with O   O . This is not true anymore with ABP: one has
˙ O  ˙ O    Trim( ˙ O O ˙ O ).
Minimal product covering. This property doesn’t change. Given ˙ O = ˙ O1  O
... O ˙ ON, and ˙ O 
i =  i( ˙ O), one still has ˙ O 
i   ˙ Oi, ˙ O = ˙ O 
1  O ... O ˙ O 
N and the
minimality of the ˙ O 
i. Same thing for the pullback.
105Projection. For product ABP ˙ O as above (or their preﬁxes), taking the image
 i( ˙ O) erases causality and conﬂict relations inherited from the other ˙ Oj. This was
precisely the weakness of computations based on ordinary BP. Therefore we rather
deﬁne the projection as follows:
˙  i( ˙ O)=Trim[ ˙ O|Dom( i) ] (4.30)
The restriction preserves all inherited causality/conﬂict relations, while selecting
only conditions and events that correspond to component Ni. The relation ˙ O =
˙  1( ˙ O)  O ... O ˙  N( ˙ O) is preserved.
Moreover, for an ordinary BP O = O1 O... OON, one easily recovers minimal
factors O 
i = i(O) by removing all extra relations in ˙  i(O) and trimming the result.
Therefore, one can take as intermediary objective the computation of the minimal
product covering in terms of ABP.
4.5.4 Separation theorem
At this point, we have projections ˙  I deﬁned on ABP, that obviously satisfy ax-
ioms (a1) and (a2), and a combination by pullback   that satisﬁes axiom (a4) with
the empty ABP as neutral element. Only the central axiom (a3) is missing to enable
distributed computations.
Theorem 13 Let I,K  {1,...,N}, and take J = I   K. Let ˙ OI, ˙ OK be branch-
ing processes of NI,NK respectively, and assume that shared sites NJ capture all
interaction labels between NI and NK, i.e.  I    K    J. Then
˙  J( ˙ OI  O ˙ OK)=Trim[ J( ˙ OI)  O  J( ˙ OK)] (4.31)
This relation resembles more axiom (a3) if the trimming is introduced into  O to
form ˙  O. (4.31) becomes ˙  J( ˙ OI ˙  O ˙ OK)= J( ˙ OI)˙  O J( ˙ OK). Notice that when
the separation criterion is violates, one still has ˙  J( ˙ OI ˙  O ˙ OK)    J( ˙ OI)˙  O J( ˙ OK).
With theorem 13, we are thus fully equipped to perform the distributed computa-
tions of the previous section, without the assumption of non-misleading projections.
4.5.5 Weak involutivity
As mentioned section 4.4.5 (see also sections 3.6.3 and 2.2.4), when a system N =
S1  ... SM doesn’t live on a tree, message passing algorithms (MPA) still provide
good approximations of the reduced local diagnoses, provided computations are
performed on involutive objects. This is the case of branching processes:
OI    J(OI)=OI (4.32)
which corresponds to axiom (a8) section 2.2.4, so all MPA have a unique and identical
stationary point. The latter is formed of partially reduced local diagnoses, that form
a (non minimal) pullback covering of the global diagnosis.
106What about computations based on augmented branching processes ? Unfortu-
nately, involutivity is lost, only a weak form remains: For ˙ OI and ABP of NI, one
has
˙ OI   ˙  J( ˙ OI)   ˙ OI (4.33)
So composing an ABP with part of itself generally introduces extra (reinforced)
conﬁgurations. This doesn’t mean however that turbo procedures are excluded for
ABP. Let us deﬁne the relation   on GABP of a net N by
˙ O1   ˙ O2   ˙ O1   ˙ O1   ˙ O2 (4.34)
Proposition 15 The pre-order   on GABPs of N, satisﬁes axioms (a5,a6,a7).
So we are almost in an involutive setting. Let us deﬁne the equivalence relation  
on (G)ABP of N by:
˙ O1   ˙ O2   ˙ O1   ˙ O2   ˙ O1 (4.35)
Then the involutivity is recovered provided one replaces = by  , i.e. (4.33) becomes
˙ OI   ˙  J( ˙ OI)   ˙ OI. So turbo algorithms based on ABP converge to a unique
stationary point, deﬁned in terms of equivalence classes of   (see theorems 2 and 4).
These stationary classes are identical for all algorithms, but the latter may however
reach di erent ABP in these classes.
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Figure 4.27: Three equivalent ABP of the same net.
To help intuition, Fig. 4.27 depicts equivalent ABP of the same net. In substance,
two GABP ˙ O1, ˙ O2 are equivalent if conﬁgurations of ˙ O1 are obtained by reinforcing
conﬁgurations of ˙ O2 with extra causal links, and vice-versa. Or equivalently if each
GABP can be folded into the other.
Proposition 16 Equivalence classes of GABP are stable by  , by trimming, by
intersection and by union of GABP. So they admit a minimal element.
In Fig. 4.27, the minimal net is the central one: the conﬁgurations of the others are
obtained by reinforcing conﬁgurations of this minimal GABP.
By axioms (a5,a6,a7), we know that the equivalence of GABP is preserved by
pullback ˙   (which includes trimming), and by projection ˙  . But these operations
don’t preserve the minimality. Nevertheless, if all computations are followed by a
minimization step, then involutivity in the strict sense is recovered.
In conclusion, one can indeed run turbo algorithms on ABP, and get the same
properties as before, up to the minimality of the result. Which is not so much
bothering since in the end extra conﬂict and causality relations are discarded to get
the partially reduced local diagnoses.
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This chapter is the equivalent of the previous one for the true concurrency semantics.
We have introduced a second way of composing automata, in order to shape the
result as a safe Petri net and reveal the concurrency of transitions. Runs of these
networks of automata were deﬁned as partial orders of events, or conﬁgurations. As
for the sequential semantics, sets of conﬁgurations can be used as such, or encoded
into a more compact data structure called a branching process. One can go further
in terms of compactness and deﬁne the counterpart of trellis processes for the true
concurrency semantics (this is examined in the next chapter).
Concerning the distributed diagnosis problem, computations based on branch-
ing processes have the same algebra as in chapter 3: since projections on labels are
impossible, one is again constrained to use projections on sites to transmit informa-
tion between components, and to use pullbacks to combine information. The main
di erence lies in the nature of projections: using a naive deﬁnition allows to recycle
exactly the approach of chapter 3, but this doesn’t capture all cases. In particu-
lar, this strategy fails when components share an interface that enables concurrent
events, which may lead to “misleading projections.” To capture the general case,
we have introduced the notion of augmented branching process, that combines the
deﬁnitions of BP and of event structures. Their properties give them the ﬂexibility
of conﬁguration sets, and allow us to recover a clean deﬁnition of projection. Up to
this little modiﬁcation, the rest of the algebra can be recovered. A slight di erence
appears in the involutivity property, that takes a weaker form, but still su ciently
strong to prove the convergence of turbo algorithms on cyclic networks of automata.
The nature of augmented branching processes, that resemble very much event
structures, suggests that one could imagine working directly with event structures
(see [41] for a ﬁrst solution). A crucial point would be to deﬁne projections of
these objects on label sets, which would bring us back to the simple case of the
“direct graph” setting (see the language approach in section 3.4), and would avoid
the burden of using pullbacks. This is still a research issue.
Related work
The unfolding technique was introduced in the early 80’s [86, 110, 111] as a conve-
nient way to represent runs of concurrent systems, in the so-called true concurrency
semantics. The expression “true concurrency” refers to the fact that runs are rep-
resented as partial orders of events, by contrast with other models of concurrency
like Mazurkiewicz traces [27]. A trace is an equivalence class of sequences of events,
where the equivalence is deﬁned by the permutation of consecutive independent
events.
Unfoldings were revisited in the 90’s as a convenient tool for veriﬁcation pur-
poses [31, 82]. To this end, a crucial step is the construction of a ﬁnite complete
preﬁx of the unfolding, i.e. a ﬁnite preﬁx that is su cient to check a given property
on the system. The most frequent deﬁnition of completeness refers to preﬁxes that
contain all possible markings of the underlying net. Mac Millan proposed the ﬁrst
construction [83], based on the key notion of adequate order (to compare conﬁgu-
108rations). It was later reﬁned by Esparza et al. [33, 34, 35] with the introduction of
smarter adequate orders. It can then be proved that a ﬁnite complete preﬁx is not
larger than the marking graph of the underlying net. These approaches were algo-
rithmic: the preﬁx was the output of a procedure. Khomenko [64, 67] introduced the
idea of a canonical preﬁx, based on the notion of cutting context that deﬁnesa priori
at which events one should cut the unfolding. He also proposed e cient unfolding
algorithms, making use of SAT solvers to ﬁnd co-sets and possible extensions [60, 66].
Among various applications of unfoldings in model-checking, several contributions
consider reachability analysis [32, 36, 82, 83] and deadlock detection [65, 85].
The unfolding technique has been applied to various kinds of concurrent systems.
Not only safe nets, but also semi-weighted nets [31], products of transition systems
(as here) [35] or products of symmetrical nets [23]. More exotic concurrent models
have also been explored. For example the important class of Petri nets with read
arcs [7, 107], symbolic (or high-level) nets [19], networks of timed automata and
time Petri nets [16, 18], or graph grammars. Chatain, in particular, proposed an
important improvement with the idea of symbolic unfolding [19], see section 7.2.1.
We jointly proved that symbolic unfoldings enjoy the same factorization properties as
standard unfoldings, which makes them natural candidates for distributed diagnosis.
Beside their intensive use in model-checking, partial order methods and unfold-
ings have also been explored in the discrete event systems community, but apparently
with a lower impact. Let us mention works in liveness enforcement [59], and several
interesting contributions in controller synthesis [51, 52, 53]. In distributed diagnosis
applications, partial order methods have been used for state reconstruction in the
case of components interacting by places [14, 62, 63], with the interesting idea of
backward unfolding. They have also been used, in parallel to our own work, for
communicating automata [88]. The algebraization of distributed computations pre-
sented in this chapter is original [9, 41]. The early versions of this approach have
much beneﬁted from the work of Winskel [109, 111, 112], and in particular [110],
that enabled a clean and concise re-expression of all our results. Winskel introduced
a simple and elegant way of deriving factorization results on unfoldings, by means
of category theory, that we use in di erent places of this document. So far, it seems
that factorization aspects have not been exploited for modular model-checking ap-
plications.
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Trellis unfolding for concurrent
systems
The trellis of an automaton represents all its possible runs in a compact structure,
with a complexity that is typically linear in time (=length of runs). The idea is to
merge not only the common pasts, but also the common futures of two runs that
reach identical states at a the same time. Although such structures are familiar
in communities dealing with Markov chains (control, digital communications, etc.),
they are apparently new in the ﬁeld of distributed processings, essentially because
of the unnatural multi-clock ingredient that we had to introduce (chapter 4).
This chapter presents the generalization of this idea to true concurrency seman-
tics, which has opened a new and promising research direction. Traditional unfold-
ings can be seen as operating a double expansion of a concurrent system. Time, of
course, is unrolled (unfoldings are partial orders of events), but also conﬂicts are
expanded: each time there is a choice between n possible events, n branches are
created, that will never meet each other again, since conﬂicts are inherited in an un-
folding. By contrast, the notion of trellis is meant to unfold time, but not conﬂicts,
and thus results in a more compact structure. Can such a simple idea be applied
to runs deﬁned as partial orders ? Surprisingly, the answer is positive. And as a
nice feature, factorization properties can again be proved, provided merge points are
deﬁned according to a vector clock, as in chapter 3. In reality, the algebraic simi-
larities are extremely close, which allows us to replicate our approach to distributed
diagnosis, up to slight modiﬁcations of the key theorems.
The chapter is organized as follows. We ﬁrst deﬁne trellis processes, and study
their factorization properties. We then examine their relations to unfoldings. Fi-
nally, we show that they admit a natural notion of projection, for which the sepa-
ration theorem can again be established. This makes trellis processes suitable for
distributed diagnosis applications, which we illustrate on an example.
5.1 Trellis nets
This section deﬁnes the category of trellis nets, a family of nets where time is un-
folded, but not necessarily conﬂicts. This category is thus intermediate between
111Occ, occurrence nets, and Nets, safe Petri nets. We are still in the multi-clock
setting, that equips nets with a partition of places, used to identify components.
5.1.1 Deﬁnition
Pre-trellis net. The MC net T =( C,E, ,C0, ) is a pre-trellis net i  it satisﬁes:
1. C0 = {c   C : •c =  },
2. for every c   C0, the automaton T|¯ c has no circuit (i.e. its ﬂow relation deﬁnes
a partial order).
The deﬁnition of pre-trellis nets is much less restrictive than the deﬁnition of occur-
rence nets. Speciﬁcally, point 1 is preserved, point 2 is weakened since    is not
any more required to deﬁne a partial order, and we have abandoned points 3 and 4:
conﬂicting branches are now allowed to merge on conditions.
e’ 2 e2
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Figure 5.1: A pre-trellis net containing a circuit (thick arrows).
As an oriented graph, and by contrast with occurrence nets, a pre-trellis net is
not necessarily a partial order. Fig. 5.1 gives a counter-example of a pre-trellis net
containing a circuit. However, one has the following property:
Lemma 11 No run of a pre-trellis net T can have a loop, i.e. can ﬁll twice the
same place. As a consequence, the restriction T|  of T to (nodes involved in) any
run   deﬁnes a partial order of nodes.
Therefore it makes sense to express runs of T as conﬁgurations   rather than se-
quences   of transitions.
Conﬁguration, trellis net. In an occurrence net, every event belongs at least
to one conﬁguration, and so is reachable. This is not guaranteed anymore in a
pre-trellis net (see T1 in ﬁg. 5.3), so we must reﬁne our deﬁnition. We deﬁne a
conﬁguration   of a pre-trellis net T =( C,E, ,C0, ) as a sub-net of T satisfying
1. C0    ,
2.  e   E  , •e     and e•    : each event has all its causes and consequences,
3.  c   C    , |•c    | = 1 or c   C0 : each condition is either minimal or has
one of its possible causes,
1124.  c   C    , |c•    |  1: each condition triggers at most one event,
5. the restriction of T to nodes of   is a partial order.
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Figure 5.2: In the net of ﬁg. 5.1, a subset of nodes satisfying the ﬁrst four require-
ments of a conﬁguration, but failing on the last one.
This deﬁnition is close to the one introduced for ONs, apart from the fact that
|•c|  1 is not automatic anymore in a pre-trellis net. So one must not only solve
conﬂicts forward (point 4) but also backwards (point 3), to get a valid conﬂict-free
ON. And the requirement that a conﬁguration is “causally closed” is now spread
on 2, 3 and 4. The last point is suggested by lemma 11, and is indeed necessary
since points 1 to 4 alone do not guarantee this property (see a counter-example in
ﬁg. 5.2). With the above deﬁnition, it is straightforward to check that a sequence  
is a run of T i  it corresponds to a linear extension of some conﬁguration   of T .
And so an event of a pre-trellis net is reachable i  it belongs to a conﬁguration.
We thus deﬁne a trellis net (TN) as a pre-trellis net where each event belongs
at least to one ﬁnite conﬁguration (see ﬁg. 5.3 for examples).
2 e 1 e
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4 e 4 e
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Figure 5.3: T1 is a pre-trellis net but not a trellis net: event e4 is unreachable.
The other nets are trellis nets: all events are reachable. In T2, e1 and e3 are not
causally related... but in conﬂict ! T3 displays a non binary conﬂict: {d,f}, {f,g}
and {d,g} are all pairs of concurrent conditions, but the triple {d,f,g} appears in
no run. Removing e2 in T3 doesn’t yield a valid preﬁx: we are back to T1 which is
not a trellis net.
Concurrency and conﬂict. From the deﬁnitions above, one sees that both ONs
and TNs are graphical structures encoding families of conﬁgurations in di erent
113ways. TNs o er the advantage of being more compact... at the expense of a more
complex display of conﬁgurations. In particular, the familiar causality, conﬂict and
concurrency relations on events do not have any more a simple graphical translation
(see T2 in ﬁg. 5.3). This is due to the fact that, in a TP, an event (or a condi-
tion) generally appears on top of several histories. This phenomenon introduces a
strong contrast with ONs, where a node belongs to a unique minimal conﬁguration,
its causal closure. As a consequence, concurrency and causality are now “context
dependent:” two events may be concurrent in one conﬁguration, and appear as
causally related in another (ﬁg. 5.4).
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Figure 5.4: On this trellis net (left), events e3 and e4 appear in several conﬁgurations.
They can be concurrent in one of them (center) and causally related in another
(right).
It is important to deﬁne co-sets in a trellis net, i.e. to determine conditions
that can be used at the same time to connect one more event to the structure. To
deﬁne this extended notion of concurrency, we thus have to abstract the context.
Let x1,x 2,...,xn be n nodes of T , they are concurrent in T , denoted by    (x1,x 2,
...,xn), i  there exists a conﬁguration   where they appear as concurrent nodes.
In the example of ﬁg. 5.4 (left), e3 and e4 are thus declared concurrent for this
extended notion. The notion of co-set (of conditions) derives from this deﬁnition.
Observe that in a TN, concurrency can no longer be derived from pairwise relations,
by contrast with ONs (see T3 in ﬁg. 5.3). In the same way, an extended notion of
conﬂict can be deﬁned as follows: x1,x 2,...,xn are in conﬂict, #(x1,x 2,...,xn), i 
there is no conﬁguration containing all of them (for example #(e5,e 6) in ﬁg. 5.4).
Again, # cannot be derived from pairwise relations, i.e. conﬂict is not binary in
TNs.
Preﬁx. Preﬁxes are less easy to deﬁne graphically for TNs than for ONs. Let T
be a TN, T   is a preﬁx of T (T    T ) i 
1. T   is a sub-net of T ,
2. {c condition of T , •c =  } = {c  condition of T  , •c  =  }
3.  e event of T ,e  T     [•e  T   and e•  T  ],
1144. T   is a trellis net.
The last requirement imposes that every event in the sub-net T   remains reachable.
To illustrate its necessity, consider T3 in ﬁg. 5.3: if e2 is removed, points 1-3 are
satisﬁed, but e4 becomes unreachable. Of course,   on TNs extends the relation  
on ONs. Notice also that T    T implies the existence of an injective morphism
  : T    T (which means here that   is a total function).
Height function. The deﬁnition of trellis nets now allows us to merge conﬂicting
conditions reached by di erent runs. However, this leaves a large amount of ﬂexibil-
ity. But if one wishes to get a universal object to represent conﬁguration sets, some
kind of guideline is necessary to indicate where merges must be performed.
Let us deﬁne a string as a conﬁguration   =( C,E, ,C0, ) in Occ where
|C0| = 1. So   has a single class and thus corresponds to a sequence alternating
conditions and events. The height H (c) of condition c in   is given by
H (c)=|{c    C, c     c}| (5.1)
In a general conﬁguration  , we deﬁne the height of a condition c by focusing on
the component  |¯ c that contains c, so we set H (c)   H (c) where   =  |¯ c, or
equivalently
H (c)=|{c    C,  (c )= (c),c      c}| (5.2)
A trellis net T is correctly folded for H i  for every condition c of T and every
pair of strings  ,   containing c in T|¯ c, one has H (c)=H  (c). Equivalently, T is
correctly folded i   c   C,   ,   conﬁgurations of T containing c, H (c)=H  (c).
We denote this common value by HT (c) or simply H(c) when there is no ambiguity.
Fig. 5.5 illustrates this property.
e4
2 1 e 1
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2 ee
33
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Figure 5.5: Two trellis nets; the left one is not H-compliant, the other one is.
Category of trellis nets. In the sequel, we only consider H-compliant labeled
trellis nets. The latter, associated to the usual notion of morphism (of MCNs), form
the category Tr . So we have three nested categories : Occ Tr  Nets.
1155.1.2 Trellis process and time unfolding of a net
Trellis process. Reproducing the developments around occurrence nets, trellis
nets can be used to represent runs of a given LMC net N. Let T =( C,E, 
,C0, , , ) be a labeled trellis net and f : T   N a morphism, the pair (T ,f)
forms a trellis process (TP) of N i 
1. f is a folding of T (i.e. a total function on T ),
2. T is a parsimonious description of runs of N :
 e,e    E, [•e = •e
 ,f (e)=f(e )]   e = e 
3. T is maximally folded:
 c,c    C, [H(c)=H(c ),f (c)=f(c )]   c = c 
The novelty with respect to branching processes is thus the merge imposed by 3,
that operates as an extra parsimony criterion to describe runs of N.
As f is a folding of T into N, every conﬁguration   of T represents a run of N
in the true concurrency semantics, and has a counterpart in UN. So a trellis process
of N corresponds to a collection of runs of N. Conversely, a run of N is represented
by at most one conﬁguration in T : If  1 and  2 are isomorphic and folded into N in
the same way, then they are identical. Indeed, one has H 1 = H 2 which shows that
conditions are identical (point 3), from which events are also identical (point 2). As
before, we will often omit mentioning the folding f when there’s no ambiguity.
Observe the close similarity between the deﬁnition above and section 3.5.2 that
deﬁnes sequential trellis processes. Actually, most properties of sequential TP can
be transported to the partial order semantics: a TP is isomorphic to the union of
its conﬁgurations, two TP that have the same conﬁgurations are isomorphic, etc.
Time unfolding of a net. One can easily build any trellis process of a net
N =( P,T, ,P0, N, N, ) with a simple recursion, yielding both T =( C,E, 
,C0, , , ) and the folding f : T   N. This recursion is a simple reﬁnement of
procedure 2, designed for branching processes. A single new feature appears: the
merge of newly created conditions once a new event has been connected, in order to
satisfy the last requirement of the deﬁnition.
Procedure 4
• Initialization :
– Create |P0| conditions in C0, and deﬁne a bijection f : C0   P0.
– Set C = C0, E =   and  =  .
• Recursion:
– Let X be a co-set of C and t   T a transition of N such that f(X)=•t.
116– If there doesn’t exist an event e in E with •e = X and f(e)=t,
  create a new event e in E with •e = X and f(e)=t,
  create a subset Y of |t•| new conditions in C, with Y = e•,
extend f to have f : Y   t• bijective,
  then, for every c   Y ,
if  c    C, f(c )=f(c) and H(c )=H(c) then merge c and c .
The partitioning of conditions   : C   C0 and the labeling of events   : E     are
of course inherited from those of N through f.
As for unfoldings, one can modify procedure 4 to compute the union of an ar-
bitrary number of TP of N. Taking the union of all TP of N results in a unique
maximal TP, that has all the others as preﬁxes. It is of course obtained as the
unique stationary point of procedure 4.
Theorem 14 Let N be a multi-clock net, there exists a unique maximal trellis pro-
cess of N for the preﬁx relation. We call it the trellis of N or the time unfolding of
N, and denote it by Ut
N, with corresponding folding ft
N : Ut
N  N.
U(N), the unfolding of N, and Ut(N), the time unfolding of N, are di erent
encodings for the same conﬁguration set, formed by all trajectories of N.
Fig. 5.6 illustrates the (beginning of the) time unfolding of our running ex-
ample N. Despite the apparent loop back, that may look surprising, there is no
executable circuit in this net. Observe also that at each “level” one more possibility
to ﬁre t1 appears. This is due to the “bypass” transition t2, that allows us to use a
condition g arbitrarily far in the past.
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Figure 5.6: A net (left) and the beginning of its time unfolding (right).
117Expressive power of trellis processes. Like all other structures we have intro-
duced, TP can’t encode any conﬁguration set. In fact, the more properties we ask
to these structures, the less ﬂexibility they o er. Nevertheless, the sub-languages of
N they describe are su cient to perform distributed computations.
Let ( 1,f 1) and ( 2,f 2) be two conﬁgurations of N, leading respectively to cuts
Ci, i.e. C0
i [ i Ci.  1 and  2 are said to be H-equivalent, denoted by  1  H  2, i 
f1(C1)=f2(C2) and H 1 coincides with H 2 on their terminal cut:
 (c1,c 2)   C1   C2,f 1(c1)=f2(c2)   H 1(c1)=H 2(c2) (5.3)
In other words,  1 and  2 would ﬁnish at the same cut in Ut(N). A sub-language
L of N, as a conﬁguration set, is su x-closed i 
   =  1  
1  L,   2  L, 1  H  2    2  
1  L (5.4)
Lemma 12 A sub-language L of N can be encoded as a trellis process (T ,f) of N
i  it is preﬁx- and su x-closed.
As before, one can relax a little the preﬁx-closure necessity by introducing a stop
function, that assigns a zero-one value to cuts of a TP.
5.1.3 Factorization properties
Theorem 15 (Universal property of Ut
N) Let N be an LMC net, for every trel-
lis net T in Tr and morphism   : T   N, there exists a unique morphism
  : T   Ut
N such that   = ft
N    .
By arguments we have already detailed several times, this is su cient to establish
a co-reﬂection of Tr into Nets. The adjoint pair of functors relating these two
categories are (F,G) where F = :Tr  Nets is the inclusion functor, and in the
reverse direction G = Ut :Nets Tr is simply the time-unfolding operation.
An important property one expects from trellis processes concerns their factor-
ization, since it forms the ﬁrst pillar of modular computations. As soon as the
co-reﬂection above is established, one mechanically gets the preservation of limits
bu Ut, and thus the preservation of products and pullbacks. So one has
Ut(N1  N2)=Ut(N1)  T Ut(N2) (5.5)
which also proves the existence of a product  T in Tr for trellis nets. The latter
can actually be deﬁned by
T1  T T2   = Ut(T1)  T Ut(T2)=Ut(T1  T2) (5.6)
Once again, this relation is important in practice: by inserting the deﬁnition of
product   on nets into the time unfolding procedure, one gets an e ective algorithm
to compute recursively products like T1  T T2.
Naturally, the two relations above remain true if one replaces products by pull-
backs, which shows the interest of these abstract algebraic approaches.
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Figure 5.7: Left: Trellis of the net N depicted in ﬁg. 5.6. Right: Trellises of its
components N|¯ a,N|¯ g,N|¯ d. The trellis on the LHS is the product of the three other
trellises, in the sense of  Tr : Ut
N = Ut
N|¯ a   T Ut
N|¯ g   T Ut
N| ¯ d.
Fig. 5.7 illustrates the factorization property. The net N in Fig. 5.6 contains
three elementary components N|¯ a,N|¯ g,N|¯ d, or sequential machines. Taking this
decomposition for N shows that its trellis Ut
N is the product of the trellises of these
components, which are nothing more than “ordinary” trellises, in the usual sense
of that word for automata. The ﬁgure illustrates also the interest of factorized
representations, that we have already underlined in the previous chapters: While
Ut
N grows in width and complexity, because of the extra t1 that appears at each
level, its factors have a linear complexity in time.
5.2 Relations to unfoldings
5.2.1 Variations around the height function
As for the sequential semantics, the deﬁnition of a height function is quite ﬂexible,
provided one preserves its vector nature.
Consider the triple (E, , ) formed by a set E, an internal composition law   in
E and a neutral element  . Let us attach to each LMC net N a tuple of functions
h associating values of E to the transitions of N. Speciﬁcally, h is formed by the
vector (hp)p P 0 and hp : T  E satisﬁes hp(t)=  whenever p     (•t). In other
words, when t doesn’t inﬂuence the component N|¯ p, its value hp(t) is neutral. The
height values attached to a transition can depend on their label, for example, and
we consider net morphisms that preserve these h values.
To generalize trellis processes, we simply combine the height values of events
to deﬁne a height function on conditions. To a condition c of conﬁguration  , we
associate the height H (c) by considering the string   =  |¯ c that contains c. This
string takes the form c0   e1   c1   e2   ...   en   c   en+1   ... and we
take H (c)=hc0(e1)   ...  hc0(en). Once a height function is deﬁned, the theory
remains unchanged with correctly and maximally folded trellis nets1.
1At this point, this statement is only a conjecture that has not been rigorously proved.
119This degree of freedom allows us to build trellises that simply ignore some events
in their counting, for example events that don’t produce visible labels. So one
can unfold time only when observations are produced, and preserve silent cycles
unchanged.
On the contrary, one can deﬁne a height function that never allows merges in
some components. For example, in a conﬁguration ( ,f) of N consider hc(e)=f(e),
the name of the transition t = f(e) ﬁred in event e, and take for   the concatenation
of transition names. The trellis of each component N|¯ p is then isomorphic to its
unfolding, since only isomorphic strings can lead to a merge point, and there are
none because of the parsimony condition. This is not su cient however to make
the global trellis Ut(N) isomorphic to the standard unfolding U(N), as it was
erroneously said in lemma 4 of [45]. A mechanism that would ensure this nice
property remains to be found...
5.2.2 Nested co-reﬂections
Co-reﬂection of Occ into Nets. At this point, we have three nested categories
Occ Tr  Nets. By restricting Nets to Tr in the co-reﬂection of Occ into Nets, we
can derive another adjunction between Occ and Tr (another co-reﬂection, in fact).
Speciﬁcally, we still have the inclusion functor F = :Occ Tr in one direction,
and the unfolding functor G = U :Tr  Occ in the reverse direction. Applying U
to a trellis net T performs an unfolding in the “conﬂict dimension” only, since time
is already unfolded, so we rather denote by G = Uc the restriction of U to Tr .
In this adjunction, the universal property of “conﬂict unfoldings” still holds (by
deﬁnition):
 T   Tr,  O   Occ,    : O   T ,  !  : O   Uc
T ,  = fc
T     (5.7)
where fc
T : Uc
T  T is the morphism that refolds conﬂicts of Uc(T ). Therefore
limit preservation theorems allow to state
Uc(T1  T T2)=Uc(T1)  O Uc(T2) (5.8)
and give another deﬁnition of the product in Occ
O1  O O2   = Uc(O1)  O Uc(O2)=Uc(O1  T O2) (5.9)
These expressions remain valid of course will pullbacks instead of products.
U F  =  1
G  = U 1
c G  = U 2
t
U F  =  2
U F = 
G  = U
Nets Tr
  Occ
Figure 5.8: Co-reﬂections relating categories Occ, Tr and Nets.
120Composition of adjunctions. Gathering results obtained so far, we have three
adjunctions relating categories Occ, Tr and Nets, as displayed by ﬁgure 5.8. It is
a well known fact that adjunctions can be composed ([81], chap. IV-8, thm 1), so
(F2  F1,G 1  G2) deﬁnes another pair of adjoints between Occ and Nets. But since
F2 F1 = F, we have that G = G1 G2, up to a natural equivalence2. This translates
into
 N   Nets, U(N)   = Uc  Ut(N) (5.10)
and naturally the corresponding foldings can be composed: fN = ft
N   fc
Ut
N
. Equa-
tion (5.10) expresses that the time-unfolding Ut
N of a net can be recovered by “re-
folding” conﬂicts on the full unfolding UN, which we already used when we derived
procedure 4 from procedure 2. Speciﬁcally, fc
Ut
N
: UN  Ut
N merges conditions with
the same height and representing the same place of N, then merges (or removes)
redundant events representing the same transition connected to a given co-set. This
can be checked in ﬁg. 5.9 that compares the unfolding and the trellis of our running
example.
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Figure 5.9: A net N (top), its unfolding UN (bottom left), and its trellis Ut
N (bottom
right).
In terms of product preservation, the composition of adjoints yields, for any pair
2The adjoint of a functor is unique up to a natural equivalence, see [81], chap. IV-1, cor. 1.
121N1,N2 in Nets
U(N1  N2)=U(N1)  O U(N2) (5.11)
  = Uc  Ut(N1  N2) (5.12)
= Uc [ Ut(N1)  T Ut(N2)] (5.13)
= Uc [Ut(N1)]  O Uc [Ut(N2)] (5.14)
and similarly with pullbacks.
In summary, the category of trellis nets appears as an adjustable intermediate
between occurrence nets and safe nets. Its “position” can be adjusted by di erent
choices of height functions, that impose either numerous or scarce merge possibilities.
5.3 Distributed diagnosis : an example
As soon as one has a product operation on trellis nets, which is now granted, a
natural notion of projection comes for free. Moreover, thanks to the relation between
the unfolding and the trellis of a net, one can recycle the theory developed for
distributed computations based on branching processes. Therefore, as long as one
doesn’t have misleading projections (of trellis processes), the separation theorem
holds and allows us to perform distributed computations. The advantage is of course
the compactness of these structures. The price to pay lies probably in the di culty
to identify co-sets in a trellis net, a key step in the recursion that computes products.
The algebra that supports distributed computations has been discussed several
times, so we rather illustrate the mechanism of trellis based computations on an
example. Notice that we don’t have (yet) a notion of augmented trellis process,
that would allow us to cope with misleading projections, so the example assumes
interfaces that reduce to a single site.
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Figure 5.10: A system S = S1  S2 = N1  N2  N3 with two components, each of
them covering two sites: S1 = N1  N3 and S2 = N3  N2. The sequences Ob
1,Ob
2
represent observations on S1,S2 respectively.
We consider the same setting as in section 4.4.4, with di erent sequences of
observations (Fig. 5.10). The ﬁrst step consists in computing local diagnoses Di =
122Ut
Si  T Ob
i, as illustrated in Fig. 5.11. Observe that the conditions of the observed
sequences Ob
i are not duplicated by the product, which contrasts with Fig. 4.18.
The events in light gray correspond to discarded parts of Ut
Si. In the message, the
stars indicate possible stop points for D1. Integrating the message into D2 doesn’t
change this local diagnosis: D 
2 = D2  T  N3(D1)=D2.
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Figure 5.11: Local diagnoses Di = Ut
Si  T Ob
i, and the message  N3(D1) from S1
to S2.
The circulation of message  N3(D2) in the reverse direction essentially prevents
S1 from ﬁring twice transition t4 (Fig. 5.12), which results in the elimination of a
single event of D1 (in gray). A less visible phenomenon concerns possible stop points
in D 
1 (not represented in the ﬁgure). The message imposes to produce at least the
subsequence (t1,t 4), which kills in D1 the purely local explanation (t3,t 2,t 3).
Taking the combination D 
1  T D 
2 yields the global diagnosis D . It contains
three maximal conﬁgurations, or explanations, depicted in Fig. 5.13.
5.4 Summary
For the sequential semantics, we had proposed three structures to encode sub-
languages of a system: sets of sequences, branching processes and trellis processes.
With a decreasing degree of expressiveness, compensated by an increasing degree
of compactness. Algebraically, three properties trigger the possibility of distributed
computations: a factorization property on these structures, the existence of projec-
tions (consequence of the preceding one), and a separation theorem.
Surprisingly, this formalism can be almost entirely shifted to the partial order
semantics, up to some speciﬁcities of this framework. Among the aspects that are
preserved, the notion of height function, that deﬁnes merge points in a trellis pro-
cess, must still be localized to each elementary component (or site), otherwise the
universal property of these objects is lost, which entails the loss of their algebraic
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Figure 5.12: Message  N3(D2) from D2 and its integration into D1 by D 
1 = D1  T
 N3(D2).
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Figure 5.13: The 3 global solutions to the diagnosis problem.
124properties. By contrast, the simple notion of projection that comes with the product
is not su cient in the true concurrency semantics. In general, it erases useful conﬂict
or causality information, and may result in erroneous computations, excepted in the
limited case where components interact by non concurrent interfaces. This limita-
tion motivated the introduction of augmented branching processes, in the previous
chapter. Unfortunately, we don’t have yet the equivalent notion for trellis processes.
Related work
Surprisingly, almost at the same time, Khomenko et al. have proposed a structure
very similar to trellis processes, under the name of merged processes [68]. These
authors develop unfolding-based model checking tools, and were motivated by a
memory consumption issue, whence the idea to merge isomorphic futures of con-
ﬁgurations. The deﬁnition they proposed is slightly di erent from trellis processes
(see [45] for a comparison). In particular, it counts heights separately for each place
of N (instead of sites), and may contain executable circuits. The di culty to identify
co-sets and conﬁgurations has been identiﬁed, and the authors proposed a solution
based on SAT-solvers. Overall, on traditional benchmarks, experiments indicate
that one doesn’t save much in terms of computation time, but does save in terms
of memory space, which is crucial in model checking applications. Merged processes
are not universal objects, and so do not enjoy factorization properties. A hot topic
is thus to investigate the interest of modular processings for trellis-based model
checking. They could suggest more e cient strategies to identify conﬁgurations.
Among related works, let us also mention planning problems, and in particular
the Graphplan approach [12]. Planing problems consist in organizing elementary
tasks in order to reach an objective, so they correspond to reachability problems in
model checking. A sub-family of problems, called STRIPS-like domains, considers
situations where elementary actions consume and produce local resources, like a Petri
net. This community has soon discovered the superiority of partial order methods
on state space explorations. The Graphplan approach goes further and represents all
possible executions in a domain as a trellis net (see Fig. 2 in [12]). The problem then
boils down to optimally exploring this graph, and a planing solution corresponds
to a conﬁguration containing the goal. The relevance of partial order semantics
is obvious in this context, and there is potentially space for distributed/modular
planing algorithms.
125126Chapter 6
Applications, contracts,
technology transfer
The research results presented in this document originated and were stimulated by
research contracts, gathering industrial partners as well as other academic teams.
The origins date back to CTI contracts (Informal Thematic Collaborations) with
France Telecom R&D, around 96, 97, that grew up to take the form of 3 consecutive
RNRT1 projects: MAGDA, MAGDA 2 and SWAN. In the last years, a direct
collaboration was initiated with Alcatel to build more realistic prototypes of our
alarm correlation algorithms (VDT contract). The decision about their integration
into Alcatel’s management platform is pending.
This chapter gives an overview of these contracts, for what concerns their dis-
tributed diagnosis aspects.
6.1 MAGDA
MAGDA stands for Modeling and Learning for a Distributed Management of Alarms
(in French). This project (Nov. 98, Nov. 01) was headed by Christophe Dousson
(FTR&D). Its main objective was to develop alarm correlation methods, both on-
line and o -line, to allow the analysis of alarm logs. An important part of the
project was dedicated to correlation methods based on chronicles [5, 28, 29, 78], and
to learning methods for chronicles [11, 30, 49, 56].
Self-modeling. The distributed diagnosis part focused on alarm correlation in
SDH/SONet networks, as the one depicted in Fig. 6.1. Since we use a model-based
approach, a crucial step was the derivation of this model. This task turned out to be
the most demanding in terms of research e ort. The project jointly came up with a
methodology to derive the model, that we now call self-modeling. The principle is
based on the following ideas:
• There may exist many components in a network, in reality there is a small
number of di erent types of components. Here, by component, we refer both to
1National Research Network in Telecommunications, funded by the French Ministries of Research
and of Industry.
127Figure 6.1: A toy SDH ring, with di erent connections and displaying the various
SDH transmission levels.
physical equipment, transmission functions in the di erent layers, adaptation
functions, software, etc. The monitoring model, at least its topological part,
can be obtained by scanning the network to discover components and their
connections, and by instantiating the corresponding “internal model” that will
be used for monitoring. The manual task of the modeler thus simply consists
in designing the building blocks, i.e. generic components, and specifying how
their connection capabilities.
• The network behaviors, corresponding to transitions in our monitoring model,
can be deﬁned at the scale of components. Elementary behaviors are described
partly in the SDH standards, but the most useful information was obtained
under the form of failure scenarios, given by an expert. The latter were then
decomposed into elementary transitions, described as UML sequence diagrams.
Only failure propagations and there consequences were modeled, not the repair
or reset actions.
Apparently simple, discovering this methodology, and tuning the model to obtain
the expected behaviors was an extremely demanding task. The experimental system
contained around 100 elementary components (with 2 to 4 variables per component),
encoded into safe Petri nets communicating by shared places.
Diagnosis technology. This ﬁrst prototype of distributed diagnosis algorithm as-
sumed one local supervisor per network element (so four subsystems, as in Fig. 6.1).
Each supervisor was handling conﬁguration sets, and not branching processes.
However, the data structures encoding these sets were in fact branching processes.
Once a BP is given, conﬁgurations are simply identiﬁed by their cut (i.e. their
maximal conditions). So we were actually handling sets of cuts. A drawback of this
approach is that concurrent extensions of conﬁgurations generally create trajectories
128Figure 6.2: A zoom on the inner components of the network element Montrouge.
The ﬁgure displays the paths of connections between their injection in the ADM,
as high-rate or low-rate connections (HOP/LOP=High/Low Order Path), down to
the modulation (SPI=Synchronous Physical Interface). They cross the Multiplex
Section (MS) that aggregate connections, and the Regeneration Section (RS). All
these components are self-managed and have the ability to raise, transmit or react
to alarms.
that are clones one of another (i.e. the underlying branching process violates the
parsimony criterion). Therefore these clones had to be detected and removed. By
contrast handling conﬁgurations has the advantage to facilitate optimization strate-
gies. Each cut was provided with a cost, counting the number of spontaneous failures
in the corresponding conﬁguration. It was then easy to perform a local optimization
(actually a Viterbi algorithm) on runs examined by each local supervisor: for two
runs terminating at the same marking and having the same behavior on the inter-
faces with neighboring subsystems, only the best one was kept. Finally, a special
treatment was introduced for silent transitions, in order to process piles of silent
transitions as macro-tiles.
In terms of communications, each extension of a run, in a local supervisor, raised
an update message when the newly connected transition had an inﬂuence on the
interface with a neighboring subsystem. Symmetrically, a message received from a
neighboring supervisor was used to update local runs, exactly like a local extension.
We did the exercise to fully distribute the algorithm, i.e. not to assume any
shared memory. Therefore the detection of termination was itself distributed, based
on Misra algorithm [90], in order to check that each local supervisor had ﬁnished
extending its trajectories, and that at the same time no more update message was
pending in a communication channel between local supervisors. However, since ﬁnite
sequences of observations were assumed for each supervisor, the issue of determining
a synchronization point where compatible results could be collected didn’t appear.
When termination had been detected, a second phase of global optimization was
started. This phase exactly implemented a turbo procedure, to determine the most
likely global run (recall that the cost of trajectories was optimized locally, for each
129local supervisor, not globally).
This algorithm was implemented in JAVA with RMI for communication between
local supervisors.
Figure 6.3: A causal graph of alarms. The root cause in Gentilly (TF=Transmit
Failure) corresponds to a laser breakdown.
Outcomes. As a natural output, we proposed the initial failures in the most likely
runs of the system, classiﬁed by decreasing likelihood. But the algorithm provided
more: the most likely runs actually revealed possible causal links between alarms,
which was of major interest to the users. We displayed them under the form of causal
graphs of alarms, as the one in Fig. 6.3. The modeling e ort was quite rewarding:
it allowed us to recognize long-range, topology-dependent correlation patterns, but
also to disentangle bursts of alarms generated by multiple failures.
6.2 MAGDA 2
The objectives of MAGDA 2 were more ambitious:
• extending this approach to heterogeneous networks,
• automatically instantiating the model and deploying the distributed supervi-
sors,
• integrating this technology in a standard management platform.
Self-modeling. In terms of self-modeling, the project was very successful. It was
shown that the components to supervise belonged to speciﬁc classes of managed
130objects. The latter can be found in the information model of the chosen network
technology, and these information models are quite structured, Roughly speaking,
they inherit their elements from common high level deﬁnitions of managed objects,
like Trail/Connection Termination Point (TTP/CTP), Adaptation Layer, etc. So a
great part of the model structure is known: the modeler just has to specialize these
classes to the target technology. This is true both for the managed components, for
their connection capabilities, and for their behaviors: some behaviors are standard
and can be described at a high level, like the transmission of messages between
components, state changes in case of failure of a necessary function, the notion of
dependence of a service on another, etc.
A tool (OSCAR) was developed to allow a UML drawing of the model. This tool
allowed us to draw a topology (deployment diagram), to read one in a ﬁle, and was
ready to scan a network (which wasn’t experimented, however). It also allowed us to
reﬁne the managed objects, their connection capabilities, and to design elementary
behaviors (so-called tiles), with sequence diagrams. Finally, one could deﬁne with
OSCAR the sub-systems associated to the di erent local supervisors.
Our application case in this project was a GMPLS/WDM network.
Figure 6.4: Correlated alarms, as they appeared in the management platform. Root
causes were presented ﬁrst, and the ﬁeld “correlated notiﬁcation ﬂag” could be re-
cursively clicked to discover immediate successors of an alarm.
Diagnosis technology. The computations were still based on conﬁguration sets.
The e ort concentrated on the following features:
• The automatic deployment of the local supervisors. The latter were sent on
di erent machines, with knowledge of their sub-system model and of their
131neighbors, connected together and initialized. This was programmed in Java
+ CORBA.
• The distributed diagnosis algorithm was implemented above a rule engine,
which is the standard correlation technology used in management platforms.
We came up with three sets of rules: local extension rules, directly derived
from the sub-system model, optimization rules (speciﬁc to the management of
trajectories), and ﬁnally communication rules between local supervisors.
• The direct connection of local supervisors to a true management platform.
Both to receive alarms from the platform, and to visualize their correlation at
the end of computations. This was done with CORBA.
Outcomes. Programming the distributed diagnosis algorithm over a rule engine
was a real challenge, but we proved its feasibility.
In terms of visualization of the results, we only selected the most likely explana-
tion. We translated it into a causality graph between the received alarms, which was
used to ﬁll the “correlated” ﬁeld of alarms as they are stored in the management
platform. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.4.
6.3 VDT
Figure 6.5: A submarine network, with several terminal equipment.
Objectives. VDT stands for Viterbi Diagnoser Technology. The objective of this
contract was to propose an alarm correlation method for terminal equipment of sub-
marine lines (SLTE, Fig. 6.5). These network elements aggregate in WDM trans-
132missions high rate connections. They involve several layers of multiplexing and
ampliﬁcation, which results in quite complex systems, that can easily ﬁll several
racks (Fig. 6.6). The objective was to correlate failure information propagating be-
tween these functions. For example the fact that a low output signal of an ampliﬁer
will cause extraction errors on all wavelengths multiplexed in this signal.
The major di culty was that the propagation of failures were easy to describe
at the physical level. Normally, this is where the redundancy of alarms should be
avoided, by adequate masking procedures involving simple communications between
cards. Unfortunately, this feature is often considered as secondary, and delivery
delays generally prevent its development. So the correlation must be performed
at the management level. There is no one-to-one mapping between the managed
objects and the underlying functions that support them. In general, a managed
object, like an Optical Path or an Optical Channel Group, collects information from
several cards, and symmetrically a failure on a given card is reﬂected in several
managed objects. Moreover, although alarms are non ambiguous at the physical
level, they are translated (when they are) into very generic failure indications at the
management level.
Specifying the system model at the management level was a real challenge. Nev-
ertheless, we managed to recycle an important part of the self-modeling methodology
developed in Magda and Magda 2. A few components, speciﬁc to this technology,
had to be designed, as well as speciﬁc connection capabilities. Behaviors were again
extracted from failure scenarios given by an expert. And the counterpart of the
OSCAR tool was redeveloped to easily draw the model.
Figure 6.6: Two submarine line terminal equipment (SLTE).
Diagnosis technology. This time we experimented a true unfolding-based ap-
proach, in a centralized setting (a single supervisor). It was fed on one side by the
model produced by OSCAR, which was itself built from the description of an equip-
ment architecture. On the other side, the diagnosis algorithm was fed by alarm logs,
taking the form of a partial order (more precisely, a tuple of sequences). We exper-
imented di erent unfolding algorithms. The most e cient was based on a recursive
sub-routine to discover co-sets where a possible extension could be performed. The
unfolding was guided both by observations and by a cost function, in order to favor
133conﬁgurations minimizing the number of root failures. As output, the algorithm pro-
vided both the unfolding (Fig. 6.7) and a display of the SLTE topology identifying
the managed objects responsible for the root failures.
Figure 6.7: Part of the unfolding representing possible failure propagations.
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Conclusion
7.1 Summary of results
In substance, this document proposes a methodology to represent the trajectory set
of a complex system, and an algebra to perform computations on these trajectories.
We started by the deﬁnition of what we call complex systems: they are obtained
by assembling elementary components into a network, and thus can be described
as a graph of components. The time dimension is introduced by “unfolding” the
system, in di erent ways, which is performed by a functor applied to the system.
Many e orts have been dedicated to the design of such functors, in order to obtain
transformations that would preserve the interaction structure between components.
So in all the proposed settings, runs of a compound system can be expressed as
the combination of runs of its components, which is called the “factorization prop-
erty.” Formally, this property is equivalent to the factorization of the probability
distribution in a Markov random ﬁelds, which is itself the translation of conditional
independence statements between components of the ﬁeld (see the Hammersley-
Cli ord theorem). The analogy of these two domains has been established by means
of a common axiomatic framework. As a consequence, optimal estimation algo-
rithms developed for Markov random ﬁelds (or Bayesian networks) can be recycled
into distributed asynchronous algorithms for networks of dynamic systems. More
speciﬁcally, beyond factorization aspects, this formal analogy requires the existence
of a notion of projection that allows us to express a form of conditional independence
statement on trajectory sets (axiom (a3)).
The methodology presented in this document is very ﬂexible and adapts to dif-
ferent choices of trajectory semantics, and trajectory set representations. The two
arrays below summarize results.
In the case of sequential semantics, one can represent trajectory sets as a language
(i.e. a collection of sequences), as a branching process (i.e. a decision tree), or as a
trellis process, which extends the usual notion of trellis of an automaton. In all cases,
these structures factorize into simpler factors, and there exists a natural notion of
projection that allows us to implement message passing algorithms, for example to
solve the diagnosis problem. When runs are provided with costs, it is sometimes
possible to use the MPA to perform an optimization task, for example to determine
135Sequential semantics
language branching trellis
systems processes processes
factorization property yes yes yes
existence of projections yes yes yes
optimization techniques yes yes ?
Figure 7.1: Available results for sequential semantics.
the global run of the system that minimizes the cost. We didn’t present it for trellis
processes, whence the question mark, but this result seems accessible. It would take
the form of cooperating Viterbi algorithms, one per component, where several best
cost values (instead of one) would be carried by each state. They would correspond
to the di erent synchronization patterns with neighboring components.
However, sequential semantics seem inappropriate for distributed systems: they
generally induce large structures, whatever the representation one chooses. This is
due to two phenomena: ﬁrst of all, the multi-clock feature, necessary to the factor-
ization property, imposes large trellises, and secondly the natural concurrency that
arises in modular systems is not handled appropriately, which uselessly multiplies
the number of runs to consider. So the interest of sequential semantics is essen-
tially theoretical: it provides a simple setting where the structure of distributed
computations can be explained quite easily.
True concurrency semantics
Mazurkiewicz traces branching trellis
(conﬁgurations) processes processes
factorization property yes yes yes
projections on a single variable yes yes yes
existence of general projections yes yes ?
optimization techniques yes ? ?
Figure 7.2: Available results for true concurrency semantics.
We rather recommend to use true concurrency semantics, that considerably re-
duce the number of trajectories to consider, since the interleavings of concurrent
events are not computed. The three representations above remain possible. Instead
of languages, one has sets of conﬁgurations, or equivalently sets of Mazurkiewicz
traces. Branching processes are now less trivial than simple decision trees: they
become preﬁxes of the system unfolding, as it was deﬁned for Petri nets. And ﬁ-
nally, we have also deﬁned the appropriate notion of trellis process, an extension
of the notion of trellis to concurrent systems. Projections exist in almost all cases:
they are easy to deﬁne when one projects on a simple system, with a single variable
(and thus no possibility of internal concurrency). In the general case, one must
keep track of some conﬂict and causality relations, which requires the more complex
notion of augmented conﬁguration or augmented branching process. This general
projection is still missing for trellis processes. Optimization techniques can also be
136implemented on sets of traces: they look pretty much like those on languages. But
at this point it is not known whether they extend to the other structures.
7.2 Directions for future work
7.2.1 Technical extensions
The framework presented in this document may look quite complete and stable,
but in reality many technical extensions demanded by applications remain open
questions. The most obvious ones are the empty entries in the previous arrays. In
particular, a clear understanding of optimization issues is still missing. But several
other research directions deserve attention:
Label structures. The formal framework of chapter 2 is based on systems in-
teracting by shared variables. But the computations we have presented, based on
compact encodings of trajectory sets, do not ﬁt exactly this setting: interactions
are better described by shared labels, and projections on label sets are not (yet)
deﬁned. This motivated the use of pullbacks, to express component interactions
by means of shared variables/sites, i.e. interface automata. These representations
remain a bit unnatural because, in a pullback, the shared sites do not necessarily
capture all interactions between two components. Two ways to clarify this setting:
either by re-expressing results of chapter 2 with a new formalism based on label
interactions (in the spirit of the separation criterion appearing in theorem 9), or by
developing labeled event structures and a way to compose them with trajectory sets
(as in section 3.4.2).
On-line computations. A nice algebraic translation of recursive algorithms in
the category theory setting is missing: what does it mean to replace an observed
sequence by a longer one. Understanding this has important practical consequences:
When one runs a recursive distributed diagnosis algorithm, messages are exchanged
and new observations are introduced in a chaotic manner. One would like to deter-
mine on-line which part of the local diagnoses computed so far are “stable” and can
be displayed. In the same way, where and how can we set a temporary stop point in
the algorithm to observe its current result. This certainly relates to the scheduling
of operations in the algorithm, that was an unused degree of freedom so far. It also
relates to “pure” aspects of distributed computing, as studied in [90].
Symbolic unfoldings. This idea was introduced by Thomas Chatain and Claude
Jard. Consider a “generic tile” t that would read the value of a state variable V
and add one to it. In the traditional construction of unfoldings, all values of V
would appear as (conﬂicting) conditions, and the action of t would be connected
to each of them. In symbolic unfoldings, variable V appears only once, with an
unknown value that depends on its past, and the action of t is represented as a
symbolic event adding 1 to V . This results in much more compact structures. The
price to pay is a more expensive test to decide whether a tile can be connected or
not. In order to compute with these objects, Thomas and I have already proved
137that the factorization property still holds. It remains to build the adequate notion
of projection. Let us mention that symbolic unfoldings are a natural tool to unfold
time systems.
Multiresolution/hierarchical algorithms. The advantage of systems deﬁned
by constraints is that redundant constraints can only help reduction algorithms. The
point is to understand where! One can suspect that extra long range constraints
could help to reach a better convergence of message passing algorithms (MPA). One
could even imagine that well designed redundant components could help separate
the interaction graph into smaller parts. This is of course a model transformation
issue, and there are probably resources about this question in the literature about
data-bases. Notice in particular that MPA are known in that ﬁeld under the name
of query/sub-query algorithms.
Robustness issues. For our applications related to telecom networks, we have
developed a methodology to automatically build a model of the supervised network,
by assembling generic components. In practice, a complete model is not always
available. One may only know parts of it, for example when a single domain is
monitored in a multi-domain architecture, or when a speciﬁc intermediate network
layer is monitored. Moreover, modeling errors may also introduce a mismatch be-
tween what a model could produce, and what the system actually outputs. Finally,
in the case of truly distributed algorithms, messages exchanged by local supervisors
could be lost, for example when the network management information is transmitted
in-band. All these robustness issues have not been explored so far.
7.2.2 Research directions
Being able to compute e ciently on the trajectory set of a complex system poten-
tially opens the way to numerous applications. We had distributed diagnosis issues
as our target, but several other domains seem accessible, or are worth being explored.
Let us mention:
Smooth systems. This name suggests systems that have a non rigid interaction
structure. Networks can be reconﬁgured for example, create or kill connections,
which amounts to creating or removing components in their model. In web services,
the tree (or graph) of service requests, also called its choreography, may depend on
the parameters of the initial request or on the answer of some sub-services. The
same phenomena appear with active XML documents (see the ASAX project). The
di culty here is not so much to deﬁne a notion of unfolding for such systems,
where some transitions may create or disconnect components, but rather to propose
a convenient model to describe the structural evolutions. Some partial answers
already exist, and there is hope to obtain factorization properties. But we are still
far from applications.
Ad-hoc modeling. Related to modeling issues, another research direction con-
cerns the extension of this work to other formalisms of concurrent systems. Scenario
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quate level of description of a system is also an interesting topic: in general, one is
not so much interested in computing all runs of a system that explain observations,
but rather in checking a higher level property like “did this phenomenon occur in
the runs that produced this observation?” In general, a system model contains more
details than necessary to check a given set of such properties. There is no obvious
way so far to automatically determine what minimal granularity should be preserved
in a model in order to check these properties with the same accuracy.
Modular model checking. An important application area of unfolding tech-
niques concerns model checking problems, for example in circuit design. Questions
like deadlock freeness, liveness, accessibility of a state or of a transition are examined.
A central point to address these problems is the construction of a ﬁnite complete
preﬁx of the unfolding, in order to capture all behaviors of interest for a given sys-
tem and a given property to check. So far, this notion doesn’t exist for modular
systems. In cooperation with Victor Khomenko (Newcastle upon Tyne, UK) and
Agnes Madalinski (ex Newcastle student, now postdoc in Rennes), we are currently
exploring the construction of preﬁxes in product form, that would of course be more
compact and allow veriﬁcations by parts.
Distributed optimal control. This is a more futuristic (optimistic ?) objective,
based on the following intuition: The Bellman equation solves the optimal control
problem of a Markov chain, given past observations on that chain. A very similar
recursion appears in the Viterbi algorithm, used to recover the most likely trajectory
of a chain given observations. Both solutions are actually based on the dynamic
programming principle. Pushing further this remark, one could imagine that a
solution to the distributed optimal trajectory reconstruction (one of the missing
entries in the above arrays) would suggest strategies to design distributed optimal
control algorithms for modular systems.
Optimal planning. The problem consists in organizing a huge set of possible
tasks in order to achieve a given objective. Formally, this is an accessibility problem,
for a target state (called the goal), in a system containing large sets of variables and
tiles. Concurrency is natural in this setting. Traditional approaches, developed in
the AI community, use unfolding-like structures to encode sets of runs. In particular,
in the Graphplan approach, the proposed structure is very close to what we called
the time-unfolding. The possibility of modular computations has not been explored
in this ﬁeld. And modular optimization would of course be a breakthrough. A
collaboration project is in preparation with Sylvie Thiebaut (Canberra).
Information theory for distributed systems. Here we are beyond futuristic
dreams... In several places of this document, we have underlined the relations be-
tween Bayesian networks and distributed dynamic systems. We would like to push
further this analogy, provided networks of dynamic systems can be properly ran-
domized, in order to introduce information theory in this setting. For example to
139quantify the e ect of a component on the others, evaluate the importance of a mes-
sage in distributed algorithms, etc. This is probably a di cult task, given the poor
number of results available in network information theory, or in network coding.
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